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ABSTRACT
ORGANIC MATERIALS AS TEMPLATES FOR THE FORMATION OF
MESOPOROUS INORGANIC MATERIALS AND ORDERED INORGANIC
NANOCOMPOSITES
FEBRUARY 2012
CHRISTOPHER R. ZIEGLER, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF MD COLLEGE PARK
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor James J. Watkins
Hierarchically structured inorganic materials are everywhere in nature. From unicellular
aquatic algae such as diatoms to the bones and/or cartilage that comprise the skeletal
systems of vertebrates. Complex mechanisms involving site-specific chemistries and
precision kinetics are responsible for the formation of such structures. In the synthetic
realm, reproduction of even the most basic hierarchical structure effortlessly produced in
nature is difficult. However, through the utilization of self-assembling structures or
“templates”, such as polymers or amphiphilic surfactants, combined with some favorable
interaction between a chosen inorganic, the potential exists to imprint an inorganic
material with a morphology dictated via synthetic molecular self-assembly. In doing so,
a very basic hierarchical structure is formed on the angstrom and nanometer scales. The
work presented herein utilizes the self-assembly of either surfactants or block copolymers
with the desired inorganic or inorganic precursor to form templated inorganic structures.
Specifically, mesoporous silica spheres and copolymer directed calcium phosphatepolymer composites were formed through the co-assembly of an organic template and a
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precursor to form the desired mesostructured inorganic. For the case of the mesoporous
silica spheres, a silica precursor was mixed with cetyltrimethylammonium bromide and
cysteamine, a highly effective biomimetic catalyst for the conversion of alkoxysilanes to
silica. Through charge-based interactions between anionic silica species and the micelleforming cationic surfactant, ordered silica structures resulted. The incorporation of a
novel, effective catalyst was found to form highly condensed silica spheres for potential
application as catalyst supports or an encapsulation media. Ordered calcium phosphatepolymer composites were formed using two routes.

Both routes take advantage of

hydrogen bonding and ionic interactions between the calcium and phosphate precursors
and the self-assembling copolymer template. Some evidence suggests that the copolymer
morphology remained in the composite despite the known tendency for calcium
phosphates to form highly elongated crystalline structures with time, as is commonly the
case for synthetic hydroxyapatites. Such materials have obvious application as bone
grafts and bone coatings due, in part, to the osteoconductive nature of calcium phosphate
as well as to the mesoporosity generated through the cooperative assembly of the block
copolymer and the inorganic. Future work, including potential experiments to determine
osteoconductivity of as-prepared composites, is also presented herein.
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CHAPTER 1
SYNTHESIS OF MESOPOROUS SILICA SPHERES USING A BIOMIMETIC
CATALYST
Mesoporous silica spheres were produced using a novel biomimetic, bifunctional catalyst
within a mixed water and ethanol solvent system at near-neutral pH and room
temperature and described herein. Such was accomplished as the precision by which
living organisms form and structure ornate, mechanically sound silica shells under
ambient conditions is incredibly high, to be put mildly. Such ornate, stable structures can
be applied toward the encapsulation of condition sensitive particles, such as proteins, as
well as catalysts for high temperature reactions.

Synthetic routes, under ambient

conditions, to silica capable of serving as an encapsulating agent can also allow for insitu encapsulation as well as more economical batch synthetic processes.
Through biomimicry, the use of synthetic chemistry to mimic natural chemical processes,
it may be possible to produce synthetic silicas with similar characteristics to nature.
Doing so, as is the case with any natural materials system, requires a fundamental
understanding of the chemical processes that occur, the raw materials available, as well
as the interplay between proteins and peptides for an organism of interest. Thus, the
number of experiments necessary to isolate and deconvolute variables in natural silica
syntheses is not trivial. Nonetheless, a great deal of work has been accomplished in the
formation of structural silica by both synthetic means as well as through the reverse
engineering of silica-producing organisms.

Through adapting mechanisms, or parts

thereof, discovered for silica-producing organisms in natural systems, it may be possible
to increase both the ease of synthesis as well as the potential complexity of a man-made
silica structure.
1

1.1 Natural Materials Formation Processes
1.1.1 Proteins, Peptides, and DNA
Nature has developed highly efficient and precise means of forming and patterning
complex hierarchical nanostructures over approximately 4 billion years of evolution. To
directly mimic natural structures requires understanding of the timing, chemistry, and
synergy of processes that occur over the lifespan of any given organism.
The “recipe” for the formation and end-structure of an organism is generally known to be
encoded in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).
polymeric nucleotides.

DNA is a double helix comprised of 2

These nucleotides are comprised of sugar subunits, 2-

deoxyribose, connected through phosphodiester linkages at precisely the third and fifth
carbon along the deoxyribose sugar ring.

DNA is “coded” through species and

individual-specific combination and organization of base pairs located between sugars
along the DNA double helix. Base pairs are defined as hydrogen bonded pairs of bases
selected only from adenosine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine. Each base has only one
complementary base to which it may hydrogen bond. Guanine will only form a base pair
with cytosine and adenosine will only form a base pair with thymine. The organization
and specificity of base pairs enables DNA reproduction, the formation of single stranded
RNA, and the directed synthesis of proteins. Protein synthesis is initiated through DNA
reproduction, followed by “unzipping” to RNA through transcription, from which
translation of RNA to proteins occurs through directed interactions at codons between
differing RNA molecules. Each codon, or three base-pair set, codes for a specific amino
acid subunit comprising part of a protein. Despite the simplicity seemingly inherent to
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base-pairing, human DNA molecules have been discovered to be as long as 220 million
base pairs. Hence, some proteins encoded by RNA may be quite complex and each, no
matter the length, is precise in structure.
At the molecular level, DNA reproduction through “unzipping” and transcription
mechanisms is dictated in part through the strength of hydrogen bonding between base
pairs. The adenine-thymine base pair forms 2 hydrogen bonds whereas the guaninecytosine pair forms 3 hydrogen bonds. To separate a DNA double helix for reproduction,
a sufficient force, be it thermal, mechanical, or a combination of which, is required to
break these hydrogen bonds between base pairs. RNA self organization, mutation, and
protein organization then takes place according to certain external stimuli that drives
further organism growth.
Although DNA is considered to be an example of a basic building block for living
organisms, the complexities of the interactions and reactions that take place to encode
diverse biological organisms is staggering. Synthetic strategies to mimic nature generally
involve direct reproduction of the understood interactions within particular species. To
form a highly complex synthetic organism would thereby require not only the “parts”,
namely each and every form of initial DNA under appropriate conditions, but a “map”
with precise instructions as to what type of stimuli to apply and when. To obtain such
information would likely require an understanding of each and every process that occurs
during said organism’s formative period. It is unnecessary to discuss the amount of
research that would be required to gather the required parts and put together said map for
any individual organism.
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For the purposes of this dissertation, the natural building blocks of life are generally cited
as an inspiration for the synthesis of simple inorganic structures, in comparison to those
formed in nature. Said inorganic structures, namely mesostructured silica and calcium
phosphates, are formed in nature through means that researchers are just beginning to
comprehend. The following comprises a brief synopsis on the research accomplished on
the formation of inorganic materials, namely organic silicates, in nature. The processes
by which calcium phosphate is synthesized and templated in bone is summarized in
Chapter 3.
1.1.2 Diatomaceous Silica
Diatoms, single-celled aquatic organisms well known for the ability to output hierarchical
silica shells, comprise a large portion of the marine collective. Over 10,000 species are
estimated to exist, in quantities sufficient to produce approximately 40% of the carbon in
marine environments [1]. As such, diatoms dominate the appropriation of Si in oceans as
each Si atom that enters the ocean is utilized by diatoms 39 times on average before
reaching the sea bed. Diatoms primarily use the Si to form very intricate, species specific
amorphous silica cell walls. Data accumulated by Martin-Jezequel [1] from a number of
sources indicate that most species of diatom are effective at not only metabolizing silicic
acid, a common precursor to silica, but transporting the amorphous silica precursor to the
correct position for subsequent condensation. Some of the data presented suggests that
some species of diatom may be able to completely fabricate a silica shell within 2 hours
at conditions of maximum silicic acid uptake, demonstrating a very effective natural
means of self-organization and controlled silicification. An SEM image showing the
intricacy of a diatom’s silica cell wall is shown in Figure 1.
4

The mechanisms by which silica is metabolized and condensed in a targeted location are
being actively studied. Hildebrand et al.[2] have noted the presence of at least 5 forms of
silicic-acid transporter genes within the diatom species cylidrotheca fusiformis. These
transporter genes have been shown to produce varied types of silica transport mRNA at
specific intervals during diatom cell wall formation. Further, each silica transport mRNA
can interact with various proteins and other mRNA molecules creating a complex system
of molecular silica transport within diatoms. Increased mRNA synthesis within diatom
species has been directly linked with increased silica formation kinetics. However, the
interplay between silica transport genes, mRNA, other proteins, and the silicic acid
gathered from the ocean is barely understood. This interplay is undoubtedly responsible
for the final morphology of diatom silica cell walls.
A few theories do exist as to how diatoms transport silica prior to cell wall condensation,
however. One such theory looks to Na or K complexation with silicic acid species to
control and mediate silicification processes[3]. One to one Na:Si(OH)4 coordination was
postulated for transport. A second postulated mechanism involves coordination of mono
or polysilicic acid with diatom proteins to form saturated “pools” of silicic acid for later
condensation[2]. Indeed, some species of diatom have been found to form substantial
silicic acid storage pools whereas others only initiate silica uptake during cell wall
formation. Thus, the formation and maintenance of silica storage pools are generally
dependent on species-specific kinetics of uptake and cell wall formation as well as
marine environment[4, 5]. In order to inhibit condensation of silicic acid to silica, some
coordination, either between various proteins or salts present within the diatom cell, pH,
or ionic-type control would be necessitated to maintain silicic acid pools.
5

Figure 1. SEM images of the highly ornate, hierarchical silica cell wall of various diatom
species [6].
Efforts by Kroger et al. [7-14] have been focused on understanding the processes by
which silicic acid is biomineralized to amorphous silica by diatoms under ambient marine
conditions. Through various methods of acid digestion of diatom silica shells, a number
of silica precipitating proteins have been identified. Silaffin-1A1 and1A2, 15 and 18
amino acid residue proteins (Figure 2a, b), respectively, were found to induce nearly
spontaneous silica formation from a phosphate-buffered metastable silicic acid solution
between pH of 5 and 8[10]. The isolated silaffin-1A type proteins were found to be post
translationally modified at lysine residues with 5-11 N-methylated propyl amine units.
Interestingly, silica spheres resulted from the reaction of the amine modified proteins.
Kroger [9] identified that the polyamine modification (Figure 2c) of lysine along the Sil1A protein backbone individually dictated resultant silica structure. Through variation in
solution pH or through alteration of the molecular weight of the poly-N-methylated
propyl amine peptide modification, the resultant silica sphere diameter and distribution
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was observed to change. To verify that these polyamine translational modifications are,
at least, partly responsible for the controlled silicification processes in diatoms, synthetic
polyamines were added to monosilicic acid solutions at near neutral pH. Similarly to
silaffin-induced silica precipitation, it was found that through reaction with polyamines,
silica spheres were seen to precipitate almost instantly (Figure 3). When high molecular
weight (1000-1250 Da) polyamines were placed into phosphate-citrate buffered solution
with monosilicic acid, an aggregate of 800 nm silica spheres resulted (Figure 3a). On
decreasing the molecular weight of the polyamine catalyst/structure directing agent (600700 Da), smaller spheres (100-200 nm) were observed to form (Figure 3b). Variation in
solution pH from 5.4 to 8.3 was also found to dramatically reduce silica sphere size
(Figure 3c-f). At pH = 5.4, silica spheres were observed to be approximately 1500 nm,
whereas at pH 8.3 sphere diameter was decreased to under 100 nm. Another interesting
finding was that, in most cases, bimodal distributions of silica spheres resulted from the
use of polyamines. Although an explanation was not given, it can be speculated that the
polyamines act as both a template and catalyst for biosilicification processes. Based upon
solution pH, monosilicic acid concentration, and amine concentration, electrostatic
effects between positively charged amines as well as negatively charged silica species
more than likely have an impact on the structure of individual polyamine molecules and
any micelles thereof that may form.

Perhaps, even neutral amines interact through

hydrogen bonding with some silicic acid species to further layer the complex
silicification processes that occur in nature.
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d) Nat-Sil-1A

a)

b)
e)

c)

Figure 2. a,b) Diatom-derived silaffin-1A1 and 1A2 structure demonstrates polyaminemodified protein structure[10]. c) Polyamine used for silica precipitation[9]. d) Diatomdervied Nat-sil-1A shows phosphorylation at serine residues along the protein backbone.
Such modification is argued to provide for electrostatic protein-protein and protein-silica
self-assembly[15]. e) Amount of silica precipitated from a sodium acetate buffered
solution of diatom proteins and silicic acid against silaffin concentration shows
dependence on phosphate content for silicic acid condensation: nat-Sil-1A (black),
silaffin-1A (green), silaffin-1A precipitated in the presence of 3 mM phosphate (light
blue), and silaffin-1A precipitated in the presence of 30 mM phosphate (red). Inset (e) is
an SEM micrograph of the silica precipitated using nat-Sil-1A[15].
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Figure 3. SEM images of silica spheres precipitated from phosphate-buffered silicic acid
mixtures with 0.85 mg/cc polyamine (see Figure 2c for structure). a) Silica spheres
precipitated from 1000-1200 Da polyamine. b) Silica spheres precipitated from 600-750
Da polyamines. Silica spheres precipitated from a mixture of polyamines (600-1200 Da)
at pH of c) 5.4, d) 6.3, e) 7.2, and f) 8.3. Scales bars represent 1 µm for A and B and 500
nm for C-F. Reproduced from Kroger[9].
Further inquiry into the structure of Sil-1A revealed phosphorylation of serine residues
(Figure 2d) to accompany the polyamine modification on lysine residues[15]. Study of
silica precipitation of so-called nat-Sil-1A in a non-phosphate sodium-acetate buffered
solution indicated that the phosphorylated variant of Sil-1A precipitated silica while the
non-phosphorylated Sil-1A did not, independent of protein concentration (Figure 2e).
When phosphate was added to the buffered solution of the non-phosphorylated Sil-1A, a
similar degree, compared to that of Nat-Sil-1A, of silica precipitation was observed.
9

Thus, Nat-Sil-1A, complete with polyamine and phosphate modifications, was
determined to be zwitterionic and as such, capable of charge-driven self-assembly. To
verify that Nat-Sil-1A is zwitterionic, aggregates of the protein were identified through
31

P NMR. Increasing ionic strength resulted in a decrease in aggregate size, highlighting

the electrostatic nature of the protein-protein interaction.

Energy-dispersed X-ray

spectroscopy within SEM of an as-precipitating silica-Nat-Sil-1A mixture indicated
cooperative assembly of silica and/or silicic acid with the protein. Aliquots, taken at
specified intervals from a buffered solution of Nat-sil-1A and silicic acid, were subject to
SEM analysis (Figure 4). It was found that individual silica spheres evolved from
branch-like structures after only 8 minutes of reaction with the isolated Nat-Sil-1A
protein.

Figure 4. Evolution of silica spheres as characterized by SEM. Aliquots of a sodium
acetate-buffered (50 mM) solution of monosilicic acid and Nat-Sil-1A taken a) 3.5, b)
4.5, c) 5 and d) 8 minutes after Nat-sil1A addition. Scale bar represents 2 µm.
Reproduced from Kroger[15].
A recent review (2008) by Kroger summarizes the extent of diatom research with regards
to its implications for nanotechnology.

The natural synthesis of silica involves the

digestion, transport, self-assembly, and condensation of silicic acid under mild conditions
resulting in highly ornate, mechanically-sound cell walls with nano-scale features. Such
10

features have been faithfully reproduced in other inorganics (MgO, TiO2, Si, etc.) by
Sandhage et al., for example, through gas-phase reactions with mesostructured siliceous
diatoms at high temperature[16-19]. Nevertheless, an understanding of the processes and
the diversity by which diatoms produce silica shells is of interest not only for geneticbased approaches but also purely synthetic ones. The works reviewed in this section
have demonstrated the ability to form silica spheres rapidly under ambient conditions
using diatom-derived proteins and polyamines. Even though the spherical structures
produced were not found to be representative of the silica shells obtained through natural
means, a few chemical and physical mechanisms have been elucidated or postulated.
These include the ability of polyamines to control silica sphere size, the presence of
phosphates to dictate protein structure in solution, as well as the transformation of
amorphous (in structure) silica to silica spheres. In a broad sense, these works show that
natural silica formation processes involve numerous steps with multiple condensation
inhibition and transport phases as well as rapid silica condensation processes.

The

mechanism by which silica may be templated by silica-forming organisms appears to be a
result of protein structure and protein-protein interactions.

Nanostructured ceramics have an extremely broad application base including, but not
limited to sensing, encapsulation/delivery, microelectromechanical (MEMS) devices,
separation, and catalysis. Taking a biomimetic approach, such as the use of catalysts
containing functional groups similar to silaffins or through utilization of zwitterionic
template and catalyst hybrids, to the formation of nanostructured ceramics can assist in
yielding such materials through highly controlled, reproducible, and comparably mild
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syntheses.

For comparison, the following section describes processes by which

nanostructured silica is currently formed synthetically.
1.2 Synthetic Attempts at Nanostructured Silica
Techniques to form synthetic nanostructured silica generally involve the combination of a
silica precursor with a structure-directing agent, or SDA. Silica precursor hydrolysis and
condensation is accomplished through acid/base chemistry and, in most cases, application
of heat.

Silica precursors, silica oligomers, and the SDA are generally mutually

organized. The amphiphilic SDA, in many cases, directly interacts, either through an
ionic or other non-covalent bond, with negatively charged silica oligomers. As silica
condenses around the surfactant, the SDA is frozen in place and later removed to yield
SDA-templated nanostructured silica. When this general synthetic technique is compared
to natural processes, many similarities are observed. These include non-covalent type
interaction between a template molecule and silicic acid to direct silica condensation as
well as the use of acid/base chemistry to catalyze hydrolysis and condensation of silica
precursors. Further, self-assembly of the organic template molecule plays a clear role in
dictating the final morphology of a mesostructured inorganic similar to that of the
precisely defined structure of silica producing proteins and the silica they form and/olr
produce.

A difference between natural and synthetic mesoporous silica synthesis

involves accessibility of the desired nano-feature post-synthesis for lab-produced silica.
In nature, the nanostructure is directly accessible after silica condensation. Synthetic
techniques require SDA removal, generally through high-temperature calcination, to
access the desired nanostructure. Of course, microporous inorganics do not suffer this
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problem.

Nonetheless, intentionally or unintentionally, modern techniques to form

nanostructured silica are essentially biomimics of diatom silica formation processes.

The discovery of MCM-41, Mobile Corporation Mesoporous sample 41, by Mobil
researchers in 1992[20] precluded the formulations of many other high profile synthetic
mesoporous silica structures including SBA-15[21], MSU-X[22], HMS[23], PCH[24],
and KIT[25]. Each of these mesoporous silicas were synthesized using surfactant-based
templating schemes under generally harsh synthesis conditions.

However, some

synthetic pathways to mesoporous silicas do take advantage of milder reaction
conditions.

These mild reaction conditions are inclusive of silica hydrolysis and

condensation at neutral and near-neutral pH as well as non-ionic templating interactions
between SDA and silica, effectively reducing the energy needed for SDA removal.

1.2.1 MCM-41 Hexagonal Silica by Mobil Corp.
The first-reported MCM-41 was a mesoporous aluminosilicate powder with a hexagonal
arrangement of monodisperse pores of diameter tunable from 1 nm to 10 nm[20, 26].
The formulation of MCM-41 was a large breakthrough for catalyst support research.
Prior to the discovery of MCM-41, the only synthetic mesoporous silicates available had
largely disordered pore structures and geometries[27]. For the purpose of catalysis, a
larger pore diameter enabled the utilization of higher molecular weight and/or bulky
catalysts while a well-defined pore structure provided potential for better repeatability, an
absolute necessity for large scale processes. The first MCM-41 mesoporous sieve was
prepared

by

combining

alumina

and
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silica

precursors,

catapal

alumina,

tetramethylammonium silicate, and precipitated silica, in this case, with a cationic
surfactant, hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride, in water. The mixture was allowed to
stir under hydrothermal conditions at pH 10 for 48 hours at 150 °C prior to product
isolation.

The

white

solid

was

found

to

have

over

40%

of

residual

hexadecyltrimethylammonium ion remaining in the as-synthesized silica powder. After
calcination at 540 °C, the residual surfactant was carbonized and removed, and a resultant
surface area of upwards of 1000 m2 g-1 with pore volumes of approximately 1 cc/g was
observed by N2 adsorption measurements. Siliceous MCM-41 has also been prepared via
similar means using sodium silicate as an inorganic precursor and sulfuric acid as
catalyst[28]. The mixture, alongside cetyltrimethylammonium halides, was diluted with
water and reacted at 100 °C for 144 hours, followed by isolation.

MCM-41 was

characterized as a well-defined hexagonal pore structure with a repeat distance, between
pore centers, of approximately 4 nm.
A liquid crystal templating mechanism was proposed for MCM-41, in which
hexagonally-packed cylindrical micelles of surfactant in water cooperatively selfassemble with the inorganic precursors (Figure 5). It was found that pore size could be
easily controlled within the proposed liquid crystal scheme simply by adjusting the length
of the hydrophobic carbon “tail” of the surfactant. MCM-48, a mesoporous sieve with a
cubic morphology, and MCM-50, a lamellar mesoporous sieve, were also presented by
Mobil in 1992[28]. Cubic and lamellar pore structures were obtained by increasing the
ratio of surfactant to silica above one (C16H33(CH3)3N+/Si > 1) through exploring the
relevant phase space. For C16H33(CH3)3N+/Si ≤ 1, the hexagonal phase characteristic of
MCM-41 was reproducibly observed. Similar to that observed through diatom-derived
14

polyamines, alkyl
lkyl chain length and surfactant head group size and chemistry for
fo
alkyltrimethylammonium sur
surfactants was found to have a distinct impact on the
mesopore morphology for siliceous materials synthesized via the cationic surfactant and
anionic propagating inorganic pathway
pathway[29]. Changing
ing the headgroup structure on the
porogen was found to alter the surfactantt packing which, in turn, varies the pore
morphology.

Thiss was demonstrated through the use of cationic
ionic surfactants with

different head groups to form mesoporous silica with a cubic pore structure.
structure

Figure 5. a) Proposed liquid crystal templating mechanism for the formation of MCMMCM
41, Cylindrical surfactant micelles sequester negatively charged silica species at the
cationic surfactant interface. Concurrent hydrolysis and condensation takes place using
the surfactant as a “place holder”. b) SEM image of MCM-41,
41, c) TEM image showing 5
nm pores in a well-ordered
ordered hexagonally
hexagonally-packed array[26]
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Figure 6. Gemini surfactant structure[30] Through variation of the alkyl spacer between
ammonium head groups the surfactant headgroup area was varied. Increase in headgroup
size was shown to increase pore size for MCM-type materials.
MCM-type silicas have also been synthesized using tetraalkylorthosilicates, such as
tetraethylorthosilicate, TEOS, or tetramethylorthosilicate, TMOS, as silica precursors.
Van der Voort et al.[31] reported the synthesis of MCM-48 silica using TEOS, Gemini
surfactant[30] (Figure 6), and NaOH at pH of roughly 12.

Huo[30] proposed the

synthesis of MCM-41 silica at room temperature and pH between 7 and 10 using the
Gemini surfactant and/or cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, NaOH, and TEOS in
aqueous solution. As is typical for MCM-type material, the as-synthesized silica gel was
subject to a post-synthesis hydrothermal treatment (T ≥ 100 °C) to further condense some
of the remaining silanols and induce framework relaxation prior to surfactant removal.
It is difficult to deny the similarities between natural silica and the hexagonal mesoporous
silica produced by the Mobil Corporation in the early nineties. Through the use of
cooperative self assembly of both an SDA and a silica precursor, well-ordered hexagonal
pore morphologies, among others, with monodisperse pore size were obtained. This can
be directly compared with some of the postulated diatom mechanisms of silica shell
growth by which forms of silicic acid are coordinated, transported, and then condensed
according to a protein SDA. Once again, differences that are readily observed between
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naturally-synthesized and lab-made MCM-41 include temperature and pH of reaction and
need for template removal.
1.2.2 KIT-1 Hydrothermally Stable Mesoporous Silica
Ryoo et al.[25, 32] formed a disordered mesoporous silica, KIT-1, through frustration of
surfactant micelle packing via the addition of salts to reactant mixtures (Figure 7).
Ethylenediamine

tetraacetic

acid

tetrasodium

salt

(EDTANa4)

mixed

with

cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTACl) and sodium silicate in aqueous solution was
seen to form a disordered mesoporous silica sieve with three-dimensional worm-like
pores. The aqueous sodium silicate solution was added drop-wise to the CTACl template
solution and mixed under hydrothermal conditions (97 °C) for at least 1 day. Afterwards,
the pH of the sodium silicate/CTACl/salt solution was adjusted to a pH of 10 with
addition of acetic acid.

This basic mixture was then reacted under hydrothermal

conditions (97 °C) for more than a day.

Similar to MCM-41, resultant KIT-1

mesoporous silica was found to have BET surface areas of approximately 1000 m2g-1
with pore diameters of 3.4 nm. Pore wall thickness was reported to be around 2.1
nm[33].
KIT-1 materials were demonstrated to have far superior hydrothermal stability when
compared to MCM-41.

Post surfactant removal, KIT-1 was found to maintain its

mesopore structure whereas MCM-41 silica was found to be featureless on hydrothermal
treatment in boiling water for 2 days. Specifically, KIT-1 mesoporous silica was also
found to maintain pore structure after 100% steam flow for 2 hours at 747 °C. The
demonstrated thermal and hydrothermal stability of KIT-1 mesoporous silica has caused
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much
uch debate over the role of salts in mesoporous silica formation [33-36]
36]. The presence
of a salt was argued to neutralize charge interactions between the propagating anionic
silica species and the cationic surfactant head groups.

Coupled with hydrothermal

treatment under basic conditions, additional framework relaxation of silica
silic pore walls
was theorized to occur, thereby leading to a much more stable silica pore wall. However,
the exceptional thermal and hydrothermal stability, when compared to MCM-type
MCM
silicas,
may also be a result of differences in silica surface chemistry, tthe
he presence of thicker
pore walls, and/or longer hydrothermal reaction times.

Figure 7:: TEM images of Left: disordered mesoporous KIT-1[25] and Right: MSUX[22] silica.
1.3.3 Surfactant-Inorganic
Inorganic Self Assembly
Stucky and coworkers studied the mechanism of the self
self-assembly
assembly of the inorganicinorganic
organic micelles used for MCM
MCM-type and KIT-1
1 silica in greater detail[37].
detail

They

proposed three hypotheses concerning the organization of surfactant-inorganic
surfactant
mesophases. The first regarded the mult
multidentate
identate binding of silica and silica oligomers to
surfactant head-groups.
groups. Under basic conditions, silica polyanions were argued to interact
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strongly with the cationic ammonium headgroup present in the surfactant enabling
polymerization of silica at the surfactant interface. As a result of the strong interaction
between anionic silica species and the cationic surfactant, the second proposed
consideration was that the preferred precipitation of silicates with certain mesopore
morphology at this interface would occur. Less stable silica species would thereby be
precipitated as the coordination of silica anions to the surfactant interface is fast in
relation to silica polymerization, in essence yielding a kinetic barrier to further diffusion
of silica species. Similarly, the third consideration regarded charge-density matching
between the ever-forming silica pore wall at the surfactant and silica interface. The
formation of micelles is driven by the minimization of surface energy. Therefore, at
specific surfactant concentrations, there exists a specific free-energy dictated micelle
morphology and size. This morphology, with regard to the presence of the anionic silica
species, is disturbed both sterically and electrostatically lending to the formation of
kinetic silica structures at the interface. As evidence of this proposed kinetic silica pore
wall structure, silica pore walls were seen to thin approximately 0.2 nm as the evolving
surfactant-silica mesostructure changes from lamellar to hexagonal by charge-screening.
An illustration of this behavior for MCM-type materials is provided in Figure 8. This
behavior was reported to be seen under a wide variety of silica formation conditions.
Silica pore wall thickness was thereby argued to be fixed for cationic surfactant and
anionic inorganic pathways, as the amount of silica gathered at a surfactant interface was
found to only be enough for charge neutralization. As silica condensation continues
(reaction coordinate), a decreased silica surface charge would be observed mandating
“swelling” of the surfactant morphology. Pore diameter, on the other hand, was found to
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be variable by using either different surfactants and surfactant mixtures, such as those
used by Huo[30], as well as through inclusion of swelling agents such as
trimethylbenzene in reaction mixtures.

Figure 8. The proposed[37] pathway for the evolution of hexagonally-packed mesopores
from lamellar structure for MCM-type materials with increasing condensation and time
of reaction. To maintain charge neutrality at the surface, the silica and surfactant
cooperatively reassembles such that the cationic ammonium headgroup area increases as
condensation of more anionic silica species (silanols and oligomers) to less anionic silica
species (condensed silicates, spheres) near the surface proceeds.
1.2.4 SBA-15 Mesoporous Silica
As pore wall thickness is postulated to be relevant in forming highly thermally stable
mesoporous silicas, new surfactant systems were identified as cationic surfactant-based
assembly using CnTAB was found to template pore walls of only one thickness. SBA-15
mesoporous silica, utilizing Pluronic® triblock copolymers, PEO-PPO-PEO, as a chargeneutral surfactant, was introduced in 1998 by Stucky[21].

Periodic arrays of large

mesopores, on the order of 5 to 30 nm, were obtained using amphiphilic, charge-neutral
block copolymers instead of cationic surfactants (Figure 9). An aqueous, highly acidic
(pH ≤ 1) solution of a PEO-PPO-PEO triblock copolymer was mixed with silica
precursors including TEOS, TMOS, and tetrapropoxysilane (TPOS) at reaction
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temperatures between 35 °C and 80 °C. Protonated silica species, due to the low pH used
for synthesis (the isoelectric point of silica is approximately 2), were argued to selectively
assemble in the PEO domain. At elevated temperatures, the PPO block of the triblock
copolymer is expected to be more hydrophobic than at room temperature assisting in
structuring the Pluronic® template as well as assembling propagating silica species in the
PEO domains. Amorphous, non-porous silica was formed when the pH was increased to
2, the isoelectric point for silica, and to 7. It was argued that the lack of hydrogen
bonding and/or electrostatic interaction between polymerizing inorganics and the
polymer template under these, less harsh, conditions resulted in a failure for selective
assembly.

Nevertheless, as-synthesized SBA-15, using the triblock copolymer,

EO20PO70EO20, synthesized at low pH and slightly elevated temperature was
demonstrated to be exceptionally well ordered having a mesoscopic hexagonal pore
structure.

The mesoporous material had good thermal stability, due to the much

increased pore wall thickness through surfactant variation. Pore size and wall thickness
was found to be controllable by simply altering the block ratios of ethylene oxide and
propylene oxide, as well as through variation of reaction time and temperature. For the
mesoporous silica templated by the EO20PO70EO20 triblock copolymer, a pore wall
thickness of 3.1 nm was estimated. When compared to the pore wall thicknesses of
M41S silica (1 nm – 1.5 nm), SBA-15 mesoporous silica was summarily argued, and
later verified[38], to have better thermal and hydrothermal stability than M41S silica as a
result of this feature.
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To further increase the applicability of SBA-type mesoporous silica, Han et al.[39]
produced hydrothermally stable mesoporous SBA-type silica using a fluorocarbon
surfactant. Fluorinated surfactants are stable above synthesis temperatures commonly
used for mesoporous silicas and can be incorporated into syntheses at temperatures
greater than 200 °C, at which long chain non-fluorinated surfactants may decompose.
When mixed with Pluronic® triblock copolymers at high temperature under acidic
conditions, well-ordered mesoporous silica with a higher degree of silica condensation,
when compared to SBA-15, was obtained.

The authors argued that the fluorinated

surfactant was not the main cause for the increase in degree of condensation but rather
the increase in synthesis temperature was responsible.

The increase in synthesis

temperature was seen to decrease the comparable BET surface areas for fluorinated
surfactant templating at high temperature versus that of typical SBA mesoporous silica
synthesis. This decrease in surface area was argued to be a result of the elimination of a
large number of micropores, potentially through increased rate of silica condensation at
high temperature, within the mesoporous silica pore walls. Such was substantiated by
geometrical analysis of common SBA-type silicas from which it was deduced that
cylindrical mesostructures that form cannot account for the high surface areas reported
alone and that micropores must exist. Through the use of fluorocarbon surfactants, high
temperature syntheses were found to increase the degree of silica condensation within
pore walls yielding mesoporous SBA-type silica with exceptionally high hydrothermal
stability.
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Figure 9. Representative SEM image (upper left), TEM images(A, B, C, D), and nitrogen
adsorption isotherm for calcined SBA
SBA-15[21].. Pore size and wall thickness was
wa found to
vary from 6 nm (A) to 26 nm (D), and 5.3 nm (A) to 4 nm (D), respectively, with
variation of the PEO-PPO
PPO-PEO surfactant composition. N2 adsorption measurements
indicated surface areas between 600 m2g-1 and 1000 m2g-1 with an accompanying
decrease
se in average pore size.
size.[19]
1.2.5 Other routes to mesoporous silica
Tanev et al.[23, 40] proposed a charge
charge-neutral
neutral route to the formation of mesoporous
silica and titanium silicalite. Charge matching schemes proposed by both Mobil and
Stucky et al. involved high temperature calcination step
stepss to remove strongly bonded ionic
surfactants from the as--synthesized mesophase.

HMS silica, hexagonal mesoporous

silica, was synthesized by mixing charge neutral alkylamines of varying chain length
with TEOS in water and ethanol. Self
Self-assembly was found to be driven by hydrogen
bonding between hydrolyzed propagating silica species and amine head-groups
head
rather
than electrostatic interactions. As a result, the templating alkylamines could be removed
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simply by rinsing with hot ethanol. However, the use of this charge-neutral
neutral templating
technique showed far less long range order in final products than those involving ionic
surfactants (Figure 10)) as a result of a weaker interaction between propagating
inorganics and the neutral surfactant head groups
groups. Pore diameters of 1.5 nm to 3 nm with
pore wall thicknesses of 1.7 nm were reported. The small overall increase in pore wall
thickness observed in HMS mesoporous sieves versus M41S mesoporous sieves was
presumed to be a result of less efficient surfactant
surfactant-inorganic
rganic packing at charge-neutral
charge
conditions.

Figure 10. X-ray
ray diffraction image (left) of HMS silica, prepared by a charge-neutral
charge
scheme, shows little order for three different HMS silica batches, in distinct contrast to
the well-ordered
ordered hexagonal packi
packing
ng observed for charge matching schemes responsible
for the formation of MCM
MCM-type and SBA-15 brands of silica. N2 adsorption (left) and
BJH analysis (inset) reveal surface areas of 1000 m2g-1 with mesopores of approximately
2.5 nm in diameter.[31,
[31, 45]
Another example of early charge
charge-neutral
neutral mesoporous sieve synthesis was proposed by
Bagshaw et al.[22].. MSU
MSU-X mesoporous silica was prepared using
ng alkyl PEO alcohol
surfactants (C8-C15(EO)9 and C8Ph(EO)10, Tergitol, are examples of which) with TEOS in
water. Upon calcination, or ethanol extraction
extraction, to remove the template, a once-again
once
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disordered silica mesostructure with BET surface areas from 525 to 1190 m2g-1 was
obtained (Figure 7). Pore diameters ranging between 2 nm and 5.8 nm were reported as
a consequence of varying surfactant molecular weight. Other mesoporous metal oxides
such as alumina, titania, tin oxide, and zirconia, as well as metal-oxide substituted silicas
were prepared using this technique.
1.2.6 Thermal Stability of Common Mesoporous Silicas
As the applicability of mesoporous silicas as catalyst supports, for example, is dependent
on mesopore stability, the hydrothermal and thermal stability of MCM, SBA, and KIT-1
materials synthesized from various silica precursors was compared and summarized by
Cassiers.[38] Pore wall thickness and choice of precursor were found to play dominant
roles in determining pore stability. Mesoporous silica was found to be most stable under
high temperature thermal and hydrothermal conditions when pore walls were relatively
thick and fumed silica was used as a silica precursor. Mesoporous silicas synthesized
from TEOS having pore walls of similar thickness have been shown to be more stable if
the silica was condensed in the presence of an organic salt[25, 32] or synthesized and
then subjected to a gentle thermal annealing, aging, or hydrothermal anneal prior to
calcination.[41]

Pre-calcination treatments, in the presence of a stable surfactant,

increase the degree of silica condensation in pore walls. Some reports also mention that
the addition of fluoride salts,[42] fluorocarbons,[43] or other post-synthesis surface
modification increases the hydrophobicity of the silica surface, thereby mediating
interactions between the silica surface and water during hydrothermal treatment.
Galarneau et al.[44] demonstrated that the presence of micropores in pore walls as a
result of incomplete condensation significantly decreases pore stability under
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hydrothermal conditions.

Thus, a high degree of surface condensation as well as

increased surface hydrophobicity and pore wall thickness look to be key predictors of
thermal stability in mesoporous silica supports.
1.2.7 Applications for Mesoporous Silicas
These examples of synthetic mesoporous silicas clearly display a number of critical to
quality factors for the synthesis of templated silicas. Chief among them is pore structure.
Pore structure includes pore wall stability, namely to thermal and hydrothermal
treatment, pore size, and pore ordering. Another commonly sought quality in resultant
mesoporous silicas is found in syntheses that use milder, low energy techniques. For
example, synthetic techniques that do not require highly acidic syntheses or high
temperatures may be safer and less expensive.

They may also enable in-situ

encapsulation routes for surfactant templated silicas using, for instance, a thermal or pH
sensitive template material.

In order to better understand desired properties for

mesostructured silica, a few applications are reviewed.
Mesoporous silicas are of interest for applications including sensing,[45] catalysis,[46]
drug encapsulation and controlled release.[47] However, for use in such applications,
mesoporous silicas must be desensitized to pore degradation in atmosphere or in aqueous
solution through unwanted silanol condensation. As a catalyst support, the mesoporous
silica host must demonstrate the thermal and hydrothermal stability necessary to resist
pore wall collapse to maintain high surface area at the reaction conditions. Further, for
drug encapsulation or controlled delivery, the mesopores must be stable to physiological
or wet ambient environments and be of appropriate size with respect to the molecule to
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be encapsulated. Silica synthesis under mild conditions also enables in situ encapsulation
of sensitive payloads for subsequent delivery and sustained release as well as provides for
safe scale-up.[48-50] Thus, for the as-described applications requiring a porous silica
host, it is desirable to prepare well-defined, highly condensed mesoporous silica.
Mesoporous silicas have been synthesized to support various catalytically-active metals,
including Pt, Ru, Pd, and Cu, as well as oxides of Ti, V, Zr, Fe, Co, Ni, Mo, W, Cr, Zn,
Mn, and Cu[51]. These metals and metal oxides can be incorporated into a support either
during the synthesis of the mesoporous host or through incipient wetness impregnation,
ion exchange, or vacuum-assisted deposition performed on preformed mesoporous
materials. Catalytic application for these heterogeneous catalyst supports widely vary.
They include hydrotreatment of petroleum fractions, Friedel-Crafts reactions,
hydrogenation, polymerization through supporting metallocene complexes, and enzyme
adsorption and encapsulation.
Application of mesoporous materials for encapsulation and release of condition-sensitive
molecules was reviewed by Hartmann[52].

Biological payloads encapsulated or

adsorbed within an inorganic material framework have shown extended viability under
conditions that would typically damage said molecules[53]. For instance, water-soluble
condition sensitive enzymes, such as lactase and glucose isomerase, encapsulated within
an inorganic support become water-insoluble and maintain activity even within typical
chemical reactors. Further, the stability of biological payloads is generally increased as a
result of being isolated within an inorganic matrix. For example, proteases, responsible
for the breakdown of proteins through lysis of specific peptide bonds in processes such as
digestion and blood-clotting, undergo autolysis. Autolysis is the digestion of a protease
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enzyme by another protease. This self-degradation can be adverted by immobilizing the
enzyme within a mesoporous host structure. Immobilized, and thereby stabilized and
active, proteases are commonly used in commercial detergents.

Simple stirring of an

aqueous solution of fragile biological molecules, such as cells, can also cause cell
degradation and protein unfolding. These molecules can also be stabilized mechanically
through encapsulation.

Covalent, or non-covalent bonding, of a thermally-sensitive

protein to a support structure greatly increases the energy required for inactivation by
unfolding[54].

Mesoporous encapsulating media boasts large surface area with

numerous attachment points for enzymes or for desired surface modification, as well as
pore sizes tunable to confine low molecular weight, Mw, or high Mw payloads. For the
purpose of separation and purification, these features also allow for selective adsorption,
potentially based on size and/or chemistry. Recently, an anti-cancer agent was found to
readily adsorb to a mesoporous silica host structure[55]. Such a finding could assist in
developing sustained release systems for tumor treatment.
Controlled[47] and stimulus-driven[56] payload release has been demonstrated for
mesoporous materials. Loaded ibuprofen was shown to completely diffuse out of a
mesoporous silica substrate within 3 days of placement in a simulated body fluid.
Mesoporous silica functionalized with a photoactive coumarin derivative capable of
reversible dimerization was shown to adsorb guest molecules and release them on
application of light.
Mesoporous metal oxides are widely considered as suitable candidates as hosts for active
molecules and sensitive payloads and devices for controlled delivery. Monodisperse
spherical host structures, in particular, are exciting for encapsulation and release studies
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due to the potential to form colloidal dispersions under appropriate conditions and/or with
functionalization. Further, well-defined geometries, through controlled support and pore
shape, may allow for targeted drug delivery through exclusion within the body of a
patient undergoing treatment. For similar reasons, thermally stable mesoporous silica
spheres with defined particle geometries are also attractive for catalyst support
application.
1.2.8 Synthetic Mesoporous Silica Spheres
Monodisperse silica spheres were first synthesized by Stober[57] in 1968 to satisfy needs
for stable dispersions and/or dense, uniform ceramic powders to lessen the difficulties
inherent to ceramic sintering[58].

Stober mixed various alkyl silicates with water,

alcohols, and ammonia to form monodisperse silica spheres ranging in size from under
200 nm to over 2 microns through variation of water, ethanol, and ammonia ratios. This
was reasoned to occur through the reaction of the tetraalkylsilicate, such as TEOS, with
water to form ethanol and silicic acid, from which condensation of silicic acid to silica
occurs.
A mechanism detailed by LaMer and Dinegar[59], at first glance, seems to explain the
appearance of monodisperse spheres in the Stober reaction. Their mechanism revolves
around the degree of supersaturation of hydrous silicon oxides in the mixed solvent
system under basic or near-neutral pH conditions. Early on, the degree of supersaturation
of hydrous silica oxides gradually increases as hydrolysis occurs. This is driven due to
external stimuli such as heat or change in pH. When a critical concentration of hydrous
silica species is reached, nucleation of silica, in this case, is rapid and the degree of
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supersaturation is reduced. At this point, growth of the silica particle is argued to occur
until the solution is no longer supersaturated resulting in the formation of spherical
particles.
However, the mechanism postulated by LaMer has its faults. Although accurately
representing processes for crystal growth, the mechanism does not explain the subsequent
observation of surface microporosity on silica samples made by Van Helden and
Vrij[60]. It also does not explain the coexistence of small particulates alongside larger
spheres made by Bogush and Zukoski[61]. The mechanism postulated by LaMer would
lend toward the formation of a monodisperse population of smooth spheres given that
solution and dissolution of silica species would occur to satisfy the condition of
saturation. However, the presence of micropores, as well as less than expected Stober
particle density, led Bogush and Zukoski to probe the mechanism further. Even though
their findings indicated that the growth of Stober particles meets the diffusion-limited
model presented by LaMer, the diffusion coefficient was found to more closely resemble
the Brownian motion of a particle 1 mm in diameter rather than silica particulates and
oligomers on the nano-scale. Thus, it was argued that the growth of microporous Stober
particles occurred through the largely irreversible assembly, rather than the reversible
assembly necessitated for crystal, or smooth particulate, formation, of silica particulates.
Further, nucleation processes were reasoned to occur concurrently with particle growth,
explaining the coexistence of small, yet extremely microporous, silica precipitates with
the ever densifying silica spheres.

Hence, continuous and mostly simultaneous

nucleation, growth, and densification processes through aggregation of silica particulates
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in a mixed alcohol and water solvent system is the commonly accepted mechanism for
the synthesis of Stober spheres.
The importance of pH and solvent nature in silica synthesis is clearly demonstrated in the
Stober process. Such is reviewed by C.J. Brinker[58]. Generally, the final size of a silica
particulate is solubility-driven. Under certain conditions, silica particulates will grow
through Ostwald ripening, or particle growth through small particulate dissolution and
subsequent consumption by a larger, less soluble, particle. This phenomenon typically
occurs above a pH of 7. Above a pH of 7, the rate of silica condensation outpaces that of
hydrolysis. Further, an increase in silica solubility is observed as pH is further increased
above neutral. Therefore, growth of a silica particle would be expected based on the
dissolution of partially hydrolyzed monomers or clusters, lending to renewed monomer
content, and subsequent condensation on a larger silica particle. At low pH conditions
(pH < 2), condensation is rate limiting and hydrolysis is comparably fast. This leads to
complete hydrolysis, and depletion, of silica monomer very early on in the reaction
followed by the aggregation of silica clusters and slow condensation. Such a mechanism
is not conducive to controlled growth and generally results in string-like fractal
structures. The so-called intermediate range for silica synthesis lies between a pH of 3
and 8, wherein increasing condensation and dissolution rates, with increased pH, yield
structures that contain aspects of both acidic and basic syntheses. Such depends on the
tendency of the monomer or cluster to react with either another monomer, as is generally
the case under more acidic conditions, or with a more condensed, less acidic, cluster, as is
seen under basic conditions. Interestingly, at pH of 7, the rate of silica hydrolysis reaches
a minimum, yielding structures dictated by the slow hydrolysis of monomer. Thus, the
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formation of silica spheres relies on the preferred interaction of more acidic small clusters
or monomers with larger, more condensed silica species. Stober synthesis under acidic
conditions is, therefore, likely to yield only fractal structures. However, the presence of
ethanol in the Stober process certainly compromises that statement to an extent. Such
lends to a brief discussion of the formation of silica sols.
Prior to rationalizing solvent-based effects on silica sphere synthesis, a fundamental
discussion on sol-gel physics and solvent coordination is mandated for metal oxides in
general. A sol, or sol-gel, is a stable dispersion of particulates within a given solution. It
is important to understand that a given particulate, of a certain size, within a sol-gel is not
soluble within that solution and only remains “suspended” as a result of dispersive forces
between it and other surrounding particles.

These dispersive forces have been

successfully summarized for metal oxides, other than silica, by the DLVO (Derjaguin,
Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek) theory, wherein the net force between particles is equal
to the sum of Van der Waal’s and electrostatic interactions. Thus, the dispersive forces
depend on the electronic environment of the particle and the electrostatic nature of the
particle itself. Any interaction with a metal oxide surface defines its electrostatic nature.
For instance, a solvent based effect, such as the interaction of a metal oxide with water,
will alter the particulate dispersion.
Once again, pH dictates the surface potential of a given metal oxide, based on the point of
zero charge, or PZC. With increased deviation from this PZC comes an increased surface
potential. At pH values below the PZC, the hydrous metal oxide particle has a net
positive charge, dictated by H+, whereas above the PZC, the particle has a net negative
charge, dictated by OH-. Thus, a barrier, a double layer, to aggregation is introduced due
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to strong coordination between water ions, in an aqueous sol of course, as well as
coordinating ions outside of a directly bound water layer with a metal oxide surface. The
distance by which other particles are repulsed is dependent on metal oxide charge
density, the metal oxide concentration, and the nature of the solvent.
Silica is not correctly characterized by the DLVO theory due to the nature of water at the
silica surface. Unlike other metal oxides, the coordination between silica and water is
strong enough to prevent coagulation even at the isoelectric point, IEP, of silica. For
most metal oxides, the repulsive force, quantified as the zeta potential, which is the
potential of the “slip layer” located between directly bound water ions and the more
loosely coordinating ions with a metal oxide surface, is generally at least 30 mV to yield
a stable suspension[58]. The IEP of a metal oxide is defined as the pH where the zeta
potential is zero. Therefore, for the case of silica, flocculation of hydrated silica particles
does not occur even when a net zero repulsive force exists between them. With that
stated, a brief synopsis of silica particle nucleation, growth, and stabilization under basic
conditions is necessitated.
Nucleation of silica particulates begins with the hydrolysis of a silica precursor, such as
tetraalkylorthosilicates, with water. The nuclei proceeds to grow by consuming other
monomers and less condensed silica clusters until a particle solubility dictated dimension
is reached, whereby dissolution of said particle will no longer be possible. Growth
occurs, under basic conditions, due to the preference for the reaction of acidic monomers
and clusters with more condensed silica species, such as the insoluble nuclei described.
The final size of the silica particle is then determined by the concentration required for
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solution saturation.

These particles are then stabilized in suspension through the

formation of a double layer as dictated by electrostatic interactions.
Continuing, the influence of a co-solvent, such as ethanol, on the hydrolysis,
condensation, sphere size, and dispersion of silica particulates is complex and not well
understood. Co-solvents for the synthesis of metal oxides are generally categorized as
polar aprotic, polar protic, and non-polar aprotic. For the purposes of this work, I will
only discuss polar protic solvents, which includes ethanol and methanol. Protic solvents
seek to donate hydrogen atoms and as a result can hydrogen bond with a silica surface.
In doing so, the rate of condensation can be reasoned to be reduced by steric hindrance.
The presence of a cosolvent can also promote dissolution. The mechanism by which
TEOS, for example, is hydrolyzed involves the condensation of ethanol thereby
influencing chemical equilibria. Therefore, the presence of a cosolvent can dramatically
change the structure and/or morphology of a final silica precipitate or sol. The presence
of ethanol, in particular, likely slows condensation while improving silica solubility. As
discussed earlier, improved silica solubility should result in a less microporous, or
smoother, silica surface. The Stober synthesis for the formation of monodisperse silica
spheres has since led to the creation of many different types of microporous and
mesoporous silica spheres. Some of which are summarized below.
Grun added commonly used alkyl trimethylammonium bromides (MCM-41, KIT-1) and
n-alkyl pyridium chlorides to the Stober reaction mixture to synthesize polydisperse, yet
mesoporous silica “MCM-41” spheres (Figure 11)[62]. Even though the mechanism for
the formation of mesoporous Stober spheres was not elucidated in Grun’s first effort, a
combination of the self-assembly of TEOS and CTAB to template mesoporosity due to
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charge neutralization,
on, as in MCM
MCM-41 synthesis, alongside the mediating sphereproducing reaction of water and ethanol for TEOS condensation provides rationale
rational for the
observed mesoporous
esoporous spheres.

Figure 11. Mesoporous silica spheres synthesized by Grun
Grun[62] from CTAB, TEOS,
ethanol, and water. (Left)SEM image of silica spheres. (Right)XRD analysis of silica
spheres reveals ordered hexagonal pore packing.
Although the spheres presented by Grun were argued to be MCM
MCM-41
41 silica spheres, the
pore size was found to be different than that of the particulate
particulate-based
based MCM-41.
MCM
Efforts
by Anderson[63] to explore the formation of CTAB and silica mesophases in various
mixed solvent systems resulted in the hypothesis th
that,
at, in the case of ethanol and water
mixtures, the CTAB ammonium headgroup size and the average CTAB aggregate
diameter increases with decreasing alcohol content.

Thus, with increased
increase ethanol

content, a general reduction in silica pore size, with a subsequent increase in pore wall
thickness, explains this phenomenon. Further, variation of the ethanol to water ratio was
also found to influence the pore morphology as increased ethanol content eventually led
to the formation of a disordered hexagonal pore morphology. Figure 12 graphically
depicts the postulated effe
effects of cosolvents on surfactant assembly.
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Figure 12. Effect of cosolvents on observed CTAB and silica mesophases. o-H =
ordered hexagonal; d-H = disordered hexagonal. Ethanol is an example of a polar protic
solvent. Reproduced from Anderson[63].
Yano et al. synthesized mesoporous silica spheres using alkyltrimethylammonium
chloride, TMOS, and sodium hydroxide in a homogenized methanol and water
mixture[64]. It was found that the monodisperse silica spheres, on the order of 0.5 to 1.5
µm in diameter, had a high degree of hexagonal pore order with pores oriented radially
from the center of the spherical particle (Figure 13). As expected, choice of surfactant
and the water: alcohol ratio was found to determine the final pore structure and size of the
resulting silica spheres. The authors argued that decreased reaction time was responsible
for the increase in pore order.
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Figure 13. Mesoporous silicas spheres synthesized by Yano
Yano[64] from CTACl, TMOS,
methanol, water, and NaOH. SEM images (left) show increase in sphere size with
increase in methanol: water ratio ((a, 0.45; b, 0.5; c, 0.55; d,, 0.6). XRD (center)
(
indicates
hexagonal pore packing for three spherical silica samples synthesized under only slightly
different conditions. TEM image (right) shows radial pore alignment. The dark phase in
the TEM image is a result of Pt loading.
Zhang et al.[65] were able to prepare mesoporous silica spheres, approximately within
the same size regime as Yano, from mixtures of TEOS, CTAB, water, and ethanol
(Figure 14).
). They also found that through controlling the water to ethanol ratio, different
silica structures
es could be obtained. At very high water: ethanol ratios (r ≥ 0.95), large
hollow shells comprised of micron size silica spheres were prepared. Zhang justified the
formation of the as-described
described hierarchical structures as a result of varying solubility of
TEOS in water-ethanol
ethanol solutions. The solubility of TEOS is known to decrease as the
concentration of alcohol is decreased, the concentration of water is increased, or the
concentration of CTAB is increased. It can also be inferred from these results that
tha the
amount and type of catalyst present can and should affect the solubility of propagating
silica species.
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Figure 14. Silica spheres and giant spherical shells synthesized by Zhang[65]
Zhang
using
CTAB, TEOS, water, ethanol, and ammonia. (Top left) N2 adsorption analysis of the
monodisperse silica spheres shown in (a) reveals relatively low surface area of
approximately 500 m2g-11 when compared to mesoporous silica spheres synthesized by
Yano[64] and Grun[62].. XRD analysis (bottom left) shows only weakly ordered pore
packing of sample a (line a) and sample c (line b). SEM images of monodisperse silica
spheres and giant hollow silica sph
spheres
eres formed at water: ethanol volume ratios of (a)
0.63, (b) 0.95, and (c) 1.44.
Mukherjee et al.[66] have synthesized monodisperse mesoporous silica spheres using
simple sugars, such as fructose, glucose and maltose, as pore and sphere templates
instead of cationic surfactant also using a modified Stober technique. As a result, sphere
spher
mesoporosity was uncovered through a simple washing step with deionized water rather
than high temperature thermal extraction required for cationic surfactant removal.
Further, the silica spheres were synthesized at room temp
temperature
erature and only mildly basic
pH.. Particle size was shown to vary from 50 nm to over 1000 nm by varying
varyi the
template concentration.
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Unger[67] and Buchel[68] prepared monodisperse mesoporous spheres using a surfactant
capable of hydrogen bonding with silica silanols. The combination of amphiphilic short
chain polyamines, which can be removed through a simple hot ethanol wash, and
ammonia within a stirring solution of TEOS in isopropanol and water, mesoporous silica
spheres were produced. Kim[69] synthesized monodisperse spherical mesoporous silica
nanoparticles using a combination of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and
Pluronic® triblock copolymers alongside water, ethanol, TEOS, and ammonia at room
temperature. A cubic mesostructure similar to that found for MCM48 was obtained
(Figure 15). The well defined pore structure and good particle size dispersity was argued
to result from hydrogen bonding interactions between silica and the F108 ethylene oxide
domains. This interaction between propagating silica oligomers and F108 was said to
inhibit silica condensation reactions. It was found that an increase in F108 content
significantly decreased silica sphere size confirming the authors’ interpretation.
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Figure 15. MCM-48 type monodisperse mesoporous silica spheres synthesized through a
modified Stober technique in the presence of CTAB, as a porogen, and Pluronic®
triblock copolymers, a hydrogen bonding additive used to inhibit silica condensation.[69]
Similarly, mesoporous silica spheres, with diameters ranging from 65 to 740 nm and
surface areas upwards of 1000 m2g-1, were synthesized by Nooney using CTAB,
ammonia, and TEOS in both aqueous and ethanol-water solutions.[70] It was found that
through variation of solution conditions, differing pore structures and silica morphologies
resulted. On condensation in aqueous solution, a well-ordered hexagonal pore structure
was observed but spherical particle morphologies were not.

Mixed water-ethanol

systems produced mesoporous silica spheres with a worm-like porosity originating from
the sphere center.
In general, the formation of silica spheres using both cationic surfactants and non-ionic
templates has been previously accomplished. It should be noted that a strong dependency
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on the various component concentrations, such as that for water, ethanol, TEOS, and
template, on sphere morphology and porosity has been previously reported. Also, of
direct interest to the work presented herein, namely on the applications side, is the
enzyme encapsulation work accomplished by Wang[71], wherein enzymes were trapped
within monodisperse mesoporous silica spheres. It was found that larger pore sizes for
mesoporous supports demonstrated enhanced uptake and enzyme immobilization. Based
on a review of the present literature, few researchers have used catalysts other than
ammonia, the original Stober catalyst, for their spherical silica syntheses.

Further,

synthetic routes to other mesoporous silicas, such as KIT-1 and MCM-41, have taken
advantage of altering surfactants, including salts, utilizing hydrogen bonding, and
changing pH and temperature to influence pore wall stability. Perhaps through the
utilization of bifunctional or multifunctional catalysts, common in natural silica
formation processes, one may be able to combine the effects briefly summarized above
into an efficient system for the production of thermally stable, porous silica.
1.3 Silica Precipitation through Biomimetic Catalysis
Generally, synthetic silica is formed from aqueous solutions of a silicate precursor at
highly acidic (pH ~ 1) or highly alkaline conditions (pH ~ 12.5) at temperatures between
90 and 100 °C. Hydrolysis of common silica precursors, such as tetraethyl orthosilicate
(TEOS) and tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS) is typically catalyzed by the addition of
ammonium hydroxide, mineral acids, HCl, KOH, amines, KF, or HF.[58] After silicic
acid condensation, the silica framework is further networked and the surfactant removed
by calcination at temperatures exceeding 400 °C.[72, 73]
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As explained in detail earlier, robust hierarchical silica structures are synthesized in
nature under ambient conditions at near-neutral pH. This finding has prompted research
into determining the means by which diatoms and sponges form their silica casings and
the methods by which they can be reproduced using synthetic analogues. Cha, et al.[74,
75] and Sumper, et al.[9-11, 13-15, 76] identified a number of potential silica catalysts
derived from or based on proteins and polypeptides isolated from diatom silica. Naik et
al.[77] and Kroger et al.[11] showed that the R5 peptide, isolated from diatom silica, was
capable of catalyzing amorphous silica formation from TMOS under ambient conditions.
Synthetic copolypeptide analogues were shown to precipitate silica from TEOS as
well.[78]
Roth et al.[79] examined several small molecule catalysts containing thiol, hydroxyl,
primary amine, and ammonium groups found within diatom peptides, including R5,
which could potentially catalyze silica formation. Cysteamine (HSCH2CH2NH2) was
found to be the most active of the small molecule catalyst systems tested under neutral
pH achieved upon titration with HCl. These mild reaction conditions to form silica using
cysteamine could allow for in situ encapsulation of condition-sensitive payloads such as
enzymes within silica as well as potentially provide for interesting silica surface
properties. Corma et al.[80] demonstrated the catalytic ability of small biomolecule
catalysts in utilizing a mixture of cysteamine and tromethamine alongside alkyl
ammonium bromides in water and ethanol. MCM-41 type powders were precipitated via
this technique at neutral pH and room temperature from TMOS.
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Figure 16. Proposed mechanism by which silicatein catalyzes the hydrolysis of
TEOS[81]
The mechanism shown in Figure 16 depicts the enhanced hydrolysis of TEOS by serine
and histidine[81] subunits comprising part of the silicatein structure at pH 7. Hydrogen
bonding between the serine hydroxyl and a imidazole nitrogen on histidine increases the
nucleophilicity of the serine hydroxyl.

Enhanced nucleophilic attack by the serine

hydroxyl on the Si within TEOS yields ethanol and a serine-triethylorthosilicate
intermediate. Similarly, coordination of water through hydrogen bonding with imidazole
increases the nucleophilicity of water towards attack on the TEOS Si. Such regenerates
the serine and hydrolyzes TEOS to silicic acid. This general mechanism might also
explain the increased rate of silica condensation observed by Roth[79] when bifunctional
catalysts, such as cysteamine or ethanolamine, contain both a hydrogen bond donating
and accepting group. For the case of cysteamine, it is possible that hydrogen bond
coordination between the thiol and the primary amine increases the nucleophilicity of the
S atom catalyzing nucleophilic attack on TEOS Si.
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As cysteamine was found to have the highest catalytic activity of the small molecule
catalysts studied by Roth[79], the bifunctional small molecule catalyst was explored,
herein, as a catalyst for the formation of mesoporous Stober spheres. Through the use of
a bioinspired catalyst, the potential for an increased degree of silica condensation from
TEOS was a driving force for the work. Further, it was of interest to utilize cysteamine
under basic conditions to gauge the effectiveness of the catalyst without the presence of
HCl. Increasing the degree of silica condensation, per the results of Cassiers[38] and
Galarneau[44], was postulated to yield increased silica stability to thermal and
hydrothermal treatments.

The combination of a potentially higher degree of silica

condensation alongside the tunable shape and mesoporosity of Stober[57] spheres with
the Grun[62] modification could provide a thermally stable spherical mesoporous catalyst
support. Secondly, the ability to synthesize highly condensed silica using cysteamine, at
a pH ranging from 7 to 9.5, could enable the in situ encapsulation of condition sensitive
payloads.
1.4 Mesoporous Silica Spheres Synthesized using Cysteamine as a Catalyst
Mesoporous silica spheres with tunable diameters and characteristics favorable for
catalysis and controlled release applications are described here. Specifically, mesoporous
spheres of precisely controlled diameters ranging between 40 nm and 560 nm with
narrow size distributions, surface areas greater than 1000 m2/g, and pore volumes on the
order of 1 cc/g were formed at room temperature in a one-pot synthesis. CTAB was
chosen as the surfactant for ease of comparison with MCM-type silicas and for its
potential to template mesopores. TEOS was chosen as a silicate precursor for ease of
handling and safety reasons relative to TMOS. Cysteamine was chosen as the catalyst in
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this system as it has been previously shown[79] to catalyze silica formation from TEOS
under near-neutral conditions. Cysteamine was used at mildly basic (pH=9.5) conditions
that do not require titration with HCl.

The colloidal silica spheres and pore walls

described within were found to be highly stable to thermal and hydrothermal treatment
without additional modification or post-treatment. The excellent thermal stability
resulting from the use of cysteamine at mildly basic conditions is likely a result of a high
degree of pore wall silica network condensation prior to calcination. The combination of
attractive thermal properties with tunable, narrowly distributed diameter for these silica
spheres in a one-pot synthesis at room temperature allows for potential scale-up of
application-ready mesoporous silica.
1.4.1 Materials and Synthesis
Silica spheres were synthesized in a one-pot reaction by mixing TEOS (Aldrich, 99.999%
trace metals basis) and cysteamine (Fluka, ≥98% RT) into a solution of deionized water,
absolute ethanol, and CTAB (Aldrich, 95%) at room temperature. The reactant ratios
were varied to determine their effect on particle size and connectivity (Table 1).
Initially, CTAB was dissolved in a mixed water and ethanol solution. TEOS was then
added, and the solution was allowed to stir for one hour prior to addition of cysteamine.
The reaction mixture was then allowed to stir overnight. The resultant opaque colloidal
solution was then transferred to centrifuge tubes by pipette.
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Table 1. Composition of solutions (in mol%) used for the preparation of monodisperse
mesoporous spheres.
Sample Name
Cys-1
Cys-2
Cys-3
Cys-4
Cys-5
Cys-6
Cys-7
Cys-8
Cys-9
Cys-10
Cys-11
Cys-12
Cys-13

Water
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
92
85
82
88
88
88

Composition (mol %)
Ethanol CTAB
TEOS
11
0.12
0.4
11
0.12
0.4
11
0.06
0.4
11
0.18
0.4
11
0
0.4
11
0.12
0.2
11
0.12
0.8
7
0.13
0.4
14.5
0.12
0.4
17
0.11
0.4
11.6
0.12
0.4
11
0.12
0.4
11
0.12
0.4

Cysteamine
0.1
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0
0.05
0.04

It should be noted that without the presence of CTAB or cysteamine, silica spheres were
not formed even after weeks of reaction. This implies that both CTAB and cysteamine
are required in order for silica spheres to form in this system. Also, silica spheres were
not observed to form in solutions that have an initial ethanol content of less than 20% by
volume. Control samples, one without CTAB (Cys-5) and one without cysteamine (Cys11), did not produce colloidal silica within a 2 week period. Cys-5 was optically clear
within this 2 week window. Given additional time, Cys-5 gelled. Cys-11 formed a hazy
solution on addition of TEOS, rather than a milky colloidal solution. The haziness in
Cys-11 eventually gave way to gel formation.
1.4.2 Sphere Calcination and Thermal Testing
To isolate the silica spheres, the colloidal solutions were centrifuged at 5000 RPM for 30
minutes. The supernatant liquid was removed by pipette and replaced with a 50:50 by
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volume water:ethanol washing solution. The washing solution and precipitate were then
mixed in a vortex mixer and centrifuged at 5000 RPM for 30 minutes. Afterwards, the
supernatant was withdrawn. The wet powder samples were then dried under vacuum at
room temperature for at least 3 days. After characterization, uncalcined spheres in the
form of a white powder were calcined in air at 550 °C using a 5 hour ramp time, a 5 hour
soak time, and a 5 hour cool time. For the thermal stability study, sample Cys-2 was first
calcined at 550 °C and then 650 °C and finally at 800 °C using the same 5 hour heating,
soak, and cooling cycle for each calcination step. Cys-12 was subject to consecutive
thermal treatments at 550 °C, 650 °C, 750 °C, and 800 °C using the same ramp and hold
times as Cys-2. Nitrogen adsorption measurements were performed to determine silica
surface area after each calcination interval.
The silica spheres were tested to determine pore and particle hydrothermal stability by
immersing the samples in boiling DI water (Optima, Sigma Aldrich) at 100 °C for 24
hours (HT-1) and at 150 °C for 50 hours (HT-2).

Hydrothermal test (HT-1) was

performed on 0.3 g of sample Cys-12 in 50 mL DI water using a Teflon autoclave in a
calcination oven. A 2 hour ramp to the 100 °C set point followed by a 20 hour soak and
2 hour cool to room temperature was used. Hydrothermal test (HT-2) was performed on
sample Cys-13 (0.12 g) at 150 °C for 50 hours in a 25 mL stainless steel Thar vessel
filled with 15 mL DI H2O (Optima, Sigma Aldrich). Both samples were calcined at 550
°C (5 hour ramp, 5 hour soak, 5 hour cool) prior to hydrothermal testing to remove
CTAB. Silica powder was separated after hydrothermal treatment by centrifugation at
5000 RPM for 30 minutes. Spheres were then dried under vacuum at room temperature
and characterized by nitrogen adsorption and SEM.
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To determine if reaction time (t > 2 hours) influences the degree of silica condensation
and/or particle size, aliquots were withdrawn from a reaction mixture mimicking that of
Cys-2 at specified time intervals. Reaction mixture aliquots were withdrawn 2, 5.7, 24,
73, and 145 hours from the addition of cysteamine to the stirring solution of water,
ethanol, CTAB, and TEOS.

Aliquots were then centrifuged and dried at room

temperature according to the technique detailed above (30 min at 5000 rpm, with, at least,
1 subsequent water:ethanol 50:50 wash cycle on as-separated solid). Powdered silica
samples were then characterized by 29Si MAS solid state NMR and SEM.
1.4.3 Characterization Techniques
Resultant silica spheres were imaged using a JEOL FESEM 6320FXV scanning electron
microscope (SEM) operating at 5.0 kV. Silica powder was dropcast onto an aluminum
SEM stub using a small amount of sample dispersed in a few milliliters of water.
Samples were dried overnight in a dessicator and coated with Pt using a sputter coater.
TEM images were obtained on a JEOL 2000 TEM. Once again, silica powder was
dropcast onto carbon-coated Cu TEM grids (400-mesh). Sample-containing grids were
dessicated for at least 24 hours prior to TEM characterization. X-ray diffraction (XRD)
data was obtained on a PANalytical XPert PRO XCelerator using Ni filtered CuKα
radiation (CuKα1 = 1.541 Å, CuKα2 = 1.544 Å).
Nitrogen adsorption (77 K) measurements were performed using an Autosorb-1-MPC
from Quantachrome Instruments. Powder samples were degassed at 300 °C for at least 1
day prior to obtaining isotherms.

Multipoint Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller (BET)

analysis was used to determine particle external surface area within the common
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mesopore pressure range (P/P0) of 0.05 to 0.3. Micropore size distributions were studied
using both the HK (Horvath−Kawazoe) and SF (Saito and Foley) methods. However,
only a limited number of data points were recorded in the relevant micropore pressure
region making accurate characterization of micropores unlikely. Mean particle size was
determined from SEM micrographs using ImageJ software, provided at no cost by NIH.
The particle diameter distribution for each sample was generally normal in nature.
To determine the degree of silica condensation for spheres synthesized under the various
reaction conditions attempted, Solid state

29

Si Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) solid state

NMR data was obtained on a Bruker Avance DSX 300, operating at 300 MHz, with spin
speeds of 3 kHz. Prior to each experiment, Hartmann-Hahn operating conditions were
achieved, at the desired spin speed of 3000 Hz, by individually tuning the power applied
to 29Si and 1H channels. Doing so ensured maximum transfer of magnetization from 1H
to the more dilute 29Si isotope for cross polarization experiments.

29

Si single pulse magic

angle spinning (MAS) NMR data was the aggregate of 464 scans. To improve resolution
while decreasing characterization time, 1H-29Si MAS Cross Polarization (CP) NMR,
which benefits from increased

29

Si isotope signal through spin coupling with the

comparatively abundant 1H isotope, was also utilized. Contact time, ranging from 0.5 ms
to 20 ms, was varied for each sample to probe the contributions of differing silica species.
1

H-29Si CP NMR is commonly classified as a technique to probe silica interfaces as silica

species at surfaces are generally closest to hydrogen atoms. As such, as well as for
reasons related to relaxation times for each silica species[82, 83] (see Appendix A), 1H29

Si CP NMR should be viewed as only a qualitative technique. Solid state NMR data

was obtained for both calcined and as-synthesized silica powder. Silica powder was
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allowed to outgas and dry according to the technique described above prior to
characterization.
NMR spectra were analyzed via Gaussian peak-fitting. As the peaks in question were
found to overlap, a similar deconvolution technique was applied to each set of NMR data
obtained in this report to allow for comparison between sample populations. Peak widths
for Q2, Q3, and Q4 were presumed to be relatively constant, within ± 1 ppm. Also, it was
assumed that Q2 and Q3 peaks were present in every data set. This protocol helped
prevent user-incurred overestimation of the peak area of Q4 during the deconvolution
process.

Standard deviation for peak area within each sample population was in the

range of 10%.
1.4.4 Results and Discussion
Monodisperse, porous silica spheres were synthesized under ambient conditions at a
slightly basic pH (pH ~ 9.5) using a bifunctional catalyst. Basic conditions were chosen
to ensure formation of spherical silica particles as well as to demonstrate the viability of
cysteamine as a stand-alone catalyst for hydrolysis and condensation of TEOS. The
spheres were formed in a one-pot synthesis overnight using cysteamine as a catalyst, with
CTAB as a SDA, TEOS as the silica precursor, and ethanol and water as reaction media.
CTAB has a hydrophilic ammonium head group and a hydrophobic 16 carbon tail, which
enables the formation of micelles when subjected to an aqueous environment. As can be
expected, the addition of TEOS to a stirring solution of water, ethanol, and CTAB likely
resulted in the partitioning of hydrophobic, negatively charged, TEOS molecules at the
positively-charged periphery of the micelle per mechanisms discussed previously.
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Subsequent addition of water-soluble cysteamine catalyzes the hydrolysis of TEOS in the
reaction media or along the micelle periphery, thereby producing a reactive silanol that is
then free to initiate condensation of TEOS to silica. Spherical silica particles were
isolated from colloidal solutions by centrifugation and calcined at temperatures as high as
800 °C to demonstrate particle pore stability.
1.4.4.1 Variation of Component Amount on Silica Sphere Morphology
The relative amounts of CTAB, ethanol, cysteamine, and TEOS were varied, according to
Table 1, to determine their effect on particle size and morphology. Figure 17 shows
SEM and TEM micrographs of the cysteamine-catalyzed mesoporous silica spheres
synthesized with decreasing ethanol content (a-c). Appendix B contains particle size
distributions and relevant statistics for Cys-sphere formulations from Table 1. Sphere
size was not significantly affected by calcination at temperatures as high as 750 °C.
Appendix C contains details pertaining to the impact of calcination temperature on silica
Cys-sphere compositions similar to that of Cys-2. As shown in Figure 18, mean particle
size was increased by increasing the initial ethanol: water ratio. For spheres formed from
reaction mixtures with low ethanol content, silica particle shape appears distorted in
comparison to larger spheres likely a result of both particle solubility and irreversible
silica aggregation and condensation mechanisms. Increasing the amount of CTAB or
TEOS led to an increase in sphere diameter. Oppositely, increasing the amount of
cysteamine in the reaction media decreased particle size slightly. SEM on samples with
varied reaction compositions indicated that the size of the monodisperse silica spheres
can be controlled, as was expected. Reaction time was found to only significantly impact
particle diameter for reaction times less than 24 hours (Appendix D).
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Degree of

condensation of silica spheres by 29Si solid state NMR was not significantly different for
silica spheres allowed to react for greater than 2 hours. Monodisperse
onodisperse silica spheres as
small as 40 nm and as large as 560 nm were synthesized using cysteamine as a catalyst.
catalyst

Figure 17. SEM images of uncalcined Cys
Cys-9 (a), uncalcined Cys-7
7 (b), and uncalcined
Cys-88 (c). A TEM image of Cys
Cys-4
4 calcined at 550 °C (d) shows the wormlike nature of
the mesoporosity of the spheres.
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Figure 18. Silica cys-sphere particle diameter vs. component mol %.
Also of interest is the observation of fine string-like silica strands seen alongside silica
spheres in many of the SEM images (Appendices E-H).

These are likely highly

microporous, less condensed silica fragments. The presence of these fine microporous
species could be explained by the hypothesis[61] that, as explained earlier, hydrolysis,
condensation, and aggregation phenomena occur simultaneously during the formation of
silica spheres. It would appear that, as the ethanol content is increased lending to the
formation of larger silica spheres, that the amount of said string-like microporous silica
species is reduced. This may be a result of enhanced silica solubility, due to increased
ethanol content in reaction mixtures, which increased the probability of consumption by
large, growing spheres. It should be noted that these string-like microporous particles
likely contribute significantly to the exceptional surface areas observed for the spheres
described herein. Further, these non-spherical, presumably, silica particulates seem to be
present in much larger quantities in calcined Cys-sphere samples than in the uncalcined
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ones. SEM images of calcined Cys-spheres are provided in Appendix I. Studies on the
calcination of CTAB-templated mesoporous silicas such as MCM-41 and MCM-48
examined the thermal decomposition of CTAB within mesoporous silica supports[72,
73]. From these works, it is unlikely that these particulates are thermal decomposition
products of CTAB as thermal cracking and oxidation of the surfactant yields carbon
dioxide and water under typical silica calcination protocols. Such has been postulated to
occur around 320 °C. Another feature of interest is the rare appearance of particle
necking within some uncalcined sphere populations. This may simply be a result of the
irreversible condensation of silanols at the surfaces of two adjacent spheres in the
reaction mixture.
The TEM micrograph shown in Figure 17d suggests a uniform distribution of worm-like
pores throughout the sphere, similar to that observed by Nooney[70], as mass-thickness
contrast varies only minimally from the edges to the center of the sphere. The presence
of this pore morphology validates explanations by Bogush and Zukoski[84] as well as
CTAB-silica mesostructure differences with silica-forming reactions in mixed solvent
systems postulated by Anderson[63]. The “wormlike” morphology of the final silica
pore structure supports the hypothesis that irreversible coalescence of small mesoporous
silica particle “building blocks” into larger growing spheres is favored for these reaction
conditions.
1.4.4.2 Silica Sphere Porosity
Nitrogen adsorption analysis indicates that the calcined particles are highly porous with
pore volumes greater than 1 cc/g and surface areas of approximately 1000 m2/g.
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The

nitrogen adsorption isotherm is Type IV in the classification system of Brunauer,
Deming, Deming, and Teller consistent with the presence of mesopores.

Typical

isotherms are shown in Figure 19 for Cys-2 (dsphere = 139 nm), Cys-8 (dsphere = 42 nm),
and Cys-9 (dsphere = 305 nm), which are silica sphere samples formed using different
initial water: ethanol ratios. Nitrogen uptake in the mesopore region (0.05 < P/P0 < 0.3)
is similar for the three samples. At high relative pressures, multilayer adsorption is
highest for the silica spheres with the smallest diameter, Cys-8, which is likely a result of
increased surface area in comparison to that of the larger spheres. Barret-Joyner-Halenda
(BJH) and multipoint BET analyses indicate high surface area from pores approximately
2.1 nm in diameter, consistent with pore sizes found previously due to CTAB
templating.[85]
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Figure 19: Nitrogen adsorption isotherms for Cys-2, Cys-8, and Cys-9 calcined at 550
°C are shown. BJH adsorption data for Cys-2, Cys-8, and Cys-9 indicates similar pore
diameters for the three samples. Cys-2, Cys-8, and Cys-9 have pore diameters of 2.0 nm,
2.1 nm, and 1.75 nm, respectively. The broad peak centered at 30.5 nm for Cys-8 is a
result of sphere packing (inset).
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A hysteresis is observed for spheres with small diameters, Cys-8 and Cys-2, at high
relative pressures, which is a result of interstitial volume created upon particle packing.
Although there is not a discernable step in the nitrogen adsorption isotherm for these
samples at low relative pressures, micropores are expected to be present. Using the data
available, HF and SK methods yielded micropore distributions centered at approximately
0.4 nm and 0.6 nm, respectively. Refinement of these estimates would require substantial
collection of additional data points at low relative pressure, which was beyond the scope
of the study.

Nitrogen adsorption tests run on a representative uncalcined sample

indicated very little surface porosity, consistent with the presence of CTAB within the
pores.
1.4.4.3 Cys-Sphere Pore Stability to Thermal and Hydrothermal Treatment
For application as a catalyst support, the surface area and pore morphology of the
mesoporous silica spheres must have limited variability to hydrothermal and thermal
treatment at elevated temperature (T ≥ 600 °C) to preserve support functionality. Pores
for the silica cys-spheres were determined to be present after high temperature treatment,
up to 800 °C, and hydrothermal treatments (HT-1 100 °C for 24 hours). BET analysis of
spheres (Cys-12) subject to hydrothermal treatment (HT-1) at 100 °C indicated only a
small drop-off in external surface area when compared to the data collected postcalcination at 550 °C. Pore structure did, however, completely collapse (BET surface
area of 67 m2/g) during hydrothermal treatment at 150 °C for 50 hours (HT-2) on sample
Cys-13. A one-off hydrothermal test similar to HT-1 on Cys-13 using a different oven
set at 100 °C, which, in reality, consistently fluctuated between 90 °C and 110 °C,
yielded a BET external surface area of only 400 m2/g. These findings highlight the
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sensitivity of the silica sphere pore structure to rather small variations in perceived water
temperature.

Thus, the silica spheres presented herein may not be suitable for

applications requiring even low temperature steam/ boiling water operation. N2 uptake
and BJH pore size decreased when thermal test temperatures were raised (Figure 20).
This is expected as pore walls will thicken as condensation, especially at silica interfaces,
and pore structure deterioration proceeds.
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Figure 20: Nitrogen adsorption isotherms and corresponding BJH analysis (inset) for
Cys-12 with varying thermal treatment. BJH Adsorption for Cys-12 sample after thermal
treatments at temperatures of 550 °C, 650 °C, 750 °C, and 800 °C (inset). Pore size
distribution information is also provided for Cys-12 after hydrothermal treatment HT-1.
Pore size as well as volume is seen to decrease as calcination temperature is increased.
A comparison of Cassiers’ findings[38] for the thermal and hydrothermal stabilities of
MCM-type and SBA silica synthesized from TEOS with our current results indicate that
the silica spheres reported herein maintained a large percentage of the initial surface area
on high temperature thermal treatment and hydrothermal treatment comparable to that of
MCM-type materials (Table 2). To test for thermal stability, Cys-spheres were initially
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calcined, to remove CTAB, according to the protocol discussed in the experimental
section, at 550 °C with a 1.76 °C min-1 ramp rate, a 5 hour hold time, and a 1.76 °C min-1
cool time prior to further thermal or hydrothermal treatments. From room temperature,
calcined Cys-spheres were then subject to the same ramp, hold, and cool times as that
from the initial calcination step for each desired thermal treatment temperature set-point.
For each subsequent test condition, this cycle was repeated on the same silica portion
previously calcined and thermally treated. On the other hand, Cassiers[38] subjected
mesoporous silica samples, inclusive of MCM-41, MCM-48, and SBA-15 to end
temperatures of up to 750 °C in 100 °C increments from a start temperature of 550 °C
using a 2 °C min-1 heating rate in air. Samples were held at end temperatures for 8 h.
Therefore, the differing testing protocols render any comparisons between works
qualitative, at best. Cys-2 and Cys-8 maintained 44% and 36% of their initial surface
area after consecutive thermal treatments of 550, 650, 750, and 800 °C compared to 7.5%
and 35.7% remaining after thermal treatment at 750 °C for MCM-48 and MCM-41,
respectively.
Table 2. Multipoint BET analyses comparing Cys-spheres, MCM-type (TEOS as SiO2
precursor), and SBA-15 (TEOS as SiO2 precursor) shows comparable retention of surface
area (m2/g) for cysteamine-catalyzed silica spheres at high temperatures and under
hydrothermal treatment at 100 °C for 24 hours. Data for non Cys-sphere samples from
Cassiers[38].
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Of course, the thermal, hydrothermal, and physical characteristics of as-synthesized silica
can also vary significantly as synthesis conditions are changed.

In Cassiers’ work,

Gemini surfactants[31, 86], which template pore walls of similar thickness as CTAB,
were used as pore templates and NaOH as a catalyst for MCM-type silica synthesis.
SBA-15 was formed using Pluronic® P123 (PEO20-PPO70-PEO20) triblock copolymer as
a template and HCl to catalyze TEOS hydrolysis. As-synthesized MCM-type silicas
produced for Cassiers’ study were subject to hydrothermal aging at 100 °C in the mother
liquor followed by a second hydrothermal treatment at 100 °C in pure water. The assynthesized SBA-15 sample was also subject to a post synthesis thermal treatment at 80
°C prior to calcination. MCM-41 and MCM-48 were reported to have similar pore wall
thicknesses at 0.97 nm and 0.93 nm, respectively. SBA-15 silica was reported to have a
pore wall thickness of 2.97 nm.
Interestingly, the silica cys-spheres reported herein demonstrate similar pore wall
stability to thermal treatment despite the fact that they were not subject to any precalcination thermal or hydrothermal treatment to densify or increase surface
hydrophobicity through conversion of silanols that reinforce silica pore walls prior to
thermal treatment. As discussed previously, most mesoporous silicas, especially those
synthesized under acidic conditions undergo a hydrothermal treatment prior to surfactant
removal.

Indeed, post-synthesis hydrothermal treatment has been linked to both an

increase in degree of pore wall condensation as well as a decrease in silanol content
without pore shrinkage for MCM-type silica[87].

Hydrothermal treatment prior to

surfactant removal by high temperature calcination is generally reasoned to promote pore
wall densification without pore shrinkage due to the stabilizing effects of trapped
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surfactant. Residual surfactant decreases exposure of surface silanols, the sources of
further condensation, whilst providing a physical barrier to pore wall thickening. Further,
hydrothermal treatment at elevated temperatures has been postulated to reduce the
concentration of surface silanols thereby imparting increased hydrophobicity and
therefore increased hydrothermal stability for pore walls, compared with specimens that
were not subject to hydrothermal treatment prior to calcination. To determine whether or
not the silica spheres reported herein were highly condensed without post-synthesis precalcination hydrothermal treatment, solid state NMR was utilized.
1.4.4.4 Solid State NMR Analyses of Cys-Spheres
29

Si single pulse and 1H-29Si cross polarization MAS NMR provides relative ratios of the

siloxane species that comprise a silica sample. As shown in Figure 21, Q4, Q3, and Q2
designations are representative of fully condensed silica, individual silanol (or siloxane
bridge), and geminal silanols, respectively. As pore morphology deterioration occurs on
thermal treatment through the condensation of surface silanols to Q4 and siloxane bridge
species, tracking the evolution of such peaks, readily visible through
provides details as to the chemical structure of silica on thermal abuse.
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Figure 21. Schematic indicating potential silica chemical structure with accompanying
QX nomenclature as measured by 29Si and 1H-29Si NMR (left). Representative 29Si SP
MAS spectra for silica spheres (right).
NMR analysis of silica spheres indicated a majority of Q4 prior to calcination providing
some rationale for the thermal stability noted in the nitrogen adsorption study.

A

summary of the 29Si single pulse MAS NMR data is shown in Table 3 and representative
spectra for cys-spheres with varied CTAB, TEOS, and ethanol content are provided in
Appendices J, K, and L, respectively.

Specimens calcined at 550 °C contained

approximately 60% Q4. It should be mentioned that peaks most representative of surface
siloxanes were largely convoluted by the Q4 absorption for calcined specimens, rendering
deconvolution of the “tailing” Q4 peak difficult. This was evident for each SP spectra for
calcined spheres, with the exception of Cys-2. On the other hand,

29

Si MAS SP NMR

spectra for uncalcined cys-spheres clearly indicate the presence of both Q3 and Q2 species
allowing for better estimates of fully condensed siloxane content at 55% Q4. As pore
degradation occurs through further silica condensation of less condensed silica species at
interfaces on calcination, a high initial value for uncalcined samples (55% for cysspheres) and small incremental changes (60% for calcined cys-spheres) on thermal
treatment in degree of condensation precludes exceptional thermal stability.
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Using

29

Si single pulse MAS NMR, it was also determined that varying the relative

amounts of water, ethanol, or cysteamine in the reagent mixture did not markedly affect
the degree of condensation as the Q4:Q3 ratios remained nearly constant (Table 3).
Increasing the amount of TEOS in the reagent solution did appear to increase the Q4:Q3
ratios for uncalcined specimens. At TEOS loadings of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 mol %, the
amount of Q4 was found to increase in uncalcined samples with values of 54%, 56%, and
62%, respectively. Likewise, increased CTAB loading looks to increase the degree of
silica condensation prior to calcination. More data points at higher CTAB concentrations
would be necessary to determine if this finding is significant, however.
Table 3.

1

29

Si single pulse MAS NMR data and mean particle diameter for Cys-spheres

H-29Si CP MAS NMR, which was undertaken to achieve high resolution structure

imaging for siloxane species near silica interfaces, namely the silica surface, clearly
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details the conversion of Q3 species to Q4 species on thermal treatment for Cys-2 (Figure
22). It is interesting to note that the CP spectra (contact time, τ = 20 ms) for the
uncalcined silica spheres indicate a vast majority of Q4 condensed siloxanes while
showing a majority Q3 post-calcination. This behavior may be a result of the interaction
of negatively charged Si-O (-) species with the positively charged ammonium head
groups of the still present CTAB surfactant molecules for uncalcined samples. Such an
interaction could mask the Q3 absorption in favor of signals at significantly higher ppm
values as detailed by Baccile[88]. On calcination followed by surface hydration via
interaction with humidified air, the appearance of a high concentration of Q3 is observed
in CP NMR. This phenomenon was observed and expected, as a result of the basic
conditions used for synthesis as well as the high surface area, for all Cys-sphere samples
tested.
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Figure 22. 29Si SP MAS (A) and 1H-29Si CP (τ = 20 ms) MAS (B) NMR for uncalcined
(black lines), calcined 550 °C (orange lines), and thermally treated 650 °C (red lines) for
Cys-2. Spectra were offset and normalized for clarity.
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1.4.4.5 Comparison of Sphere Properties with Grun Spheres
Spherical Grun silica particles were synthesized according to the literature[62] from
CTAB, TEOS, and ammonium hydroxide for comparison and for validation of the above
NMR results. Grun spheres were found to be roughly spherical and quite polydisperse in
terms of particle size (Appendix M). The Q4:Q3 ratio for the Grun particles varied
slightly on calcination at 550 °C, indicating good thermal stability for these particles, as
well.

29

Si single pulse MAS and 1H-29Si CP MAS NMR, with regard to thermal

treatment, is provided in Table 4 for both Grun particles and for cys-spheres. Cys-sphere
samples, also, do not appear to have significantly different silica species proportions after
calcination. On thermal treatment of calcined Cys-2 to 650 °C, the relative amount of Q4
is seen to increase for both CP and SP NMR spectra indicative of pore degradation.
Table 4. 29Si single pulse and 1H-29Si CP MAS NMR data for spherical Grun particles
and Cys-spheres with calcination and subsequent thermal treatment (*indicates silica
subject to 100 °C hydrothermal treatment prior to measurement)

Nitrogen adsorption on the Grun spherical silica particles at different calcination
conditions verified its thermal and hydrothermal stability (Figure 23). However, it
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should be noted that the Grun mesoporous silica particles were subject to a 100 °C
thermal pre-treatment as specified by the literature.[62] Grun synthesis also requires a
large amount of catalyst (approximately two orders of magnitude more than the spheres
produced in this work in terms of mol %) for the same relative amount of TEOS.
Kumar[89] noted that the exceptional hydrothermal pore wall stability for the spherical
silica particles synthesized by Grun was due to the presence of thicker pore walls
(approximately 2 nm) when compared to those of conventional MCM-type silicas (1.6 to
1.7 nm). With that said, thicker pore walls for cys-sphere samples, which have similar
BJH pore distribution and d-spacings as Grun spheres, favorably influences the pore
stability of the materials presented in this chapter.
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Figure 23. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms for Grun spheres synthesized according to the
reference.[62] Spheres were calcined at 550 °C prior to thermal treatment at
temperatures of 650 and 750 °C and hydrothermal testing (HT-1).
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Small angle XRD data (Figure 24) for Cys-6 exhibited only a single peak corresponding
to d100 = 3.64 nm, matching that observed by Grun,[62] indicating the presence of
disordered pores. TEM images (Figure 17d) verify that the pores found for spheres
produced herein were wormlike and do not demonstrate the hexagonal packing that has
been found in MCM-type or in Grun spherical silica particles.
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Figure 24. XRD data for Cys-6 indicates a disordered pore structure with d100 = 3.64 nm
1.5 Conclusions
Monodisperse, porous, and thermally stable silica nanoparticles were synthesized in a
simple one-pot synthesis, using a biomimetic bifunctional catalyst under mild conditions.
The silica spheres were found to exhibit excellent thermal and hydrothermal stability
without surface modification or conditioning. Surface modification and/or heat treatment
prior to calcination may serve to further increase pore wall stability. Applications for
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these particles may include sensing, catalysis, and encapsulation of condition sensitive
particles. Pore-size and shape is presumed to be controllable through changing the
carbon tail length on the alkyl tetramethylammonium bromide surfactant. Cys-sphere
physical and thermal properties were compared to MCM-type spheres, namely Grun
spheres, and against typical MCM-type material thermal stability data furnished by
Cassiers.

The results herein indicate that cysteamine is a potent catalyst for silica

hydrolysis and condensation at room temperature and ambient pressure.

In-situ

encapsulation of condition sensitive payloads or doping of silica spheres for applications
in catalysis could be the subject of future studies using these silica spheres. Further
experimentation with different catalyst systems at varying concentration in the same
generic, mesoporous silica-forming system should be undertaken to isolate other catalyst
systems that promote the highest thermal pore stability for mesoporous silica.
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CHAPTER 2
A MIXED CATALYST SYSTEM FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF SILICA AT
VARIED PH
2.1 Introduction
Two small molecule catalysts, cysteamine (Cys) and biologically active L-glutathionereduced (GSH), Figure 25, were combined to catalyze silica formation from tetraethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS) at varied pH. Variation in solution pH is well known to alter the
morphology and degree of condensation of resultant silica structures. GSH is a tripeptide
of L-glutamine, L-cysteine, and glycine and is the most abundant non-protein thiol
compound present in living organisms. It is found to be involved in many physiological
processes as an antioxidant, an immunity booster, as well as a detoxifier.

GSH is

commonly used in pharmaceutical/cosmetic compounds as well as in food additives as it
is widely available and presents very low or non-reported toxicity.[90]

a)

b)

Figure 25. Examples of potential bi-functional biomimetic catalysts: a) cysteamine (cys)
and b) L-glutathione-reduced (GSH).
GSH possesses two functionalities, as indicated by Morse[79], essential for biomimetic
catalysis of silica condensation from silicon alkoxides under conditions of near-neutrality
in pH. GSH contains three nucleophilic groups, one thiol and two carboxylic acids, as
well as three potential hydrogen bond acceptor groups in the form of one primary and
two secondary amines. Thus, it can be expected that GSH is capable of catalyzing the
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hydrolysis and condensation of TEOS. Further, hydrogen bonding interactions between
GSH and Cys may yield a synergistic interaction between catalysts ideal for precipitation
of silica structures within a wide range of pH values.
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Figure 26. pH of biomimetic bi-functional catalysts solutions in PBS buffer and
deionized H2O.
L-glutathione and cysteamine yield pH values in aqueous solutions that are orders of
magnitude from neutral. The pH of Cys and GSH solutions in 0.01M Phosphate-Buffered
Saline (PBS) solution and in deionized water was measured and is presented in Figure
26. Low concentrations of Cys in deionized water yielded basic solutions (pH > 9.0)
while GSH yielded weakly acidic solutions (pH < 3.0). In contrast, PBS buffered
solutions containing small amounts of GSH or cysteamine were found to have nearneutral pH values. However, the use of a buffer as a means to alter pH in sol-gel
reactions was not conducted as a correspondingly large amount of salt will remain after
condensation. Further, as catalyst concentration is significantly decreased to obtain nearneutral solutions of GSH and Cys in pH-buffered solutions, slower rates for silica
condensation, and potentially lower degrees of silica condensation, might exist.
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Using Cys and GSH, or mixture thereof, a biocatalyst system could be theoretically
chosen with regard to the pH stability of a labile biomolecule to be encapsulated or a
silica support with enhanced thermal stability might be created. For example, Cys can be
used for immobilization of biomolecules stable at basic conditions while GSH can be
used for silica immobilization of biomolecules stable at acidic conditions. For
biomolecules stable only at near neutral pH conditions, a mixture of Cys-GSH can be
utilized to essentially “dial-in” the necessary pH. To tailor catalyst solution pH and
discover a potent catalyst system for near-neutral pH application, basic (Cys) and acidic
(GSH) solutions were titrated against one another. Using the Cys-GSH mixed catalyst
system, total catalyst concentration can be increased without affecting pH so long as
amounts of Cys and GSH remain proportional. Other groups have used HCl-buffered
solutions to neutralize cysteamine solutions[79] or Cys and tromethamine mixtures have
also been employed at weakly basic conditions to condense silica[80].
Herein, the degree of silica condensation was measured for silica prepared from TEOS in
aqueous solutions containing Cys, GSH, and mixtures thereof. Effects on degree of silica
condensation were determined with variation in solution pH and catalyst concentration in
hope to identify a catalysis system capable of producing silica with tuneable properties
under conditions favourable for in-situ sensitive molecule encapsulation and potential
release.

Further, through the utilization of the Cys+GSH mixed catalyst system,

mesoporous silica spheres were synthesized at pH = 7 according to a slightly modified
version of the technique presented for Cys-sphere synthesis.
2.2 Experimental
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2.2.1 Chemicals
Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, purity > 99%), Cysteamine (purity > 98%), and LGlutathione-reduced (purity > 99%) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used without
further purification. Optima deionized water, Sigma-Aldrich, was used as is without
further purification or filtration. Phosphate Buffer Saline (0.01M Potassium Phosphate,
0.15M Sodium Chloride, pH=7.2±0.2) was obtained from Beckman-Coulter in the form
of salt packets.
2.2.2 Synthesis and characterization procedures
Aqueous solutions containing pre-determined concentrations of Cysteamine (Cys) and/or
L-Glutathione-reduced (GSH) were prepared in PBS buffer or deionized H2O (Optima).
1 ml of precursor (TEOS) was added to 4 mL of catalyst solution and vortexed for
approximately 2 minutes. Samples were then placed in a shaker/incubator at 37 ºC at 250275 rpm or allowed to react at room temperature with vigorous stirring for either 168
hours or 216 hours. To isolate the resultant silica precipitate, samples were centrifuged at
5000 RPM for at least 3 minutes. The aqueous liquid phase was then removed. Aliquots
of solid samples were placed in Eppendorf tubes, washed with deionized water to remove
buffer salts and catalyst residues, centrifuged, and the resulting supernatant liquid phase
removed with a syringe. This procedure was performed 3 to 4 times for each sample. The
remaining solid sample aliquot was dried under vacuum at room temperature, until
constant mass was obtained. Aliquot mass loss was calculated and extrapolated for the
entire obtained solid sample.
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For the GSH catalyzed system, a wet gel monolith was obtained and, as such, liquid
phases were not accessible. Therefore, the entire monolith was recovered and dried at
room temperature until constant mass was obtained. Monoliths were ground into a fine
powder and stored. Solid aliquots of the monolith powder were washed following the
previously described procedure.
For the mixed catalyst Cys+GSH experiments, the procedure differed in that solutions of
Cys (~0.2M, pH 9.40) and GSH (~0.2M, pH 2.28) were prepared in deionized water,
rather than PBS buffer. 10 ml of Cys solution was mixed with approximately 9.8 ml of
GSH solution to obtain a neutral pH solution. Additional GSH solution was added to the
cysteamine solution, or vice versa, until neutral pH was obtained. 4 ml of the resulting
Cys+GSH neutral pH solution was then mixed with 1 ml of TEOS and the reaction was
carried out in the shaker/incubator for 168 hours at 37 ºC. This procedure was followed
to produce silica under a variety of pH conditions. Silica recovery procedures and
sample aliquot washing and quantification were accomplished following the previously
described procedure.
For the catalyst concentration experiments, 0.1M, 0.15M, and 0.25M catalyst solutions in
Optima deionized H2O were prepared using Cys and GSH, separately.

A 1 mL

equivalent of TEOS was then added to a 4 mL equivalent of catalyst solution. Solutions
were allowed to stir at room temperature for approximately 200 hours to ensure the
reaction was complete. Samples were then centrifuged at 5000 RPM for at least 15
minutes. Any aqueous phase was then removed by pipette prior to a single wash with
Optima deionized H2O. The wash mixture was thoroughly shaken and then centrifuged
again for 15 minutes at 5000RPM. The aqueous phase was then removed by pipette.
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Silica powders were then finely ground and allowed to dry uncovered, in air, for
approximately one week as well as under vacuum for at least 24 hours prior to
characterization.
Control experiments, using only PBS 0.01M, or deionized water, and TEOS, were
performed. For the employed reaction times, no silica formation was observed.
Washed, uncalcined samples were characterized by SEM microscopy (JEOL JSM6320FXV), Single-Pulse MAS

29

Si NMR and Cross-Polarization MAS 1H-29Si NMR

(Bruker Digital NMR Avance 300). pH measurements were performed using a digital pH
meter (Thermo Orion 420A+). Before any set of pH measurements, the pH meter was
recalibrated with 3 different aqueous buffer standards.
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2.3 Silica Produced using Cysteamine, Glutathione, or the Mixed Catalyst System

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 27. SEM micrographs for obtained silica samples. a) Cysteamine, basic
conditions (pH~9.18), 0.05 M, 37 ºC, 72 hours; b) Cysteamine, near neutral conditions
(pH~7.54), 0.0015 M, 37 ºC, 96 hours; c) L-Glutathione-reduced, acidic conditions
(pH~2.30), 0.28 M, 37 ºC, 168 hours; and d) Mixed Cysteamine+L-Glutathione-reduced,
neutral conditions (pH~6.97), 0.20 M, 37 ºC, 168 hours;
Figure 27 (a-d), shows SEM micrographs of silica samples prepared using Cys, GSH, or
the Cys-GSH mixed catalyst system. Agglomerated spherical particles on the order of 40
nm to 100 nm were observed for Cys-catalyzed silica. It is well known that reaction pH
strongly affects TEOS hydrolysis and condensation rates which directly influences silica
morphology and properties[58]. Highly acidic solutions (pH < 3.5) of TEOS generally are
characterized by rapid hydrolysis and slow condensation. The combination of which
yields comparatively less condensed silica gels explaining the gel-like monoliths formed
from GSH-catalyzed silica precipitation. On the contrary, the rate of TEOS condensation
is high and the rate of hydrolysis is low for alkaline solutions containing TEOS and Cys.
These slow hydrolysis rates, generally slowest around pH= 7, usually promote the
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formation of particle suspensions, in many cases with a monodisperse particle size
distribution, or the formation of particle aggregates, such as those observed here for Cys
and Cys+GSH systems. At neutral pH, silica solubility and dissolution rate is high,
whereas the rate of hydrolysis is at a minumum[58]. Therefore, it is expected that
reaction conditions at neutral pH yield the most highly condensed silica. Above and
below which, the rate of hydrolysis can be predicted to increase as pH is further removed
from neutral.
Single-Pulse MAS

29

Si NMR results were compared for uncalcined samples prepared

using the individual and mixed catalyst systems. As a whole, silicon resonance peaks
were broad, typical of amorphous silica. With the exception of the acidic GSH system,
silica particles contained mainly Q4 type linkages (siloxanes, SiO2), indicating that bulk
silica networks were highly condensed. Q3 and Q2 resonance peaks, which represent a
single free hydroxyl and geminal hydroxyl groups, respectively, were present in lower
quantities for these systems.
As expected, solid state

29

Si MAS single pulse NMR data indicates that silica formed

from reagent mixtures of TEOS, water, and the Cys-GSH mixed catalyst system, in the
bulk, is most condensed at neutral pH. Single pulse NMR data was plotted against pH for
the Cys-GSH mixed catalyst system in Figure 28. It is seen that a maximum amount of
Q4 is obtained at a pH of 7. The amount of Q4 slightly tails off as the reagent mixture pH
increases into the alkaline region. As the reagent mixture becomes more acidic (pH < 5),
the amount of Q4 decreases dramatically.
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Figure 28. Degree of condensation, as obtained from single pulse 29Si MAS solid state
NMR, plotted against synthesis pH for silica produced from mixed Cys-GSH system. pH
extremes are representative of silica catalyzed by either Cys or GSH, individually.
Cross polarization (CP) 1H-

29

Si CP NMR was employed to characterize the degree of

silica surface condensation for the Cys-GSH mixed catalyst system. A different trend is
noticed for the silica surface as the degree of condensation increases linearly with
increase in pH. As stated earlier, silica formed under alkaline conditions is defined by
faster condensation kinetics, slower hydrolysis rates, and lower silica solubility than at
near neutral conditions. The higher degree of condensation at the silica surface noted in
the CP NMR results for silica synthesized under alkaline conditions, rather than at neutral
pH, may then be reasoned to be a result of increased surface condensation kinetics at
alkaline pH. Silica transport limitations are not presumed to hinder surface condensation
mechanisms. However, as silica is most soluble, and not transport-limited, at a pH close
to 7, provides rationale for the single pulse data shown in Figure 28, wherein bulk
condensation is highest for samples synthesized at near-neutral or neutral conditions.
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Thus, the most alkaline catalyst system yields silica with the most condensed surface
network due to lower silica solubility and faster condensation rates when compared to the
near-neutral pH catalyst system. The degree of surface silica condensation is found to be
lowest for the acidic catalyst system.

Under acidic conditions, increased rates of

hydrolysis cause propagating silica species to irreversibly combine forming fractal, less
condensed structures. Deconvoluted CP NMR data at varied contact time and pH is
plotted in Figure 29.
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Figure 29. 1H - 29Si CP MAS solid state NMR at varying contact time (ms), plotted
against synthesis pH for silica produced from mixed Cys-GSH system.
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The degree of bulk and surface silica condensation was also measured for silica samples
synthesized with varying catalyst concentration and pH held constant. Solutions of
deionized water (Optima, Sigma-Aldrich), TEOS, and catalyst, be it Cys or GSH, were
prepared with catalyst concentrations of 0.1M, 0.15M, and 0.25M at room temperature.
Solution pH values deviated only by 0.02 and 0.13 for cysteamine and glutathione at the
catalyst loadings, respectively. Single pulse

29

Si MAS NMR data for both cysteamine-

catalyzed silica and glutathione-catalyzed silica indicate that catalyst concentration,
within the range studied, does not significantly alter the degree of silica bulk
condensation (Figure 30).

However, increasing the reaction temperature from

approximately 20 °C (room temperature) to 37 °C (human physiological conditions)
increased the degree of bulk condensation (% Q4) on the order of 5% for both catalyst
systems.
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Figure 30. Degree of condensation, as obtained from 29Si single pulse MAS solid state
NMR, plotted against catalyst molarity for silica produced from Cys and GSH,
separately.
Cross polarization

29

Si-1H MAS NMR data reveal that the catalyst concentration does

affect silica surface properties, particularly for silica synthesized using GSH as a catalyst
(Figure 31). For short contact times, the degree of surface silica condensation for both
catalyst systems remains relatively constant. For longer contact times, t ≥ 2 ms, the
degree of silica condensation is seen to increase linearly with catalyst concentration. For
GSH-catalyzed systems, the slope, d(% Q4) / d(Mcatalyst)

was seen to dramatically

increase from 0.09 at a contact time of 1 ms to 1.71 at a contact time of 10 ms. The silica
produced using Cys as a catalyst does not display the same dramatic increase in silica
condensation with concentration as GSH-catalyzed silica, however a small change in
slope is seen. At contact times of 1 ms and 5 ms, the slope, d(% Q4) / d(Mcatalyst), for Cys
was found to increase from 0.1 to 0.5 likely only a result of insufficient contact time for
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polarization of Q4 silica. Therefore, at contact times shorter than 5 ms, the signal for Q2
and Q3 species near protons is expected to be much higher than that of Q4. At longer
contact times, d(% Q4) / d(Mcatalyst) remained relatively constant for Cys-catalyzed silica.
The cross-polarization 29Si-1H MAS NMR findings conclusively show that the degree of
surface silica condensation significantly increases with increasing catalyst concentration
for GSH catalyzed systems.

For Cys-catalyzed silica, an increase in catalyst

concentration was only seen to cause a minor increase in degree of surface condensation.
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Figure 31. 1H - 29Si CP MAS solid state NMR, plotted against catalyst molarity for silica
produced from Cys and GSH, separately, at varied contact times.
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As catalyst concentration was found to have an effect on the degree of silica condensation
at the surface, the concentration of glutathione was plotted against the degree of silica
condensation for the Cys-GSH mixed catalyst system at various values of pH at constant
total Cys+GSH catalyst content. The total catalyst concentration for each solution, which
is equal to the sum of the molarity of both Cys and GSH, in the mixed system was 0.20
mol/L. The 29Si MAS single pulse NMR data, shown in Figure 32, can be separated into
three condensation regimes. The first and second regime appear at low and high GSH
concentrations, which account for extremes in pH, wherein the properties of the silica
produced under these conditions was found to be largely determined by the catalyst in
majority. At GSH concentrations of 0 mol/L and 0.04 mol/L, corresponding to pH values
of 9.45 and 8.49, respectively, the degree of silica condensation was found to hold
constant at approximately 66% Q4, despite the order of magnitude change in pH. The
second condensation regime is found at higher GSH concentrations of 0.16 mol/L and
0.20 mol/L, with pH values of 2.98 and 2.53, respectively.

Within these GSH

concentrations, the amount of Q4 silica species is found to change only slightly from
53.3% to 55.7% as pH increases. The first two condensation regimes appear to rely
solely on the choice of catalyst, or on pH, whereas the third regime marks substantial
increase in the amount of Q4 silica species at and around MGSH = 0.1 mol/L. At the
intermediate GSH loading in the Cys+GSH mixed catalyst system, the concentration of
Cys and GSH in solution is approximately equal, and pH, as expected, was very sensitive
to small changes in catalyst concentration. This third condensation region spans pH
values ranging from 3.97 to 7.60 (0.088 mol/L ≤ MGSH≤ 0.113 mol/L) with values for
degree of condensation (% Q4) ranging from 67.5% at pH = 3.97 and 71.5% at pH = 7.60
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to a maximum of 80 % at neutral pH. Since the catalyst concentration is kept relatively
constant in the third regime, the substantial increase in degree of condensation observed
is nearly exclusively due to the change in the pH of the initial reactant solution. Further,
29

Si MAS single-pulse data on silica produced by individual catalyst systems indicate that

catalyst concentration does not assume a large role in determining the degree of
condensation of bulk silica. Thus, bulk silica properties for the mixed catalyst system are
heavily modified by altering pH, especially around the near-neutral regime. However, at
pH extremes, bulk silica properties are determined by the catalyst present in higher
quantity.
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Figure 32. Degree of condensation, as obtained from 29Si single pulse MAS solid state
NMR, plotted against MGSH for silica produced from the Cys-GSH mixed system.
Cross polarization 29Si-1H MAS NMR data for the mixed catalyst system show that both
catalyst concentration and pH affect the degree of condensation of the silica surface. CP
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data for the Cys-catalyzed silica and GSH-catalyzed silica systems with varying
concentration at constant pH showed that the degree of condensation was found to
increase linearly with increase in concentration, especially for GSH-catalyzed silica.
Increase in pH was also found to increase the degree of condensation at the surface in the
mixed catalyst system. GSH concentration versus degree of condensation obtained from
CP data at various contact times for the mixed catalyst system is plotted in Figure 33. As
was the case with the single pulse data, three regimes are seen in Figure 33.
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Figure 33. Degree of condensation, as obtained from 1H - 29Si CP MAS solid state
NMR, plotted against MGSH for silica produced from the Cys-GSH mixed system with
varying contact time (ms).
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The first two regimes correspond to silica produced under extremes of pH. At low GSH
concentrations under basic conditions, a decrease in degree of condensation is noted with
decreasing pH. At high GSH concentrations under acidic conditions, an increase in
degree of condensation is seen with further decreased pH. This is in distinct difference to
single pulse NMR data for the mixed-catalyst system supplied in Figure 28, wherein the
degree of condensation of the silica sample remained constant despite change in catalyst
concentration at these extremes. The increase in degree of condensation seen at the
highest GSH content in the mixed catalyst system is unexpected as the rates of hydrolysis
under a pH of 4 are such that condensation is rate-limiting and thereby, practically
irreversible. As such, the degree of condensation would be expected to decrease with
decreasing pH. Replicates for the low pH extreme would be required to substantiate this
anomaly. Nonetheless, the degree of silica surface condensation at high and low GSH
content for the mixed catalyst system generally decreases as pH is decreased.
The third condensation regime for surface and interface silica is similar to that of bulk
silica for the mixed catalyst system in that it appears to be largely pH driven. A sharp
decrease in the degree of silica condensation is seen in the range, 0.088 mol/L ≤ MGSH≤
0.113 mol/L, as the GSH content is increased. A clear transition is observed in this third
regime that can only be explained by the impact of variation in pH, as cysteamine and
glutathione content is held rather constant within this third regime, on degree of
condensation.
Through the use of

29

Si NMR techniques, the mixed cysteamine and glutathione

biomimetic catalyst system was found to produce silica with upwards of 70% Q4 in assynthesized, pre-calcined samples. The relative degree of condensation for the silica
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produced using each biomimetic catalyst was found to vary largely with alteration in pH.
As could be expected, a maximum in Q4 content was observed under neutral conditions
for bulk silica determined through 29Si SP MAS NMR, which is likely due to the rate of
hydrolysis reaching a minimum at pH 7. For the silica near interfaces, 1H-29Si CP MAS
NMR analyses demonstrated that the degree of condensation scaled linearly with pH,
with the highest Q4 content found for silica synthesized at the highest value for pH. Such
findings have implications for the work presented in Ch. 1 of this dissertation in that the
stability of silica cys-spheres to thermal treatment could potentially be positively
influenced by using the aforementioned mixed catalyst system at neutral pH.
Nonetheless, the viability of pH sensitive encapsulants within these silica supports,
synthesized using these biomimetic catalyst systems, was studied by Prof. Herminio de
Sousa of the University of Coimbra and presented elsewhere.
2.4 Synthesis of Mesoporous Silica Spheres at Neutral pH using the Mixed Catalyst
System
Silica spheres were synthesized, according to the technique described in Chapter 1, using
the GSH and cysteamine mixed catalyst system at a pH of 7. Two sample batches were
prepared. Each was similar in composition with the exception that the 111008 batch
contained a larger amount of CTAB than the 92208 batch. The composition, in mol %,
particle diameter, and degree of condensation by

29

Si SP MAS NMR, for each, is

presented in Table 5 and represented graphically in Figure 34. Samples were allowed to
stir in the original reaction mixture for at least one week prior to separation through
centrifugation. No attempt was made to maintain a neutral pH during silica sphere
formation. Silica was characterized by 29Si single pulse MAS NMR, and SEM. 1H- 29Si
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CP MAS NMR was conducted, but as spheres were not calcined, Q4 estimates were
artificially inflated, to a similar extent as the cys-sphere samples, by the previously
described influence of CTAB and thereby were not reported.
Table 5. Compositions of reactant mixtures (in mol %), average particle diameter, and
degree of condensation (in relative species %) for silica formed using the cysteamineglutathione mixed catalyst system. Substantially changed variables are in bold font.
92208-X samples generally contain less CTAB than 111008-X samples. The initial pH
of reaction was approximately 7. Average particle diameter was determined through
SEM image analysis from which approximately 50 particles were counted. NMR data
was obtained through 29Si MAS single pulse NMR. The degree of condensation was
calculated as a percentage with regards to total peak area.

Spherical silica particles were observed to form for many of these formulations. SEM
images are provided in Figures 35, 36, and 37 for spheres produced with varied ethanol,
CTAB, and mixed catalyst concentration, respectively. Most particle populations were
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generally geometrically ill-defined, possibly a result of condensation mechanisms being
hydrolysis-controlled. For silica syntheses at neutral pH, the kinetics of condensation and
hydrolysis are such that condensation is likely to occur at the site and time hydrolysis
takes place. Such could potentially yield a more fractal surface structure than the silica
sphere synthesis under basic conditions, wherein hydrolysis rates increase with increasing
pH above pH 7. A high degree of polydispersity was evident, especially for reactant
mixtures containing high amounts of ethanol. Frequent necking between particles was
also observed, providing further evidence for the hypothesis that comparably more fractal
structures are possible for hydrolysis-controlled syntheses at neutral pH over that possible
under more basic conditions.
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Figure 34. Graphical summary of component mol% vs. particle diameter for silica
spheres synthesized under as-stated conditions with varied: A) CTAB; B) Ethanol; C)
Cys+GSH; and D) TEOS. The circled point in A and C was convoluted in the
experimental design. The noted higher particle size for this point may be indicative of an
interaction between the mixed catalyst system and TEOS.
Examination of SEM images for mixed catalyst silica samples with varied ethanol
content show a similar trend, with particle diameter significantly increasing with
increased ethanol content, as that seen for silica cys-spheres. Qualitatively, smaller
spheres were also found to have more irregular shape, which is also similar to that found
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for silica cys-spheres. Further increasing water content resulted in a decrease in overall
silica precursor and silica “monomer” solubility as well as variation in reaction kinetics
which exacerbate particle and coalesced sphere morphologies. Increasing ethanol content
beyond 6 mol% (92208-9 and 92208-10), similar to the general use loading in the cyssphere reactant mixtures, in reactant mixtures resulted in the formation of micron scale
silica particles as well as aggregated silica structures. For comparison, Cys-3 silica,
formed under basic conditions with 0.06 mol% CTAB (similar to the 92208 CTAB
loadings), was highly spherical with an average sphere diameter of 123 nm, in contrast.
To summarize, increasing ethanol content in reactant mixtures, using the mixed catalyst
system at a pH of 7, was found to substantially increase resultant silica particle size as
well as impact, qualitatively, particle geometry. When compared to specimens formed
under basic conditions with cysteamine, synthesis of silica at neutral pH using the mixed
catalyst system appeared to be more sensitive to variation in ethanol content.

An

observed range of 7 to 17 mol% ethanol loading under basic conditions formed welldefined silica spheres of 30 nm to 560 nm in diameter. On the other hand, silica
synthesis at neutral pH at ethanol loadings from 5 to 8 mol% resulted in comparatively
weakly defined spheres of diameter ranging between 150 nm and 870 nm. Overall, the
appropriate ethanol loading, in which silica spheres of controllable diameter were
obtained, was seen to be shifted to a lower mean with a more narrow range for silica
formed at neutral conditions using the mixed catalyst system than silica formed under
basic conditions.
CTAB variation on final silica structure at neutral pH was seen to only minimally impact
silica sphere size. A significant increase in sphere diameter of about 50 nm was observed
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on decreasing amounts of CTA
CTAB from 0.14 mol% to 0.07 mol%. Further increase in
CTAB loading was not found to significantly influence resultant silica particle diameter.
This is opposite to that observed with spheres formed under basic conditions, using only
cysteamine,, in which sphere size was observed to increase on increasing surfactant
loading.. This may be a consequence of decreased CTAB solubility at the higher water
loadings necessary to form spheres under neutral conditions
conditions.

This may also be a

consequence of reduced ionization of the surfactant’s ammonium head group at reduced
pH. Neither TEOS nor Cys + GSH level was found to significantly increase particle size
under
nder neutral conditions. Convolution in the experimental design, noted in Figure 34
C&D, indicates potential for a significant interaction between TEOS and Cys+GSH
loading yet more data is required to state this with any level of certainty. SEM images
are provided for silica spheres formed under neutral conditions with variation in ethanol
content (Figure 35),
), CTAB content ((Figure 36),
), and mixed catalyst content (Figure
(
37).

Figure 35. SEM images highlighting increase in size on increasing ethanol content for
111008-9,
9, 5.2 mol% ethanol (A) and 111008
111008-10,
10, 6.2 mol% ethanol (B) for the mixed
catalyst system synthesized at neutral pH.
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decrease in size on increase in CTAB content for
Figure 36.. SEM images showing de
92208-3,
3, 0.03 mol% CTAB (A
(A) and 92208-4, 0.14 mol% CTAB (B) for the mixed
catalyst system synthesized at neutral pH.

Figure 37.. SEM images showing slight decrease in size on increase in catalyst content
for 92208-2,
2, 0.34 mol% mixed catalyst (A) and 92208-1,
1, 0.67 mol% mixed catalyst (B)
for the mixed catalyst system synthesized at neutral pH.
The dramatic increase in degree of condensation for spheres synthesized under neutral
conditions versus that of spheres synthesized under basic conditions
ditions is striking. An
increase in degree of condensation (% Q4) between 10 and 15 was observed, with respect
to the cysteamine-only catalyzed system, when silica was synthesized under neutral
conditions using the mixed Cys+GSH catalyst system
system. Most samples precipitated under
neutral conditions were observed to have Q4 amounts of approximately 70%. As a result,
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spheres formed under neutral conditions using the as-described mixed catalyst system
may have better thermal and hydrothermal pore stability than spheres formed under basic
conditions. Control samples, one without CTAB and one without catalyst, had different
amounts of Q4. The sample without CTAB was found to contain 75% Q4, whereas the
sample without catalyst was found to have a Q4 amount of 60%. These discrepancies are
expected. Without surfactant, one would expect less Q3 as a result of reduced silica
particle porosity.

Without catalyst, a reduction in the driving force for silica

condensation would be observed.
2.5 Conclusions
For the mixed Cys+GSH catalyst system, the degree of silica condensation within the
bulk was shown to be largely affected by pH. At the surface, the degree of silica
condensation is affected by both pH and catalyst concentration.

Within the mixed

catalyst system, three condensation regimes are seen in both the cross polarization and
single pulse data. At extremes of pH, both surface and bulk properties appear to be
influenced almost exclusively by the catalyst present in majority. The third condensation
regime, wherein small variation in catalyst concentration yields large change in pH value,
was reasoned to be influenced solely by the ionic nature of the solution, the pH, as both
the degree of surface silica and bulk silica condensation was dramatically affected. These
findings lead us to believe that altering the catalyst concentration or pH independently,
allow for further tuning of silica surface properties, such as pore wall thermal and
hydrothermal stability and degree of microporosity, at little or no cost to bulk silica
properties.
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Silica spheres were found to result when the mixed catalyst system was applied to the
sphere synthesis process described earlier. Spheres formed under neutral conditions
using the mixed catalyst system were found to have a high degree of silica condensation,
however sphere morphology was found to be generally ill-defined when compared to the
spheres formed using the basic synthesis protocol. Nevertheless, the formation of spheres
with high amounts of Q4, as was accomplished with the neutral synthesis using the mixed
catalyst system, could yield even better pore stability to thermal and hydrothermal
treatment than spheres formed under basic conditions using cysteamine as a TEOS
hydrolysis and condensation catalyst. Thermal stress tests with subsequent 1H-

29

Si CP

MAS NMR analysis, using silica spheres synthesized by the mixed Cys+GSH system
described within, are suggested to verify the postulated stability of the pore walls that
make-up the sphere surface.
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CHAPTER 3
PLURONIC® F108 WITH PHOSPHORIC ACID AS AN ORDER-INDUCING
AGENT AS A TEMPLATE FOR CALCIUM PHOSPHATE MINERALIZATION
3.1 Introduction
Osteoconductive graft materials assist in natural bone regeneration through the attraction
and organization of osteoblasts and osteoprogenitor cells responsible for new bone
formation. Natural bone regeneration is achieved by implanting osteoconductive graft
materials or using them as a coating on prosthetics or on the damaged natural bone. An
implant material must have proper surface chemistry, precision mechanical properties,
and appropriate pore interconnectivity and size.

Implants that are biodegradable or

bioresorbable are preferred because invasive surgeries to replace or remove synthetic
materials are generally unwanted.
Much research has been focused on bioceramics, or ceramics for biological application,
as material for osteoconductive bone grafts[91, 92]. Bioactive ceramics used in hard
tissue replacement are partially comprised, at least, of hydroxyapatite, which is a form of
calcium phosphate, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2. Hydroxyapatite has been targeted as a bioactive
ceramic due to its similarity to the partially carbonated, calcium deficient, less crystalline
hydroxyapatite found in natural bone.

It is important to note that attempts to use

hydroxyapatite, alone, as a bone replacement have been largely unsuccessful. The lack of
success is due to the presence of a large mismatch in mechanical properties between
synthetic hydroxyapatite bone replacements and natural bone.
Natural bone is a composite material in the strictest sense of the term. It is comprised of
an inorganic, semicrystalline, carbonated hydroxyapatite located within and between self97

assembled collagenous structures.

Multiple hierarchical layers of collagen and

hydroxyapatite lend the appropriate toughness, strength, and elasticity required for the
structure and weight which bone is meant to support. In a synthetic graft or implant by
itself, hydroxyapatite only meets the criteria of being bioactive.
Hydroxyapatite is a ceramic. Ceramic materials are known to have high tensile strength
and high thermal stability, but they are also inherently brittle. The brittle nature of
ceramics causes them to lack the impact strength and resistance to crack propagation
necessary to meet the typical cyclic load-bearing demands to which natural bone is
regularly exposed. Further, due to the intrinsic, exceptionally high modulus of ceramic
materials, ceramic implants in active duty cause stress shielding of natural bone, a
phenomenon known to result in bone deterioration. Thus, hydroxyapatite has been used
primarily as a bioactive coating, as in bioactive glass or on alumina or titania, or as a
filler in polymeric matrices. For these reasons, research directions have been dictated by
the need to identify a composite material that is not only bioactive but one that can match
the mechanical response of bone.
In this work, polymer/calcium phosphate composites were formed through the assembly
of calcium and phosphate species within a polymer template.

Such a route to the

formation of a calcium phosphate composite enables the combination of nano-scale
organization of calcium phosphate, or other bioactive ceramic, with defined
morphologies dictated by the polymer template.

Through variation in polymer

morphology or calcium phosphate loading, a truly “tunable” calcium phosphate implant
material can be created. These composites could have alterable mechanical properties,
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pore structure and size, and can be comprised of a bioresorbable or biodegradable
polymer matrix.
Obtaining amorphous calcium phosphates, in particular, is of interest, for the application
of proposed Polymer-Induced Liquid Precursor (PILP) processes to assemble synthetic
bone nanocomposites due, in part, to cooperative assembly of both template and
inorganic.

As will soon be discussed, uncontrolled mineralization could result in

macrophase separation of calcium phosphate from the polymer template. To mimic the
PILP process, utilization of a postulated hydrogen bond-driven self-assembly of
Pluronic®,

BASF

corporation,

poly(ethylene

oxide)-b-poly(propylene

oxide)-b-

poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO-PPO-PEO), triblock copolymers with phosphoric acid and
calcium salts followed by subsequent mineralization, through controlled dehydration of
the composite, was thought to result in a nanostructured polymer-templated calcium
phosphate.

Further, inhibition of mineralization by calcium, phosphate, or calcium

phosphate through interaction with the polymer template is likely to assist in obtaining an
ordered composite material consisting of a polymer template, in this case, Pluronic®
F108, and an amorphous calcium phosphate. Such material has clear application in
osteoconductive bone implants, grafts, and coatings.
3.1.1 Polymer Templates
Polymeric templates are well known to impart nano-scale features to inorganic materials.
Reviews by Kim[93], Yu[94], Liu[95], Hoffman[96], and Romang[97] provide a basic
understanding of how polymer self-assembly in the presence of an inorganic material or
precursor to an inorganic material can be exploited to form inorganic or inorganic/organic
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composite materials. The interest in these composites comes from their mesoporosity,
enhanced mechanical properties, polymer-specific morphologies, and/or preferred crystal
structures. Copolymers, specifically, can be synthesized to contain a virtually limitless
number of combinations of ionic blocks, non-ionic blocks, and/or functional groups with
defined chemical structures and, in some cases, morphologies.

Imparting ionic

functionality, for example, can be utilized as “junction” points between the copolymer
and some other oppositely charged organic or inorganic species. One can imagine that
through varying copolymer block length, interacting particle size and/or concentration,
and through controlling interface chemistry, a composite material can be formulated with
the desired mechanical properties and, in the case of bone replacement materials,
bioactivity. For synthetic bone graft materials, such a material comprised of a copolymer
and a bioactive ceramic may be able to help bridge the gap between current implant
technologies and future technologies that will, hopefully, promote the growth of new
bone while serving as a mechanically-similar synthetic analogue to natural bone.
3.1.2 Natural Bone
Prior to discussing the mechanisms by which a nanostructured calcium phosphate
composite can be obtained using a polymer or copolymer matrix, a more in-depth look at
natural bone is warranted to assess the ability to use biomimicry as an inspiration or, at
least as a starting point. Natural bone is largely comprised of a carbonated weakly
crystalline hydroxyapatite, collagen, and water. The formation of which is accomplished
by cells known as osteoblasts. Osteoblasts are responsible for the formation of the
organic collagenous matrix from which calcium phosphate crystallizes within, as well as
calcium and phosphate containing precursors, osteopontin, and non-collagenous proteins.
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These bone “building blocks” are then assembled to form the highly complex 7-level
hierarchical structure of bone (Figure 38) summarized by Weiner[98].

Figure 38. The precision hierarchy of natural bone is shown. At Levels 2, 3, and 4,
collagen fibril arrays are depicted to template mineralization as well as macro and
microstructures in bone[98].
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The chemical structure of collagen, the polymeric template and matrix for natural bone, is
a polypeptide with frequently repeating Gly-Pro-Hyp units.

Similar to most other

biomolecules, the collagen structure is precisely defined to ensure self-assembly[99] into
triple helical fibrils over 100 nm long given that the appropriate conditions are met.[98]
Collagen triple helices combine to form a hierarchical structure through parallel packing
into a quarter-staggered array with 68 nm holes from precise collagen overlap zones
(Figure 39).[100, 101] Thus, the collagen matrix provides a somewhat lamellar path for
the precipitation and nucleation of the calcium phosphate inorganic phase of bone.

Figure 39. (a) Schematic representing the packing of collagen triple helices to form well
defined channels. (b) Proposed location of platy calcium phosphate growth within a
collagen matrix[98].
The mechanism by which the various, poorly crystalline, substituted hydroxyapatite
forms within a collagenous matrix is still in debate.[100]

Two theories have been

postulated regarding the directed mineralization of calcium species and phosphate species
within a collagenous matrix. The first involves classical solution-phase nucleation and
growth[101, 102] and the second involves the sequestration and formation of an
amorphous, more realistically paracrystalline, inorganic precursor to crystalline
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substituted apatites.[100, 103] Controversy over the involvement of an “amorphous”
calcium phosphate phase in early mineralization processes stems from it rarely being
isolated in bone formation or bone reconstruction processes.
A few researchers have identified amorphous calcium phosphate species in bone,
however. Crane[104] located octacalcium phosphate (Ca8H2(PO4)6-5H2O) within living
murine calvarial tissue. Mahamid[105] isolated peripheral sections of zebrafish fin bones
and found an amorphous calcium phosphate mineral phase.

Beniash[106] found a

transient amorphous calcium phosphate phase in mineralizing murine tooth enamel.
Olszta[100] found a “poorly” crystalline calcium phosphate phase when examining
mineralized collagen specimens from bovine bone. Each of these observed amorphous
calcium phosphate phases transformed to a more crystalline hydroxyapatite in time,
demonstrating that the amorphous calcium phosphates are metastable in nature.
3.1.3 Biomimicry of Natural Bone
A transient amorphous calcium phosphate mechanism of bone formation was first
reported by Posner et al.[107-111]. In recent years, a Polymer-Induced Liquid Precursor
(PILP) mechanism has been theorized to elicit amorphous calcium phosphate formation
within collagenous matrices.[100] The PILP model for the assembly and mineralization
of inorganic species in bone begins with the sequestration of positively charged calcium
ions by negatively charged non-collagenous proteins (NCPs) within the liquid phase
(Figure 40). NCPs are acidic phosphoproteins that contain aspartic acid or glutamic acid
residues. NCPs have been directly shown to sequester calcium and/or preferentially
interact with both the collagen matrix and calcium phosphate mineral phases.[112-115]
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As a result of NCP-calcium interaction, mineralization of soluble amorphous calcium
phosphate is somewhat inhibited. At a given degree of supersaturation, liquid-liquid
phase separation occurs and the highly hydrated NCP with sequestered calcium and
phosphate phase is then wicked up through capillary action between collagen fibrils at the
hole zones within the hierarchical collagen structure. Once the NCP-sequestered soluble
calcium phosphate is wicked into collagen fibrils, the amorphous calcium phosphate
mineral phase crystallizes to carbonated apatite platelets within the collagenous matrix as
water is removed from the forming inorganic.

Figure 40. Schematic of the PILP process as postulated by Olszta[100]. (a) NCPsequestered soluble calcium phosphate droplets are wicked up within and between
collagen triple helices at hole zones. (b) Collagen triple helices are completely filled with
NCP-sequestered calcium phosphate. (c) Calcium phosphate mineralization is triggered
through dehydration.
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The PILP process was experimentally demonstrated through the mineralization of
Cellagen, a reconstituted type 1 bovine collagen, through addition of micromolar
quantities of CaCl2, K2HPO4, and poly(aspartate), as a NCP, at pH of 7.4 and a
temperature of 37 °C in air.[100] Time-resolved X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and electron
microscopy indicated the presence of an amorphous calcium phosphate which gave way
to carbonated apatite formation with time (Figure 41).
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Figure 41. PILP process for Cellagen by addition of micromolar quantities of CaCl2,
K2HPO4, and poly(aspartate) at pH of 7.4 and a temperature of 37 °C[100].
°C
(a) TEM
image shows that Unstained collagen removed at the early stages of PILP mineralization
shows banding due to the presence of amorphous calcium phospha
phosphate
te (see insert). (b)
TEM image of unstained collagen fibrils removed after mineralization shows defined
striations parallel to the length of the collagen matrix indicative of mineralized calcium
phosphate. Arrows indicate remaining droplets, presumably ccontaining
ontaining NCP, which, in
this case is polyaspartate, sequestered amorphous calcium phosphate. (c) SEM images of
mineralized collagen. (d) Energy dispersive spectroscopy
pectroscopy (EDS) for mineralized
collagen demonstrating the presence of calcium, phosphorous, an
and
d oxygen. (e) TEM
image of a stained (1 wt% phosphotungstic acid) collagen fibril prior to the addition of
calcium and phosphate. (f) TEM image of an unstained collagen fibril prior to addition
of calcium and phosphate demonstrates that phase contrast se
seen
en in (a-d)
(a
is due to
inorganic loading.
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As poly(aspartate) was identified to inhibit the mineralization of calcium and phosphate,
further studies were conducted. Confocal microscopy studies of fluorescently-tagged
poly(aspartate), calcium, and phosphate mixtures indicated that the penetration depth and
intensity of the fluorescing polymer sequestered calcium phosphate liquid phase within a
collagen matrix was increased over that of the control accomplished without phosphate,
promoting the proposed mode of NCP-regulated transport in the PILP process. It should
be noted that the PILP method for interfibrillar mineralization occurs due to the
formation of liquid NCP sequestered calcium phosphate droplets dispersed within a
completely hydrated sample. It should also be noted that collagen did not mineralize
intrafibrillarly through addition of calcium and phosphate sources without poly(aspartate)
acting as an NCP in their study. In other words, without the NCP acting to inhibit
mineralization of amorphous calcium phosphate to carbonated apatite, liquid phase
transport throughout the collagen matrix was severely compromised due to the
observation of rapid crystallization kinetics.
Although utilization of a synthetic polymer or block copolymer to template the formation
of an inorganic, such as calcium phosphate, will likely be insufficient to reproduce the
well-defined hierarchical structure of bone, such can be used to impart a block copolymer
morphology. Elements of the PILP process proposed for bone formation can be applied
to synthetic systems to form well-defined calcium phosphate structures at the nanoscale.
Synthetic PILP can be accomplished through the inhibition of calcium phosphate
mineralization or the stabilization of a kinetic amorphous calcium phosphate phase via
sequestration of calcium and phosphate within a polymer matrix, as was demonstrated
with poly(aspartate). More specifically, phase-selective sequestration of either calcium
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or phosphate to one domain of a block copolymer with subsequent addition of the second
precursor may yield a kinetically stabilized amorphous calcium phosphate/ block
copolymer composite material.
3.1.4 Synthetic Bone Formation Using Polymer Additives
Multiple attempts have been made to utilize polymeric templates to direct the
mineralization and/or structure of amorphous or crystalline calcium phosphate.
Schweizer[116] reviewed attempts to synthesize templated calcium phosphate structures
through precipitation from solution. Generally, few have attempted to utilize polymers,
other than polypeptides, to examine templated mineralization of calcium phosphates.
Carboxylic acid-containing polymers such as poly(acrylic acid)[117-121], PAA,
poly(acrylates)[122-124], and block copolymers thereof are most commonly used. As
can be expected from results obtained with polypeptides as well as those from NCPs,
polyanionic molecules sequester calcium ions and, in doing so, inhibit crystallization of
calcium phosphate and assist in the preservation of an amorphous calcium phosphate.
3.1.5 Polyacids, and Blends as Mineralization Templates
PAA, as well as other polyacids, have been widely employed in the polymer-directed
synthesis of calcium phosphate through its demonstrated ability to sequester calcium
ions. Kanapathipillai, et al.[120] synthesized an ionic pentablock copolymer by grafting
PAA to PEO-PPO-PEO end groups from which an inorganic calcium phosphate phase
was able to precipitate upon addition of ammonium phosphate and calcium nitrate salts.
Brushite, monetite, and brushite/hydroxyapatite nanoparticles were observed to form (the
final pH was reported to be 5.0, however, initial synthesis parameters were not provided).
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SAXS, SANS, and TEM analysis indicated the presence of calcium phosphate
nanoparticles ranging from 2 nm to over 100 nm. The placement of precipitated calcium
phosphate within the pentablock template seemed to indicate that calcium phosphate was
nucleating and precipitating on the micelle periphery, where PAA and PEO comprise the
majority phase within the template (Figure 42).

In general, this composite system

proved to be weakly ordered within the composition space studied.

Figure 42. SAXS (left) and TEM (right) data for PentaPAA27-5 (2.9 g of PAA-b-F127b-PAA, 5 mL of 4M Ca(NO3)2, 25 mmol Tris HCl, 3 mL of 4M (NH4)2HPO4, water)
indicate only weak BCP microphase separation or PEO crystallization at room
temperature for the composite gel and the polymer control. Right: TEM image of a
stained specimen indicates the formation of nanoparticles with diameters on the order of
5 -10 nm.[120]
Perkin[125] used dilute calcium chloride solutions and disodium hydrogen phosphate in
the presence of shell cross-linked polyacrylic acid-b-polyisoprene , PAA-b-PI, to form an
amorphous calcium phosphate coating on both hollow spherical PAA nanoparticles and
PAA-b-PI nanoparticles (50-70 nm in diameter). Once again, the amorphous phase was
argued to be stabilized as a result of the large amount of free carboxylic acid groups
relative to Ca2+ ions in solution. Templating the formation of hydroxyapatite using PAA
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was not successful with this technique as further increasing the calcium concentration, to
obtain the proper stoichiometric ratio for calcium and phosphate to obtain hydroxyapatite,
resulted in the mineralization of large hydroxyapatite needles. Nevertheless, inhibition of
calcium phosphate mineralization through template and calcium interaction was
demonstrated.
Tang, et al.[126] formed amorphous calcium phosphate and plate-like crystalline
hydroxyapatite using poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(lactic acid), PEO-b-PLA, copolymer
templates at both room temperature and physiological temperature. A mixture of calcium
chloride and sodium hydrogen phosphate (NaH2PO4) with drop-wise addition of NaOH
(pH = 9) was allowed to stir with the block copolymer template for up to 24 hours. It
was observed that the calcium phosphate mineral phase evolved from an initial
amorphous calcium phosphate to crystalline hydroxyapatite after 3 hours in solution
under the specified conditions. Specimens were allowed to dry at 60 °C in air for an
unreported amount of time prior to characterization which could also have impacted the
final observed mineral structure. Nevertheless, control experiments without the block
copolymer revealed that hydroxyapatite crystallization occurred more rapidly than for the
case with the presence of PEO-b-PLA, thereby indicating that the PEO-b-PLA copolymer
acted to inhibit calcium phosphate mineralization. The resulting morphology of the
calcium phosphate/block copolymer composite was spherical in nature for short reaction
times and rod-like at long reaction times, likely due to the eventual growth of
thermodynamically-preferred elongated hydroxyapatite crystals (Figure 43).
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Figure 43. XRD data (left) and TEM images (right, a, b) for calcium phosphate and
PLA-PEO composites[126]
[126].. The XRD data shows the evolution of an amorphous
calcium phosphate phase to crystalline hydroxyapatite with increasing time (a,
( 1 min; b, 2
hours; c, 3 hours; d, 24 hours). TEM images show the structure of the composite after (a)
1 min reaction and (b) 24 hour reaction.
Enlow[124] reported the synthesis of semi
semi-crystalline
crystalline dihydrogen calcium phosphate
composites using poly(2
poly(2-diethylaminoethyl
diethylaminoethyl methacrylate) (PDMAEM) modified
Pluronic® F127 pentablock ccopolymer
opolymer gels and a brushite/monetite composite using the
Pluronic® F127 triblock copolymer as a thermoreversible gel templating medium.
Composite materials were prepared unde
underr acidic conditions, pH = 1 or 3, wherein the
PDMAEM-modified Pluronic® becomes ionized, using a mixture of phosphoric acid and
ammonium hydrogen phosphate with calcium nitrate salt. The polymer template was
added to a saturated calcium phosphate solution (with a stoichiometric Ca:PO4 ratio of
1.67, that of hydroxyapatite) and disso
dissolved
lved at 3 °C. On heating to room temperature,
gelation and concurrent mineralization of inorganic calcium phosphate occurred. TEM
images were obtained for micellar saturated solutions of the PDMAEM-modified
PDMAEM
Pluronic® F127 pentablock copolymer to demonstrate that calcium phosphate was found
to coat spherical pentablock micelles ((Figure 44). Characterization off the composite gels
using the unmodified Pluronic® revealed that, at higher pH values (pH = 3), less swelling
of the polymer-inorganic
inorganic micel
micelles
les was observed on addition of calcium phosphate than at
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pH = 1. This was argued to reflect the increase in the ionic strength of the solution at pH
of 1 compared to a pH of 3 as a driving force for further calcium phosphate (brushite)
precipitation within the polymer matrix. Dihydrogen calcium phosphate also precipitated
at pH 3 due to the rapid drying of the gelatin composite structure. Opposite to what was
likely expected, the PDMAEM-modified pentablock copolymer did not show the same
high ordering (Figure 46) seen for the unmodified Pluronic® F127 (Figure 45), yet an
increase in d-spacing was observed on calcium phosphate loading at pH = 1, which was
also seen for unmodified Pluronic® F127. No explanation was given for this finding, but
it may be assumed that the presence of calcium ions or PDMAEM sizably disrupted
Pluronic® micellar ordering. Smaller, and more irregular-looking, micelles are indeed
seen in Figure 44.
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Figure 44. Images taken via cryogenic TEM[124] of (a) 0.5 wt% pentablock copolymer
micelles in deionized H2O, (b) 0.5 wt% pentablock copolymer micelles in a saturated
aqueous solution of NH4H2PO4 and Ca(NO3)2 at pH = 3. The solution was allowed to
age for 30 minutes prior to analysis by cryogenic TEM. Dark regions are representative
of the presence of calcium phosphate. (c) An image of the solution detailed in (b) aged
for 1 hour. (d, e) Images of two separate regions of the solution described in (b) aged for
24 h indicating the presence of calcium phosphate coated PDMAEM-modified Pluronic®
F127 as well as calcium phosphate aggregates. (f) Cryogenic TEM image of a pH =1
saturated H3PO4 and Ca(NO3)2 solution containing 30 wt% PDMAEM-pentablock
showing aggregated calcium phosphate coated micelles.
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Figure 45. SAXS data[124] for nanocomposite gels obtained through mixing unmodified
Pluronic® F127 into saturated calcium and phosphate solutions at pH = 1 and pH =3 at 3
°C for upwards of 3-4 days. On dissolution of Pluronic® F127 into the saturated calcium
phosphate solutions, samples were warmed to room temperature and aged for 24 hours
resulting in the formation of a gelled composite structure. SAXS data indicates the
formation of an FCC spherical morphology for 30 wt% Pluronic® F127 controls and for
30 wt% Pluronic® F127 in saturated calcium phosphate solutions.

Figure 46. SAXS data[124] for nanocomposite gels obtained through mixing PDMAEMmodified Pluronic® F127 with saturated calcium and phosphate solutions at pH = 1 and
pH =3. Gels were obtained in a similar fashion to the technique briefly described in the
caption for Figure 45. Semi-crystalline or phase-mixed structures were only observed.
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Antonietti[121] examined calcium phosphate mineralization using doubly hydrophilic
block copolymers as templates at pH ranging from 3.5 to near neutral. A diblock
copolymer consisting of PEO and dodecane-modified polymethacrylic acid (PMAA) was
used to template brushite (below pH = 4.2) and hydroxyapatite (above pH = 4.2) at room
temperature. The dodecane modification on the PMAA block only affected about half of
the pendant carboxylic acids in the block copolymer and was accomplished to increase
hydrophobicity to induce polymer aggregation.

A star-like composite structure was

formed when the templating polymer was mixed with calcium chloride and sodium
hydrogen phosphate. The tips of the star structure were observed to grow slowly with
time, indicative of continued mineralization. It was found that the star structures formed
only when the C12 modified diblock copolymer was used, indicating that inorganic
mineralization may continue after polymer aggregation. Control experiments revealed
that calcium interaction with ethylene oxide was only minimal, providing rationale for
the growth of plate-like hydroxyapatite at a pH of 6.3 with and without the presence of
pure PEO. Of interest is that CaCl2-2H2O interaction with the PEO-PMAA diblock
copolymer was also found to be minimal as addition of calcium had no effect on obtained
SAXS spectra nor did it have an effect on aggregate size or polydispersity. The authors
and Enlow et al.[124] were confused by this finding as carboxylic acid was expected to
be ionized under mixing conditions and therefore were expected to attract calcium ions.
Nevertheless at solution pH = 6.3, calcium and phosphates with unmodified PEO-PMAA
formed a spherical hydroxyapatite/polymer composite.

However, mineralization of

hydroxyapatite and brushite crystals was not well controlled and the combined effects of
PMAA, PEO and the dodecane modification were not clear.
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3.1.6 PAA as a Template for Calcium Phosphate Mineralization Processes
Homopolymers of polyacrylic
olyacrylic acid ((PAA) have been examined for their ability to
sequester calcium ions and inhibit calcium phosphate mineralization. Shen[127]
Shen
reported
the formation of evenly dispersed calcium phosphate nanoparticles within a PAA gel.
Hydroxyapatite powder was dissolved in a solution containing acrylic acid and deionized
water.

On addition of a ccrosslinker
rosslinker and initiator, acrylic acid polymerization was

incurred, followed by gelation of the acrylic acid. Increasing the pH to 8 through urea
decomposition at 90 °C was demonstrated to recrystallize and precipitate mineralized
calcium phosphate.

It w
was argued that the increase in pH that resulted from the

decomposition of added urea
urea, ionized the carboxylic acids present which allowed for sitesite
specific sequestering of calcium ions in the gel. As a result of postulated calcium
sequestration within the PAA gel “compartments”, dispersed nanoparticles of
hydroxyapatite were observed to form through increasing opacity of the gel (Figure
(
47).

Figure 47. SEM image of hydroxyapatite particles within a PAA gel
gel[127]
[127].
Other works have looked more closely at the kinetics of calcium phosphate
mineralization with changes in PAA concentration and molecula
molecularr weight.

Higher

molecular weight PAA (Mw = 20000 g mol-1), when compared to lower molecular weight
PAA (2000 g mol-1), has been demonstrated to increase the rate of crystallization of
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dicalcium potassium dihydrate at pH 6[118]. Yokogawa[119] found that PAA was an
inhibitor of calcium phosphate crystal growth through the ability of carboxylic acids to
chelate calcium ions.

Three sharp drops in pH characteristic of calcium phosphate

crystallization were observed for solutions of calcium chloride and disodium hydrogen
phosphate controls without PAA.

Increasing the concentration of PAA (molecular

weight not reported) slowed the crystallization kinetics such that the drops in solution pH
were muted or even non-existent at the highest PAA concentration (Figure 48).
Hydroxyapatite of varying crystal quality and size was also found to be PAA-mediated
by Bertoni[117] et al. Increasing PAA (Mn = 2000K g/mol) content was found to
decrease hydroxyapatite particle size.

Figure 48. pH vs reaction time for CaCl2 and Na2HPO4 plotted with varying PAA
concentration a) 0, b) 0.02, c) 0.04, and d) 0.06 gl-1. pH was found to vary minimally at
the highest PAA concentration utilized indicating both sequestration of Ca2+ ions by
ionized PAA molecules and PAA-induced inhibition of calcium phosphate
mineralization.[119]
Bigi[128] found that both an increase in PAA molecular weight as well as an increase in
PAA concentration had an impact on calcium phosphate structure and crystallinity,
namely conversion of amorphous octacalcium phosphate to hydroxyapatite. Extremes in
PAA molecular weight (2K and 250K) were used in this study alongside calcium acetate,
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Ca(CH3COO)2, and sodium hydrogen phosphate.

Octacalcium phosphate was first

formed by mixing the calcium precursor with sodium hydrogen phosphate at 60 °C and
an initial pH of 5. The as-synthesized octacalcium phosphate was then mixed with PAA
at an initial pH of 7.4 and a temperature of 60 °C to form hydroxyapatite. Low molecular
weight PAA was found to be more effective at inhibiting calcium phosphate
crystallization than high molecular weight PAA, similar to findings by Yokogawa[119].
High molecular weight chains were argued to coil and fold such that fewer interactions
per calcium phosphate surface area with pendant carboxylates could occur.

Lower

molecular weight PAA could essentially “lie flat” on a calcium phosphate face
maximizing the occurrence of calcium sequestration and thereby inhibiting crystal
growth.
3.1.7 Poly (ethylene oxide) – based Calcium Phosphate Composites
Poly(ethylene oxide), despite its lack of a calcium ion attracting carboxylic acid group,
has also been demonstrated to influence the mineralization of calcium phosphate.
Li[129] used Pluronic® triblock copolymers to examine its effects on calcium phosphate
mineralization from drop-wise addition of dipotassium hydrogen phosphate to a
Pluronic®-calcium chloride solution. It was shown that through increasing the molecular
weight, Mw, of the PPO block, a subsequent decrease in the crystallinity of the obtained
calcium phosphate was observed (Figure 49). The presence of methyl groups along the
Pluronic® backbone was argued to act as steric barriers to hydroxyapatite mineralization.
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Figure 49. XRD spectra
spectra[129] for calcium phosphate and Pluronic® composites obtained
through centrifugation after (A) aging in solution at room temperature for 30 min and (B)
after hydrothermal treatment at 140 °C for 3 hours. (a) no polymer, (b)) Pluronic® F127
(EO106PO70EO106), (c)) Pluronic® F87 (EO62PO40EO62), (d) Pluronic® P123
(EO40PO70EO40)
Liu[130] studied the impact of PEO (Mw = 10K gmol-1) addition on crystallization of
Ca(NO3)2 and (NH4)2HPO4 under aqueous conditions at a pH of 10. An amorphous
calcium phosphate was formed as PEO concentration was increased to an ethylene oxide
to calcium molar ratio of 1:1 or greater. A crystalline tricalcium phosphate was observed
at higher calcium loading
loadings.

Zhao[131] studied the morphology and porosity of

Pluronic® F127 templated calcium phosphat
phosphate using K2HPO4 and a hydrogen-bond
hydrogen
donating Ca D-pantothenate
pantothenate monohydrate as precursors. Through variation in F127
loading, mesoporous calcium phosphate spheres and rods were obtained as a result of
amphiphilic polymer micellization behavior.

These findi
findings
ngs indicate that PEOPEO

containing
aining block copolymers provide a means for inhibition of calcium phosphate
mineralization,, perhaps through complexation with Ca ions, as well as a hydrogen bond
acceptor site in PEO ether oxygens to assist in potential cooperativ
cooperativee calcium phosphatephosphate
polymer self-assembly.
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3.1.8 Other Polymer Templates for Calcium Phosphate Mineralization
Other than PEO and polymers containing acid moieties, phosphate containing polymers,
such as DNA, have been found to have interesting interactions with calcium phosphate
species[132]. Also, polyetherimine (PEI) and polyvinylpyrrilidone (PVP) have been
mixed with rapidly precipitating solutions of ammonium phosphate and calcium lactate to
form both amorphous and crystalline calcium phosphate structures functionalized with
either the PEI or PVP additive [133]. These “functionalized” nanoparticles were found to
be easily dispersed in ethanol, isopropanol, or acetone. It was also found that through
variation in drying method, amorphous or crystalline calcium phosphate nanoparticles
were obtained. Interestingly, amorphous calcium phosphate was obtained through freezedrying of as-obtained wet calcium phosphate nanoparticles. The amorphous phase was
found to remain at room temperature afterwards.
3.1.9 Summary of Previous Work
The current literature on the formation of ordered calcium phosphate structures through
polymer templating routes posits more questions than it does answers.

First and

foremost, many researchers utilized polymers containing groups that become ionized
under appropriate conditions.

In particular, polymers containing carboxylic acid

functionalities have been postulated to sequester positively charged calcium ions in
solution thereby providing a pathway to phase-selective calcium addition to a carboxylic
acid containing domain of a block copolymer, for example. However, SAXS results on
mixtures and aggregates of calcium and carboxylic acid-containing copolymers barely
show any differences between controls and calcium-loaded polymer solutions, films, and
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powders. Should calcium sequester neatly to a carboxylic acid containing domain of a
block copolymer, one would expect an increase in d-spacing of the observed block
copolymer morphology.

This has generally not been observed for calcium

phosphate/polymer systems, thereby indicating a great deal more complexity in the
interaction between calcium salts and a polymer matrix than the current notion that a
simple charge-based attraction occurs. Nevertheless, it has been shown that increasing
polyacid concentration and decreasing polyacid molecular weight inhibits calcium
phosphate mineralization, to an extent, indicating some interaction with polymertemplated calcium phosphate mixtures and solutions.
On the other hand, charge-neutral PEO-containing copolymers such as Pluronic® triblock
copolymers have been quite often used to form calcium phosphate nanocomposites and
calcium phosphate nanoparticles.

As ionized polymers continue to attract attention

within the calcium phosphate arena, neutral polymer blocks, such as PEO, are generally
added to aqueous calcium phosphate systems because they are water soluble and different
enough in chemical make-up from another block to induce micellization. Micellization
of amphiphilic copolymers, such as Pluronic®, yields yet another potential route to
obtain a nanoscale template for calcium phosphate mineralization. Even though the
presence of ether oxygens on PEO is not ignored in current literature, PEO interaction
with calcium phosphate species does not serve as the impetus for most works. PEO could
provide hydrogen bond acceptors to the variety of hydrogen bond donors generally added
to form calcium phosphate composite materials.

Substances such as water, acids,

calcium salts, and phosphate salts can change the “environment” of PEO allowing for
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structural changes to occur. These structural changes, if controllable, may be exploited to
form a polymer-templated calcium phosphate nanocomposite.
The goal of this work was to examine the individual interactions of the components that
make-up a synthetic calcium phosphate nanocomposite and discuss their impact on
microstructure. Literature reveals that the competing interactions between restructuring
polymer templates and mineralizing calcium phosphates are rarely, if ever, discussed.
The study of which may provide rationale for some of the successes and some of the
failures of block copolymer systems being explored to form templated calcium
phosphate.
3.2 Pluronic® F108 Triblock Copolymers as Templates for Calcium Phosphate
Mineralization
Herein, a novel templating route using Pluronic® F108, PEO132-PPO50-PEO132, as a
guide for calcium phosphate mineralization is presented. The PEO-containing Pluronic®
family was chosen for this study due to the hydrogen bond accepting capability via
backbone ether oxygens and the ability of PEO-PPO-PEO triblock copolymers to form
ordered micellar and gelled structures in aqueous solutions and under dehydrated
conditions. The addition of calcium and phosphate salts was examined individually to
determine the impact of calcium and/or phosphate on the morphology of the Pluronic®
triblock copolymer.

This was accomplished within both concentrated aqueous and

dehydrated Pluronic® F108, in particular. The addition of both calcium and phosphate
was also examined in terms of time-resolved XRD to explore the extent by which
interactions with a polymer template inhibit, or potentially assist, in calcium phosphate
mineralization.
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Through the as-proposed PILP processes[100], amorphous calcium phosphates are
sequestered by an NCP and then transported to an organic matrix, collagen. As a result
of this sequestration interaction, calcium phosphate mineralization is argued to be
inhibited, which may allow, in part, for the nano-scale calcium phosphates observed
within collagen fibrils. In this work, Pluronic® triblock copolymers were used as a kind
of collagen-NCP hybrid.

Pluronic® triblock copolymers in aqueous solutions self

assemble into micelles dependent on concentration, temperature, and pressure.
Moreover, the PEO block of the Pluronic® triblock copolymer can act as a hydrogen
bond acceptor. Hydrogen-bonding interactions between calcium phosphate precursors,
such as those elucidated by Zhao[131], may be compared with the ionic interactions that
dictate calcium phosphate precursor transport and inhibition by NCPs in natural bone.
Herein, it was hypothesized that, through either direct or indirect interactions of CaCl2,
H3PO4, and/or some form of mineralized or partially mineralized calcium phosphate
species with Pluronic® F108, inhibition of mineralization and concurrent mutual selfassembly processes of calcium phosphate by Pluronic® F108 will enable formation of a
Pluronic® F108-calcium phosphate nanocomposite.
The success of this approach largely depends on the control of two separate
crystallization processes.

The first process, and most obvious, is that of calcium

phosphate mineralization.

Without control over calcium phosphate mineralization,

through inhibition of nuclei formation or reduction in crystal growth kinetics, little
opportunity will exist for the self-assembly of a crystalline calcium phosphate within a
polymer matrix. Second, crystallization of PEO domains within the Pluronic® template
must be accounted for as PEO chain stacking will severely limit the amount of ether
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oxygens available for hydrogen bonding with calcium and phosphate species. Further,
PEO crystallization will affect the ability of the Pluronic® template to self-assemble into
block copolymer morphologies.
3.2.1 Inhibition of Nucleation and Growth of Hydroxyapatite in Natural Bone
Hunter [134] studied the nucleation and growth of hydroxyapatite with a variety of
proteins found in bone. Of the proteins studied, osteopontin and osteocalcin at loadings
of 0.01 – 10 µg demonstrated a profound effect on the crystallization behavior of an
aqueous solution of 2 mM CaCl2, 1.2 mM sodium phosphate, and 150 mM NaCl at 37 °C
autotitrated to a pH of 7.4 with NaOH. Osteopontin was found to inhibit crystal growth
while osteocalcin was seen to inhibit nucleation processes. These separate phenomena
were shown through the addition of NaOH to the described aqueous solution with varied
osteocalcin or osteopontin amount to induce calcium phosphate mineralization (Figure
50). Through examination of the NaOH amount required to maintain a pH of 7.4, the
amount of evolved acidic species, indicative of the formation of hydroxyapatite, was
deduced. As the titration of the salted protein solution was accomplished as a function of
time, the kinetics of inhibition were also effectively measured. The authors stated that
interactions between carboxylate and phosphate groups along the osteopontin protein
structure inhibit crystal growth, while not notably affecting nucleation except at high
loadings.

Osteocalcin was argued to delay nucleation due to the presence of

dicarboxylate on present Gla (γ-carboxyglutamic acid) residues[135].
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Figure 50. Volume NaOH added as a function of time, minutes, for a) osteopontin and
b) osteocalcin to maintain a pH of 7.4. This was accomplished to determine the amount
of hydroxyapatite produced. Concentration, in µg/mL, of added protein is noted to the
right of the titration curves[134].
An explanation for the inhibition of calcium phosphate mineralization by osteocalcin was
given by Romberg[135]. Gla residues along osteocalcin were argued to have spacing on
the osteocalcin backbone similar to that of calcium in the hydroxyapatite lattice. The
similarity in spacing between osteocalcin and hydroxyapatite may allow for the strong
inhibitory interaction with Ca2+ as hydroxyapatite nuclei attempt to form. Thus, two key
ideas can be obtained from the work of Hunter and Romberg: 1) The inhibition of
calcium phosphate mineralization within natural bone is seemingly dictated through the
interaction of calcium with acidic species; and 2) The inhibition of calcium phosphate
mineralization depends on the concentration and location of the functional groups
capable of interacting with either calcium or phosphate residues.
3.2.2 Pluronic® Triblock Copolymer Morphology
Pluronic® triblock copolymers can assume many different structures, ranging from
micelles to liquid crystalline structures in aqueous solution.

Pluronic® P85,

EO25PO40EO25, for example, can be dispersed as unimers, form spherical micelle
structures in body-centered cubic (BCC) and hexagonal close packed (HCP) arrays, and
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form semicrystalline lamellar structures with varied concentration in aqueous solution at
room temperature (Figure 51). Mortensen[136] and others[137-141] have explored the
various morphologies Pluronic® triblock copolymers can assume in aqueous solutions.
The greater hydrophobicity of the PPO mid blocks, relative to that of PEO, provides a
driving force for preferred water-PEO interaction.

For PEO-PPO-PEO triblock

copolymers, favorable interaction between water and PEO yields micellar structures
containing a PEO corona and a densely-packed PPO core that vary in size and shape with
water content, temperature, and pressure. Further, temperature is a concern as Pluronic®
triblock copolymers become more hydrophobic as solution temperature is increased and
will precipitate on reaching its cloud point, CP. Conversely, most polymers become
more soluble with increased temperature.

Figure 51. Phase diagram for Pluronic® P85, EO25PO40EO25, in aqueous solution
showing the variety of morphologies Pluronic® P85 can assume in aqueous solution.
Reproduced from Mortensen[136]
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3.2.3 Salt Interactions with Aqueous Solution of Pluronic® Triblock Copolymers
As calcium phosphate crystallization processes likely occur simultaneously with
Pluronic® chain rearrangement, the resultant morphology will be dependent on polymer
and calcium phosphate precursor concentrations.

Thus, for a calcium phosphate/

Pluronic® composite, it is important to discuss the influence of salts, other ionic species,
and water on the phase diagram of Pluronic® triblock copolymers. Alexandridis[142]
and Kabalnov[143] explored the effects of various salts, including LiCl, KCl, NaCl,
NaBr, NaI, NaSCN, and urea on the Critical Micelle Temperature (CMT), temperature by
which unimers form micelles, and the CP, temperature in which a polymeric solution
phase separates, for Pluronic® triblock copolymers. Through “tuning” solvent quality
via addition of salts to an aqueous Pluronic® solution, increased CMT and CP were
generally observed. Figure 52 shows the influence, as characterized through DSC, of
various sodium salts as well as urea on the CMT and CP of Pluronic® L64. It can be
clearly seen that increasing NaCl concentration, for example, greatly depresses the CMT
and CP. NaBr exhibits a similar effect to NaCl on the CMT and CP of Pluronic® L64.
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Figure 52. DSC on solutions of Pluronic® L64 with varied salt concentration
demonstrate the influence of salt on phase transitions[142]. Large broad peaks are
indicative of the critical micelle temperature, CMT, whereas considerably smaller peaks,
consistently located at higher temperatures than the CMT, are indicative of the CP.
Hofmeister[144], in 1888, essentially predicted the behavior of salted aqueous solutions
of Pluronic. He essentially screened the influence of salt on protein solubility in aqueous
solution addition.

Hofmeister found that anions present in an aqueous solution of

proteins impacted the solubility of the protein according to the aptly titled Hofmeister
series: SO42- ≈ HPO42- > F- > Cl- > Br- > I- > SCN-, wherein “salting-out” to “salting-in”
phenomena occur as one goes left to right in the series.

Based on findings by

Alexandridis[142] and Kabalnov[143], Hofmeister also predicted the response of chargeneutral Pluronic® triblock copolymers in salted solutions. Salting out to salting in can be
likewise described as structure-making, through a reduction in polymer solubility, to
structure-breaking, through an increase in polymer solubility, respectively.
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Inorganic salts generally interact with solubilized polymers at the solvent-solute
interfaces, although how they interact is still not well understood. Su [145, 146] and
Maeda [147] have shown that the addition of metal halide salts to charge-neutral
polymers such as Pluronic® triblock copolymers and poly(N-substituted acrylamide)
cause little variation in IR spectra while dramatically influencing Lower Critical Solution
Temperatures (LCST). This finding indicates that variation in the water structure, rather
than direct polymer and salt interaction, on salt loading primarily affects structuration of
a polymer solution. This could occur either through a reduction or an increase in number
and strength of hydrogen bonding interactions with polymer through salt-induced
ionization of water.
Maeda[147] and Sakai[148] have also shown, on the other hand, that metal cations, such
as Au, Na, and Li, can be sequestered within charge-neutral polymers such as Pluronic®
triblock copolymers and poly(N-substituted acrylamide). For example, gold cations,
from HAuCl4, in aqueous solution with a Pluronic® triblock copolymer are sequestered
through the restructuration of Pluronic® to a crown ether structure around the gold
cation. Similarly, Maeda[147] argued that IR spectra indicated that the carbonyl region
for poly(N-substituted acrylamides) was altered due to direct interaction with Li and Na
cations. This is despite the fact that cations are generally regarded to induce only
relatively minor changes in the cloud point and critical micelle transitions in neutral
polymeric structures such as Pluronic®[142]. Regardless, a Hofmeister series exists to
predict

salting-in

and

salting-out

behavior

for

cations

as

well

(NH4+>K+>Na+>Li+>Mg2+>Ca2+). These findings could be evidence of direct metalPluronic® interaction.

The metal sequestration observed via the formation of a
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Pluronic® crown ether structure can also be explained through a competitive interaction
for water by both salt and the Pluronic® triblock copolymers in solution. For instance, in
order to interact with water, the Pluronic® may restructure around the salt which, through
stronger salt-water interaction than PEO-water interaction, ties up the water. Thus, the
salt still may be reasoned to only indirectly interact with the polymer in solution, yet still
be partly responsible for induced polymer structuration.
Nevertheless, the addition of salt has been postulated to interact with charge-neutral
Pluronic® triblock copolymers in solution through direct, via interaction with metal
cations, and indirect means, through variation in water structure. Note the presence of
hydrogen phosphate on the “salting-out” side of the Hofmeister series and, oppositely,
calcium cations as “salting-in”. Due to trends predicted by Hofmeister’s series and
studies by Alexandridis[142], it can be expected that phosphates and calcium salts will
interact with the Pluronic® triblock, whether through interfacial interaction with the
solute or through worsening solvent quality, to induce polymer structure variation. Thus,
the effects of salts, Pluronic® concentration, temperature, and pressure appear to be
crucial

to

explaining

the

changing

Pluronic®-calcium

phosphate

composite

microstructure as solutions are dried.
3.2.4 Proposed Phosphoric Acid and CaCl2 Interaction with Pluronic® F108
Phosphoric acid, H3PO4, and calcium chloride, alike, did, indeed, induce structuration of
Pluronic® F108 in the solutions studied herein. Salting-out phenomena may have been
responsible for the alteration in the final observed morphologies.

Although, an

alternative mechanism through which phosphoric acid can hydrogen bond to ethylene
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oxide units may also be responsible for the morphologies observed, especially in cases
where dry films of phosphoric acid and Pluronic® F108 were formed.

H3PO4, at

approximately pH 2, is expected to dissociate to approximately 50 mol% H2PO4(-). As a
result of this dissociation, two hydrogen bond donors on once-ionized phosphoric acid
may interact with PEO ether oxygens while a lone negative charge may subsequently
attract and react with positively charged Ca2+ ions forming a microphase-selective
calcium phosphate structure in solution.
As previously discussed, the addition of phosphates to an aqueous Pluronic® triblock
solution can increase the hydrophobicity of the polymer through abstraction of water
from PEO domains by neighboring phosphates. This results in less water-PEO and more
PEO-PEO interactions yielding more “structure” to the polymer solution as well as
reduced CP and CMT.
Ca2+ cations, on the other hand, may be expected to be sequestered by PEO
microdomains.

However, calcium is generally not predicted, through the cation-

Hofmeister series, to inter much in the way of structure to a polymer solution, rather, due
to its position towards “salting-in”, Ca addition may actually increase the solubility of
Pluronic® in solution. However, such an increase in solubility may be offset as CaCl2
was used as a Ca source. Chloride anions induce polymer structuration in aqueous
solutions through salting-out.
Pluronic® F108 was chosen to template the calcium phosphate composites described
herein. Alexandridis and Yanagida[142, 148, 149] have studied the influence of PEO
block length on metal cation interaction and have found that longer PEO chains increases
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the strength of the metal cation and Pluronic® interaction.

Pluronic® F108

(EO132PO50EO132) has the highest molecular weight EO blocks in the Pluronic® family.
Therefore, mixtures of Pluronic® F108 with calcium chloride and phosphoric acid as
both a hydrated and dehydrated gel were studied. The main effects of water, calcium,
and phosphoric acid on composite morphology were evaluated. It was postulated that
phosphoric acid addition to a solution of Pluronic® F108 followed by dehydration would
produce an ordered Pluronic® F108-phosphoric acid structure through hydrogen-bonding
interactions between the acid and ethylene oxide domains. On addition of calcium,
mineralization of calcium phosphate was argued to proceed in an inhibited fashion due to
interactions of Ca and phosphoric acid with the polymer matrix. Selective interaction
between phosphoric acid and ethylene oxide was theorized to induce calcium phosphate
mineralization in only the ethylene oxide domains of the Pluronic® triblock copolymer.
With that stated, a simple method, somewhat analogous to amorphous calcium phosphate
formation mechanisms in natural bone, the PILP method for instance, to prepare a wellordered BCP templated amorphous calcium phosphate composite material for apparent
application as osteoconductive bone grafts and implants is presented.
3.3 Experimental
Two sets of experiments were conducted for the Pluronic® F108 templated calcium
phosphate study. The first explored alterations to F108 morphology under both aqueous
and dehydrated conditions in the presence of calcium chloride dihydrate, phosphoric acid,
and/or water via SAXS at the National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National
Laboratory. The second set of experiments involved a time-resolved study on calcium
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phosphate mineralization in the presence of Pluronic® F108 by XRD. SAXS was used to
characterize the morphology of the mineralized samples examined by time-resolved
XRD, but was done on the in-house Molecular Metrology apparatus at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst.
3.3.1 Materials
Pluronic® F108 Prill was obtained through generous donation by the BASF Corporation
and used as is. Calcium chloride dihydate (CaCl2•2H2O) and phosphoric acid (85 wt% in
water) were obtained through Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification.
Deionized water (Optima – Sigma Aldrich) and absolute ethanol were also used without
further purification.
3.3.2 Sample Preparation for SAXS Conducted at Brookhaven National Lab
A typical sample preparation is as follows. Pluronic® F108 was first dissolved in a 50:50
by vol. deionized water and ethanol (≈73 wt% H2O) to obtain a 15 wt% Pluronic® F108
solution. Ethanol was added to increase F108 loading in solutions. It should be noted
that the presence of ethanol will affect Pluronic® F108 morphology, through increased
solubility of PPO domains, in solution. As all mixtures were dissolved within a 50:50 by
vol. water and ethanol solution, the influence of the solvent mixture utilized herein was
not examined.

Clear polymer solutions were stirred for at least 1 hour at room

temperature to ensure solubilization.

Aliquots of the 15 wt% F108 solution were

withdrawn to formulate samples containing varied loadings of one or more of the
following: phosphoric acid, calcium chloride dihydrate, and water.
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3.3.2.1 Phosphoric Acid-Pluronic® F108 Specimen Preparation
Phosphoric acid (85 wt% in water) was added to the 15 wt% F108 solution in varied
amounts ranging from 6 to 45 parts per hundred (phr). From here on, phr will be used in
reference to additive loadings, namely calcium chloride dihydrate, water, and phosphoric
acid, by the weight of polymer, F108, or F108 and PAA combined, in the system. In
instances where two or more components are added to the polymer template, for
example, the loading of those components, in phr, refers only to polymer weight, rather
than the total weight of the mixture. As an example, if component A and component B
are both loaded at 10 phr to a 45 wt% polymer solution, each component would be added
at 10 parts, by weight, for every 100 parts polymer irrespective of any other component
present in the system. Solution parameters were chosen for phosphoric acid loading to
Pluronic® F108 with respect to the number of hydrogen bond donors (HBD), H3PO4
(mol), and hydrogen bond acceptors (HBA), EO (mol), in the solution. Thus, the ratio of
HBD:HBA, or Hydrogen Bond Index (HBI), in mol, 3*H3PO4:EO, was varied from 0.0
to approximately 1.2 to explore the impact of hydrogen bond saturation on composite
structures. Hydrogen bonding by water was not included in the calculation of HBI.
Table 6 summarizes the Pluronic® F108 and phosphoric acid solutions formulated.
Control solutions without phosphoric acid were also made.
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Table 6. Hydrogen bonding indices (HBI) and contents, in wt%, for Pluronic® F108 and
phosphoric acid mixtures in 50:50 by vol water:ethanol solutions.
in wt%

Water
62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05

Ethanol
22.95
22.95
22.95
22.95
22.95

Pluronic F108
15
15
15
15
15

H3PO4 (phr F108)
0.0
5.4
11.5
18.2
44.2

HBI (max)
0
0.09
0.19
0.30
0.72

Prior to characterization, the ethanolic solutions shown in Table 6 were dried on a hot
plate set to 65 °C for at least one day in air. Water uptake by samples in humidified air
was not measured and presumed to be relatively constant between samples.

Dried

samples were assumed to be free of ethanol.
To study water loading to dehydrated phosphoric acid-Pluronic® F108 gels, water (11,
33, and 49 phr) was added to the dehydrated 15 phr phosphoric acid formulation in Table
6. Water loading (11, 33, 49, and 100 phr) to the dried Pluronic® F108 control was also
studied.

To ensure water diffusion within Pluronic® F108 and Pluronic® F108-

phosphoric acid dried gels, water was added to the appropriate amount of sample placed
within capped 5 mL tubes and then sample-loaded tubes were placed inside an oven set at
70 °C for at least 1 day. Tubes were tightly capped and sealed using multiple layers of
parafilm and then inserted into larger beakers which were also capped and wrapped with
parafilm. To ensure that water was not lost to evaporation, an uncapped vial filled with
water was placed inside the large beaker housing the smaller sample-filled tubes. Water
volume within the uncapped vial did not appear to change during the oven-assisted
rehydration process, ensuring that only negligible amounts of water, if any, were lost to
the capped sample-containing tubes.
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3.3.2.2 Calcium Chloride Dihydrate – Pluronic® F108 Specimen Preparation
Calcium chloride dihydate – Pluronic® F108 specimens were synthesized similarly to
those described in section 3.4.2.2. Aliquots of Pluronic® F108 solution (15 wt% in 50:50
water:ethanol by vol) were mixed with CaCl2-2H2O according to the amounts in Table 7.
Samples were dehydrated according to the procedure detailed in section 3.3.2.1. To
explore water interaction with Pluronic® F108 and calcium chloride samples, deionized
water (11, 33, and 49 phr) was loaded to the F108 sample with 10 phr CaCl2-2H2O.
Table 7. Compositions of CaCl2-2H2O – F108 solutions before drying
in wt%

Water

Ethanol

62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05

22.95
22.95
22.95
22.95

Pluronic F108 CaCl2 - 2H2 O (phr F108)
15
15
15
15

0.0
30.8
69.2
118.7

3.3.2.3 Calcium Phosphate – F108 Specimen Preparation
Calcium phosphate and F108 composites were formed through the sequential addition of
phosphoric acid and CaCl2 – 2H2O, in that order, to a 15 wt% Pluronic® F108 in 50:50
by vol. water:ethanol solution (Table 8).

Sample aliquots were dried, prior to

rehydration (where applicable) on a hot plate at 65 °C for at least 24 hours. Samples,
both rehydrated and dehydrated, were then put in capped tubes and placed in an oven at
70 °C for at least 1 day.
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Table 8. Compositions of calcium phosphate – F108 solutions before drying. *indicates
component was added after drying
in wt%

Water

Ethanol

62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05

22.95
22.95
22.95
22.95
22.95
22.95

Pluronic F108 CaCl2 - 2H2 O (phr F108) H 3 PO4 (phr F108)
30.8
40.8
15
30.8
16.3
15
30.8
11.6
15
48.9
25.9
15
69.2
36.7
15
118.7
62.9
15

H 2 O* (phr F108) HBI (max) Ca:P (mol)
0.0
0.66
0.40
0.0
0.27
0.63
0.0
0.19
0.70
49.3
0.63
0.42
49.3
0.63
0.60
49.3
1.03
0.63

Mixtures were clear throughout the synthesis process and remained clear for weeks
afterwards. On solvent evaporation and subsequent calcium phosphate nucleation and
growth processes, solutions were not titrated to maintain constant pH. Thus, evolution of
acidic species during calcium phosphate mineralization processes may have yielded
unwanted acids, such as HCl, in final composite structures.
3.3.2.4 pH Measurement of Aqueous Phosphoric Acid
pH changes caused by addition of phosphoric acid to Pluronic® triblock copolymer in
solution with a 50:50 ethanol:water mixture were estimated by measuring the pH of
varied concentrations of phosphoric acid in water using a digital pH meter. The results
are presented in Figure 53.
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Figure 53. pH variation with phosphoric acid loading (wt%) into deionized water (left)
and extent of dissociation to H2PO4- with varying pH
3.3.3 Time-Resolved XRD/SAXS Study on Pluronic® F108 – Calcium Phosphate
Pluronic® F108 solutions (15 wt% in 50:50 by vol. water:ethanol) were prepared
according to Table 9 for a time resolved XRD and SAXS study. Phosphoric acid and
CaCl2-2H2O were added, in that order, to the 15 wt% Pluronic® F108 solution. Clear
solutions were allowed to mix for at least 24 hours prior to being drop-cast onto glass
slides and placed on a hot plate at 40 °C. Hot plate temperature was reduced from that
normally used (65 °C) to delay mineralization on dehydration. Glass slides were directly
removed from the hot plate and characterized via XRD over the course of 10 days. After
characterization, the sample-coated glass slides were put back onto the 40 °C hot plate.
Samples for SAXS were prepared by scraping some of the dehydrated calcium
phosphate-F108 films off of the glass slides on the hot plate into a small washer. Kapton
film was glued to both sides of the washer. The sample-containing washers were left on
the 40 °C hot plate and then directly removed to the in-house SAXS apparatus.
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Table 9. Compositions of Pluronic® F108 and calcium phosphate mixtures for timeresolved XRD and SAXS study.

Water
62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05
62.05

in wt%
phr-F108
Ethanol Pluronic F108 CaCl2 - 2H2 O
H3PO4
22.95
15
74.3
0.0
22.95
15
74.3
5.9
22.95
15
74.3
11.9
22.95
15
74.3
17.8
22.95
15
74.3
23.8
22.95
15
74.3
29.7
22.95
15
74.3
35.6
22.95
15
74.3
41.6
22.95
15
74.3
47.5
22.95
15
74.3
53.5
22.95
15
74.3
59.4
22.95
15
74.3
65.3
22.95
15
74.3
71.3

HBI (max) Ca:P (mol)
0.0
1.00
0.1
0.77
0.2
0.63
0.3
0.53
0.4
0.46
0.5
0.41
0.6
0.36
0.7
0.33
0.8
0.30
0.9
0.27
1.0
0.25
1.1
0.24
1.2
0.22

3.4 Characterization
3.4.1 SAXS at NSLS
For the first set of experiments, detailed in experimental section 3.3.2, SAXS was
accomplished at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) on line X27C. The high intensity of the photon source causes the
noise created by X-ray scattering due to air to become trivial, making vacuum
unnecessary to obtain high quality data. Without the need for vacuum, rehydrated and
dehydrated samples, alike, were run at standard temperature and pressure (STP). The
photon source generated X-rays with a wavelength of 0.1371 nm. The sample to detector
distance was 1836.2 mm. SAXS acquisition times were 60 s or less. Samples were
removed from capped vials to washers sealed with kapton tape a matter of only hours
before SAXS characterization at BNL.
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3.4.2 Time-resolved XRD and SAXS
For the second set of experiments, X-ray diffraction (XRD) was accomplished on a
PANalytical Xpert PRO Xcelerator using Ni filtered CuKα radiation (CuKα1 = 1.541 Å,
CuKα2 = 1.544 Å). SAXS experiments were performed in vacuo using a Molecular
Metrology instrument equipped with a 30 W microsource (Bede).
wavelength of λ=0.1542 nm was used.

CuKα radiation at a

A two-dimensional gas-filled wire detector

(Molecular Metrology) was positioned approximately 1500 mm from the sample holder.
Sample to detector distance was verified through silver behenate calibration.
Electron microscopy was accomplished on a JEOL 2000 transmission electron
microscope (TEM) operating at 200 kV and a JEOL 6320FXV FESEM operating at 5
kV. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) data on dried samples to determine PEO
crystallinity was obtained on a Q1000 DSC from TA instruments. Samples, within
hermetically sealed aluminum pans, were rapidly quenched from 70 °C to -20 °C, held
isothermal at -20 °C for 60 minutes, and then heated to 70 °C at 5 °C minute-1 to examine
crystallization and melt transitions.
3.5 Results and Discussion
3.5.1 Summary of Results
Phosphoric acid was found to induce structuration of concentrated F108 solutions. On
drying of drop-cast F108/phosphoric acid solutions (65 °C), gels with spherical block
copolymer morphology were formed if a critical amount of phosphoric acid was added.
A similarly treated F108 control sample, without phosphoric acid addition, was seen to
form only a disordered semicrystalline structure. On addition of phosphoric acid, without
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CaCl2-2H2O, to an aqueous solution of F108, variations in both micellar structure and gel
structure, on drying of solution aliquots, could be expected as phosphoric acid partially
hydrolyzes to form approximately 7% H2PO4- at pH 1, with the remaining phosphoric
acid species being H3PO4. These species may form up to three hydrogen bonds for each
phosphoric acid molecule present. Hydrogen bonding interactions between phosphoric
acid with hydrogen bond acceptors such as Pluronic® ether oxygens or with surrounding
water, will cause changes to the Pluronic® morphology in solution.
On addition of CaCl2-2H2O to stirring solutions of phosphoric acid and Pluronic® F108,
dried aliquots revealed the calcium phosphates to have crystallinity dependent on
phosphoric acid loading.

Amorphous structures were observed at low loadings of

phosphoric acid, whereas crystalline calcium phosphate was observed at higher
phosphoric acid loading possibly due to an inhibitory interaction between phosphoric
acid and Pluronic® F108.

Addition of CaCl2-2H2O to Pluronic® F108 without

phosphoric acid also resulted in some observed changes in F108 micelle morphology in
both dehydrated and rehydrated samples.
Translation of the morphology of the Pluronic® F108 template to dried calcium
phosphate composites was not readily apparent. The kinetics of calcium phosphate
mineralization was expected to be dependent on degree of salt interaction, whether direct
or indirect, with the Pluronic® template. Also, kinetic mineralization and self-assembly
processes for both calcium phosphate and the Pluronic® template are dependent on
temperature and pressure. That is, it is important that drying rate, as well as pressure, in
the case of subsequent SAXS characterization, is taken into account when explaining the
final observed morphologies. Nevertheless, a potential mechanism for the self-assembly
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of phosphoric acid and Pluronic® F108, with the presence of CaCl2-2H2O, for
dehydrated samples is provided in Figure 54.

Figure 54. Potential hydrogen bonding mechanism between ionized phosphoric acid
species and ether oxygens located within PEO domains of Pluronic® F108. Negative
charge acts to attract and sequester positively charged calcium ions.
Figure 54 shows a preferential interaction directly between phosphoric acid and PEO
ether oxygens. Some degree of ionization of the phosphoric acid molecules serve to
attract positively charged calcium ions.

On dehydration, PEO-selective calcium

phosphate mineralization was expected to occur. The schematic in Figure 54 loosely
describes the initial theory behind the attempt to formulate calcium phosphate-F108
composite materials. It is a certainty that a variety of potentially competing interactions
between each additive and the F108 solution results in alteration in observed F108
morphology, F108-calcium phosphate morphology, and/or calcium phosphate mineral
structure. A study of the individual contributions of calcium, phosphate, and calcium
phosphate to the F108 template under dehydrated and rehydrated conditions follows.
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3.5.2
.2 Phosphoric Acid Addition to Pluronic® F108
For the case of dried aliquots of the F108
F108-phosphoric acid solutions, hydrogen bonding
bond
interaction between phosphoric acid and ether oxygens along the PPO domains of
Pluronic® F108 was postulated based on observed swelling of the Pluronic® morphology
with increased phosphoric acid loading
loading. Indeed, an increase in d-spacing
spacing (Figure
(
55B)
was observed for the Pluronic® F108 and phosphoric acid materials
erials listed in Table 6.
Swelling of the Pluronic® F108 microstructure, for dehydrated blends, through
phosphoric acid interaction with ethylene oxide ether oxygens occurred as d-spacing
d
increased from 15.4 nm for the dehydrated F108 control to 19.6 nm on
n addition of 18.2
phr H3PO4. At the highest phosphoric acid loading (44.2 phr H3PO4),
) a well-ordered,
apparently oriented, spherical gel structure was observed accompanied with an overall
decrease in d-spacing
spacing from the 0 phr H3PO4 control of 0.8 nm (Figure
Figure 55A).
55

Figure 55. (A) Normalized offset SAXS data for
or Pluronic® F108 with varied amounts
of H3PO4 (Table 6).. An increase in spacing between PEO crystallites and amorphous
polymer regions as well as emergence of BCP correlation peaks were observed on
increased H3PO4 concentrat
concentration (B).
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As phosphoric acid loading is increased, the decrease in Pluronic® crystallinity and
increase in order can be explained one of two ways. The well-defined structure of the
dehydrated F108-phosphoric acid composite could be a result of the “salting-out” of the
polymer through abstraction of any residual H2O from PEO domains by phosphate ions.
However, such an interaction would more than likely yield a decrease in d-spacing on
increasing phosphoric acid loading which would be opposite to that observed in Figure
55. It should be noted that the highest H3PO4 content dehydrated F108 sample did show
a small decrease in d-spacing, through SAXS, when compared to the dehydrated F108
control. The observed increase in d-spacing and well-ordered oriented BCC morphology
for the dehydrated Pluronic® F108-phosphoric acid composite on increased phosphoric
acid loading may then be explained by the postulated hydrogen bond interaction (Figure
54) between phosphoric acid and PEO ether oxygens. A preferential hydrogen bonding
interaction, likely with PEO ether oxygens due to reduced steric interaction compared
with PPO, is well known to swell a block copolymer, similar to that observed
herein[150].

Nonetheless, both salting-out and hydrogen bonding mechanisms, in

essence, could be occurring simultaneously. Peak splitting observed in Figure 55A may
result from liquid crystalline ordering, however replication and bracketing of this
experiment is required for verification.
Indeed, recent work by Tirumala[150, 151] has shown that polyacrylic acid
homopolymer solution blended into Pluronic® triblock copolymers resulted in
microphase segregation through PEO-selective hydrogen bonding between the acid
functionality on PAA and the ether oxygen along PEO domains at elevated temperature.
An increase in d-spacing, indicating swelling of the PEO domain, was observed through
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SAXS as PAA concentration was increased. Previously, Kosonen[152] demonstrated
that hydrogen bonding between a blend of phenolic resin and Pluronic® triblock
copolymers resulted in microphase separated morphologies in otherwise phase-mixed
copolymers.

Others have demonstrated that hydrogen bonding interactions, through

varied degrees of ionization of polyacids such as poly(methylacrylic acid), with a
hydrogen bond acceptor block resulted in subsequent variation in observed
morphology.[153, 154] Overall, previous work suggests that an observed increase in dspacing and/or the observation of unexpected order-order or disorder-order transitions of
a block copolymer can result from phase-selective hydrogen bonding interactions
between an additive, such as phosphoric acid and the hydrogen bond accepting BCP.
3.5.3 Rehydration of Dehydrated Pluronic® F108-Phosphoric Acid Films
Figure 56 shows the morphology, through SAXS, of water-swollen films (11, 33, and 49
phr H2O) of the initially dehydrated F108 and phosphoric acid. From these data, the
inclusion of phosphoric acid at 18.2 phr (Figure 56-blue lines) for hydrated Pluronic®
F108 appears to effectively disorder the complex micellar structures observed for
hydrated F108 controls (Figure 56-red lines). This result seems to favor the “saltingout” mechanism for water-containing specimens, rather than the mechanism by which the
phosphoric acid species hydrogen bonds directly with the Pluronic® template.

In

solution, phosphates are considered to be structure-making through decreasing cloud
point (CP), critical micelle concentration (CMC), and critical micelle temperature (CMT)
resultant from abstraction of hydrating water molecules from the PEO corona. In this
case, increased hydrophobicity of the Pluronic® triblock copolymer through preferential
phosphoric acid-water interactions may explain the formation of the semi-crystalline
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Pluronic® F108 structures observed when 18.2 phr phosphoric acid is present in
rehydrated specimens..

Overall, a general increase in Pluronic® F108 d-spacing
d
is

observed on increasing water content to the phosphoric acid
acid-loaded
loaded F108 as can be
expected.

Figure 56.. SAXS data, taken at the NSLS at BNL, for phosphoric acid and water
addition to Pluronic® F108. Wa
Water content was varied from 0-100
100 phr H2O and is
denoted above each pair of comparable SAXS data. Red lines represent rehydrated
Pluronic® F108.. Blue lines are representative of the inclusion of H3PO4 at 18.2 phr
H3PO4 to the rehydrated F108 samples. Diffraction images are provided in Appendix N.
Table 10
10. Analysis of SAXS data from Figure 56.
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The results for phosphoric acid addition to both dehydrated and rehydrated Pluronic®
F108 seem to indicate a complex interaction between phosphoric acid and the Pluronic®
triblock copolymer that is dependent on water loading (Table 10). With added water,
phosphoric acid addition appears to yield only disordered or semi-crystalline structures
for Pluronic® F108 rather than the observed micellar structures formed in water-loaded
Pluronic® F108 controls (Figure 56). Without added water (Figure 55), phosphoric acid
appears to directly interact with the Pluronic® F108 triblock copolymer yielding
noticeably less crystalline structures and on suitably increased loading, a well-ordered
spherical morphology. Quite possibly, the occurrence of the salting-out phenomenon
may have decreased the CP for rehydrated F108 in the presence of phosphoric acid, such
that one may only expect semicrystalline or disordered structures above approximately
18.2 phr H3PO4. Even though this range was untested, we may expect to see some F108
micellar organization below 18.2 phr H3PO4, if the critical micelle transitions and CP
were indeed lowered. A phase diagram for the explored ternary composition space of
Pluronic® F108, water, and phosphoric acid is provided in Figure 57. Nevertheless,
phosphoric acid was generally found to disturb the micellar order of Pluronic® F108 with
added water whereas dehydrated samples were found to order on increased phosphoric
acid content. These findings verified that a complex interaction between phosphoric acid,
water, and Pluronic® F108 was indeed occurring.

Further, it appears as though a

preferential interaction between phosphoric acid and the ethylene oxide blocks of
dehydrated Pluronic® F108 caused swelling and the eventual formation of an ordered
BCC spherical structure. Under rehydration, concentrated Pluronic® F108-phosphoric
acid mixtures were generally disordered compared with the highly complex morphologies
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assumed for Pluronic® F108 controls under similar conditions. To verify the preferential
interaction between phosphoric acid and the Pluronic® F108 triblock under conditions of
dehydration, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) were
used to examine PEO crystallization.
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Figure 57. Composition space explored for ternary mixtures of Pluronic® F108,
phosphoric acid, and deionized water.
As dehydrated Pluronic® F108 is expected to crystallize at STP, the crystallization
behavior of dried phosphoric acid-Pluronic® F108 control mixtures were examined
through XRD and DSC (Figure 58 a,b). SAXS data, from Figure 55, indicated that
crystallization of PEO, yielding a disordered semicrystalline morphology, should occur
under 18 phr phosphoric acid loading. DSC and XRD were used to verify a reduction in
tendency to crystallize if phosphoric acid, indeed, strongly interacts with PEO domains.
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For DSC (Figure 58a), dried F108 samples with varied phosphoric acid loadings were
melted at 60 °C, quenched to -20 °C, held at -20 °C for 60 minutes, and then heated to 60
°C at a ramp rate of 5 °C min-1. DSC data, on heating, indicated a decrease in enthalpy of
melting from 117.7 J g-1 for the Pluronic® F108 control to 66.2, 52.1, 33.5, and finally 0
J g-1 on addition of 5.4, 11.5, 18.2, and 44.2 phr H3PO4, respectively. Melting point
depression was also observed on phosphoric acid addition. The melting temperature, Tm,
decreased from 58 °C for neat F108 to 51, 48, and 46 °C on addition of 5.4, 11.5, and
18.2 phr H3PO4, respectively. No melting peak was observed for the F108 sample with
highest phosphoric acid loading (44.2 phr H3PO4). Thus, at high loadings of phosphoric
acid, amorphous and crystalline sections of the Pluronic® F108 were reorganized into an
ordered melt verifying a preferential interaction between phosphoric acid and PEO for
dehydrated phosphoric acid-Pluronic® F108 blends.
The same samples listed in Table 6 were also examined by XRD (Figure 58b). It can be
seen that the sharp peaks representative of PEO crystallization in Pluronic® F108
transform to one broad amorphous band on addition of phosphoric acid. Therefore, DSC,
SAXS, and XRD data verified that PEO crystallinity was indeed reduced en route to the
formation of an ordered melt on addition of phosphoric acid to Pluronic® F108 for dried
specimens.
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Figure 58. a) DSC data (endotherm down) on heating to 60 °C obtained after rapid
quenching of F108-phosphoric
phosphoric acid samples,, with varied phosphoric acid concentration,
to -20
20 °C. Depression in Tm and broadening of the melting peak is indicative of
diminished crystallization in the F108
F108-phosphoric
phosphoric acid mixture as phosphoric acid
concentration is increased. B) Normalized offsett XRD data presented for F108F108
phosphoric acid mixtures, with similarly varied phosphoric acid concentration. Sharp
peaks indicative of PEO crystallization give way to a broad amorphous peak at high
phosphoric acid loading. HBI for the F108
F108-phosphoric acid
d control mixtures are 0, 0.09,
0.19, 0.30, and 0.72 for 0, 5.4, 11.5, 18.2, and 44.2 phr H3PO4, respectively.
In conclusion, the results of these experiments point to a complex interaction between
phosphoric acid and Pluronic® F108 that varied with degree of hydration. Addition of
water to phosphoric-acid
acid loaded films of Pluronic® F108 yielded largely disordered
structures compared to those obtained from water
water-loaded Pluronic® F108 controls. On
the other hand, dried films of Pluronic® F108 and phosphoric acid yielded preferential,
swelling of the BCP morphology as well as an ordered spherical Pluronic® F108
structure on further increased phosphoric acid loading. Time
Time-resolved
resolved SAXS,
SAXS without
alteration of pressure or temperature, of drying phosphoric acid
acid-F108
F108 films may assist in
further interpreting this result. Such an experiment could provide direct evidence of a
reversal in phosphoric acid
acid-water interaction to phosphoric acid-Pluronic®
Pluronic® F108
interaction on drying. Current results were only obtained for either hydrated or dried
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phosphoric acid-Pluronic® F108 films from original ethanolic solutions, not samples
dried from pure deionized water.
Nevertheless, these results indicate the potential for a favorable interaction, yielding
ordered structures for dried Pluronic® F108 films, between Pluronic® F108 and
phosphoric acid.

It should be reinforced that Pluronic® F108 is well-known to be

semicrystalline, rather than an amorphous ordered BCP structure, at STP.

At high

phosphoric acid loading (44 phr) to F108, the formation of a spherical F108
microstructure was observed. Subsequent addition of CaCl2 to such a mixture was
postulated to result in Pluronic® F108 and phosphoric acid templated calcium phosphate
mineralization.

Further, dependent on degree of calcium or phosphate precursor

interaction with the Pluronic® F108 matrix, inhibition of calcium phosphate
mineralization may occur yielding an amorphous calcium phosphate-Pluronic® F108
composite. Such a composite is more likely to self-assemble than a rapidly mineralizing
calcium phosphate-Pluronic® F108 composite.
3.5.4 CaCl2-2H2O addition to Pluronic® F108 Solutions
In order to form an ordered calcium phosphate structure, CaCl2-2H2O was added to
water-ethanol solutions of Pluronic® F108 and phosphoric acid. On addition of calcium
to an F108-phosphoric acid solution, crystallization of calcium phosphate, dependent on
temperature, solution pH, concentration, and pressure, can occur.

As previously

discussed, interactions between NCPs or collagen and calcium phosphate precursors were
found to inhibit calcium phosphate mineralization. Likewise, should phosphates and/or
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calcium interact with the Pluronic® F108 template used herein, crystallization of calcium
phosphate could also be inhibited to an extent.
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Figure 59. Compositions (wt %) explored for ternary blends of Pluronic® F108, CaCl2,
and deionized water
Prior to adding calcium to the phosphoric acid-F108 mixture, the impact of calcium
addition to Pluronic® F108 morphology was examined with and without sample
rehydration. Figure 59 shows the general composition space explored. CaCl2•2H2O was
added to the initial 50:50 by vol. water:ethanol solution of F108, without phosphoric acid,
dried accordingly (65 °C for 24 hours on a hot plate, transferred to 70 °C oven until
characterization), and characterized via SAXS at room temperature on the NSLS at BNL.
Quite complex morphologies were observed with either water or calcium addition to
Pluronic® F108 films.
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Slight swelling of the semicrystalline polymer structure was observed on addition of 30.8
phr CaCl2-2H2O to F108. However, on further loading to 69.2 phr CaCl2-2H2O, a similar
crystalline morphology to the Pluronic® F108 control was seen. At 118.7 phr CaCl22H2O loading, one broadened peak positioned similarly to the control and 30.8 phr
CaCl2-2H2O samples appeared. Disorder-order transitions were not observed on loadings
up to 118.7 phr CaCl2-2H2O within dried Pluronic® F108 mixtures (Figure 60). It does
appear, however, that CaCl2-2H2O addition does cause variation in the observed triblock
morphology even though the interaction may be relatively weak. Slight swelling at the
lowest calcium chloride dihydrate loading examined was evident. At higher loadings,
aggregation of calcium chloride salts rather than any polymer-directed interaction likely
took place.
Full-width half maximum intensities (FWHM) measured on first-order reflections vary
from q (1/nm) = 0.23 for 118.7 phr CaCl2-2H2O loading in Pluronic® F108 to 0.04, 0.08,
and 0.08 for 69.2, 30.8, and 0 phr CaCl2-2H2O, respectively. Increased peak breadth
indicates increased polydispersity of crystal size and may mean, at the highest calcium
content, that the F108 crystalline content is being perturbed. This may be rationalized by
high molecular weight ethylene oxide blocks on Pluronic® F108, relative to other
Pluronics, sequestering metal ions.
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Figure 60. SAXS, taken at NSLS, data for varied CaCl2-2H2O loadings, in terms of phr,
shown to yield only disordered Pluronic® F108 morphologies. Samples were dried from
ethanol/water solution at 65 °C on a preheated hot plate in air, and were then dried at 70
°C for over 24 hours prior to characterization.

Figure 61. Offset SAXS data recorded at NSLS for CaCl2-2H2O addition (30.8 phr
CaCl2-2H2O) and H2O addition to Pluronic® F108(A). D-spacings were calculated from
minimum q-spacings with varying water amount for 0 and 30.8 phr CaCl2-2H2O in
Pluronic® F108 (B). Red lines are indicative of specimens that do not contain Ca. Blue
lines represent samples that contain 30.8 phr CaCl2-2H2O. Water loading (phr) provided
for each set on figure. Raw diffraction data is provided in Appendix O.
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Table 11. Data analysis for Figure 61.

Figure 61 shows Pluronic® F108 with 0 and 30.8 phr CaCl2-2H2O and varied levels of
hydration.

The highly complex, presumably liquid crystalline or ordered micellar,

structures seen to form for the F108 control with increasing water content are generally
not observed in the presence of 30.8 phr CaCl2-2H2O.

However, an unknown

microstructure is observed when 11 phr H2O is added to calcium chloride and Pluronic®
F108 mixtures. The microstructure observed for calcium loaded concentrated aqueous
mixtures of Pluronic® F108 and calcium chloride dihydrate is in distinct contrast to the
generally semi-crystalline and phase mixed structures observed for rehydrated phosphoric
acid loaded Pluronic® F108.
For the case of the hydrated phosphoric-acid containing F108 samples, the “salting-out”
effect of anions is generally believed to be stronger than that of cations. Thus, higher
loadings of calcium may only affect polymer morphology slightly. Further, calcium ions
are believed to tend towards “salting-in” increasing the solubility of the polymer.
Likewise, the perturbation in F108 morphology on calcium chloride addition may also be
explained by increased PEO hydrophobicity due to the presence of a chloride salt. SAXS
data indicate that CaCl2•2H2O also causes change in the Pluronic® F108 microstructure
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in dry and hydrated forms potentially due to depletion of water at the copolymer interface
by chloride anions or potentially through Ca2+ sequestration by the Pluronic® triblock
copolymer. Although, the interaction of calcium chloride dihydrate with Pluronic® F108
is noticeably weaker than that of phosphoric acid for dehydrated samples, whereas the
reverse seems to be true, within the composition space measured, for rehydrated
Pluronic® F108 specimens. A time-resolved study showing interaction of CaCl2 with
Pluronic® F108 on mixture dehydration should assist in determining the impact of CaCl2
on the morphology of Pluronic® F108-CaCl2-2H2O mixtures.
3.5.5 CaCl2-2H2O addition to Pluronic® F108 and Phosphoric Acid Mixtures
To form a calcium phosphate nanocomposite templated by Pluronic® F108, the influence
of both calcium and phosphate, together, on the morphology of the F108 template was
studied.

The results for individual additions of calcium chloride dihydrate and

phosphoric acid to solutions of Pluronic® F108, followed by drying and then, in some
cases, rehydration showed that the presence of the calcium chloride salt and phosphoric
acid caused alterations to Pluronic® F108 morphology.

Both phosphoric acid and

calcium chloride dihydrate were postulated to directly interact with the Pluronic® F108
template under dry conditions, either through hydrogen bonding, as could be the case for
phosphoric acid, or through Ca2+ metal sequestration by PEO domains of the Pluronic®
F108 triblock copolymer. Further, “salting-out” of the Pluronic® triblock copolymer for
dehydrated samples by relatively high loadings of salt may also cause some change to the
final observed composite morphologies.
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When phosphoric acid and calcium chloride dihydrate are both added to a solution of
Pluronic® F108, it becomes even more difficult to predict the phase behavior of the
Pluronic® F108 in solution and in dried films. For the case of indirect “salting-out”
interaction, phosphoric acid and calcium chloride dihydrate will surely compete for the
water that generally solvates PEO chains in control solutions. Therefore, it may be
expected that calcium and phosphate will come close enough to interact and, dependent
on solution conditions, begin to mineralize with or without polymer influence. What is
not known is how strong of an interaction can be expected between the Pluronic® F108
and mineralizing calcium phosphate species. If the increased F108 hydrophobicity on
water removal by salt addition yields more closely packed template structures then it can
be expected that mineralizing calcium phosphates are largely excluded. The kinetics of
calcium phosphate mineralization could cause destabilization of any Pluronic® F108
templated calcium phosphate composite. This may ultimately yield a disordered structure
should the strength of the interactions between calcium and/or phosphate and Pluronic®
F108 be insufficient. If either calcium chloride or phosphoric acid directly interacts with
the BCP template through hydrogen bonding or Ca2+ sequestration, then it would be
expected that inhibition of calcium phosphate mineralization occur and an amorphous
mineral phase restructure alongside Pluronic® F108 on dehydration. More than likely
some combination of these direct and indirect interactions between the calcium salt,
phosphoric acid, chloride anions, water, and the Pluronic® F108 triblock can be
expected.
Initial SAXS data for calcium chloride dihydrate addition to the Pluronic® F108 in
solution alongside phosphoric acid in 50:50, by vol. water:ethanol indicate the formation
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of a disordered semicrystalline structure for the case of dried films (Figure 62A) and, in
the case of the 49.3 phr H2O hydrated composite film, a well ordered spherical gel
structure resulted (Figure 62B).

Drying of the Pluronic® F108 calcium phosphate

composite materials yielded only a disordered semi-crystalline structure.

This may

indicate either a weak interaction of calcium and/or phosphate precursor with the
Pluronic® triblock template or rapid mineralization of calcium phosphate lending to
exclusion of the inorganic phase from the BCP template.
For the case of the hydrated composites with common 0.625 Ca2+:PO43- mol ratio, that of
hydroxyapatite, at different total calcium phosphate loading (Figure 62B), an ordered
spherical structure was observed for sample e. With multiple altered variables, the
resulting order of the hydrated composite material may be a function of either calcium or
phosphoric acid loading. Although previous results suggest that, at 49 phr H2O hydration
levels, incorporation of phosphoric acid at 18.2 phr loading (see Figure 56) results in
only a disordered structure. Similarly, 30.8 phr loadings of CaCl2-2H2O in hydrated
Pluronic® F108 films are likely to yield only disordered structures (Figure 61). Thus,
increased salt concentration, be it phosphoric acid, calcium chloride, or calcium
phosphate species may be inducing order in the hydrated Pluronic® F108 template
through increased salt-H2O interaction, direct salt interaction with polymer, or some
combination thereof.
Interestingly, when HBI is examined (Table 8) for the hydrated materials shown in
Figure 62B and dried composite films, Figure 62A, it appears that an optimum level
exists in which ordered structures may be obtained. Note the well ordered spherical
microstructure observed for the hydrated composite with the HBI value of 0.6 (Figure
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62B – e).

Further experimentation with both the F108 template and the yet to be

discussed F108:PAA template system shows that HBI values for calcium phosphate
composites generally below 1.0 were more likely to show some degree of BCP ordering.

Figure 62. CaCl2-2H2O addition to 50:50 by vol. water:ethanol solutions of Pluronic®
F108 and phosphoric acid. On drying of solutions with a fixed 30.8 phr CaCl2-2H2O and
varied phosphoric acid content, a semicrystalline disordered structure was observed
through SAXS for phosphoric acid loadings of c: 11.6, b: 16.3, a: 40.8 phr (A). Highly
ordered spherical morphology was observed, through SAXS, at 49.3 phr H2O loading for
Pluronic® F108 films containing e: 69.2 phr CaCl2-2H2O and 36.7 phr H3PO4(B).
Disordered structures were observed on both low (f: 48.9 phr CaCl2-2H2O, 25.9 phr
H3PO4) and high loadings of calcium and phosphate (d: 118.7 phr CaCl2-2H2O, 62.9 phr
H3PO4) (B). Spectra were recorded on line X27C at the NSLS at BNL.
Table 12. SAXS analysis for data presented in Figure 62
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3.5.6 Time-resolved XRD Study of Mineralizing Pluronic® F108-Calcium
Phosphate Composites
To explore the impact of both calcium and phosphate addition in a time-resolved fashion
on Pluronic® F108 morphology during dehydration, calcium chloride dihydrate was
added to phosphoric acid-containing Pluronic® F108 solutions (50:50 water:ethanol by
vol.) at varied phosphoric acid amounts according to Table 9. Time-resolved XRD and
SAXS studies were executed, according to sections 3.3.3 and 3.4.2, to study variation in
polymer morphology with proceeding mineralization.
Drop-cast films of the compositions provided in Table 9 were allowed to dry and
mineralize at 40 °C for 2 days, 3 days, and 10 days for time-resolved XRD analysis
(Figures 63 and 64). Interestingly, samples with low phosphoric acid amounts, namely
HBI ≤ 0.4, were predominantly clear films after 24 hours of drying. The clear films are
indicative of minimal macrophase separation between the inorganic calcium phosphate
and the organic F108 template. This may be a result of inhibition of either nucleation or
crystal growth per some form of salt interaction with the PEO-PPO-PEO template.
Samples with higher phosphoric acid loadings had increased opacity after dehydration at
40 °C for 24 hours. Film clarity gradually worsened for all samples over time. After 3
days on the hot plate at 40 °C, once-clear specimens were becoming increasingly white
around the sample edges indicating mineralization of calcium phosphate, precipitation of
the copolymer template, or more than likely a combination of both. After 10 days, all
samples were opaque with a dull white tone. Pictures of the samples drying on the hot
plate at different times are shown in Appendix P.
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XRD data was congruent with the visual descriptions. At short hot plate times, t ≤ 48
hours, composite materials containing low phosphoric acid amounts (HBI ≤ 0.3),
corresponding to optically clear films, were largely amorphous in structure.

XRD

indicated the presence of EO-CaCl2 (JCPDS 00-049-2200) and CaClH2PO4-2H2O
(JCPDS 00-044-0746).

This result is interesting in that it shows direct interaction

between added calcium chloride and ethylene oxide domains of the Pluronic® template
in as-dried films.

Formation of calcium chloride dihydrogen phosphate dihydrate

indicates reaction between calcium and phosphate species. Given the low pH and degree
of phosphoric acid ionization, singly ionized phosphoric acid can be expected to form
such a structure. Also of interest in the observed crystal structure is the presence of
calcium phosphate salt-sequestered water (CaClH2PO4-2H2O).

This shows that the

indirect “salting-out” effect on the Pluronic® F108 morphology is taking place to some
extent and being caused by calcium phosphate. However, the sequestration of calcium by
PEO domains is encouraging as such an interaction is phase-selective and with controlled
mineralization and polymer assembly processes, a Pluronic® templated calcium
phosphate is possible.
Higher phosphoric acid loading in the dried composite films at t = 48 hours was found to
induce mineralization of a much more crystalline form of calcium phosphate than that
produced at HBI ≤ 0.3. XRD indicated that samples with HBI of 0.4 and 0.5 were found
to be a mix of monetite (CaPO3OH, JCPDS 00-009-0080) and CaClH2PO4-2H2O,
whereas samples with still higher HBI ratios were mainly comprised of CaClH2PO42H2O and Ca(H2PO4)2-H2O (JCPDS 00-009-0347). PEO crystallites similar in structure
to PEG-4000 (JCPDS 00-049-2095) were observed in all specimens with HBI > 0.3.
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Thus, it would appear that at high HBI levels, calcium and phosphate salt interaction
readily occurs for dried composite films. Further, no evidence of calcium chloride –
ethylene oxide, nor phosphoric acid – ethylene oxide interaction, is apparent for HBI >
0.3 samples.

These findings might be explained due to the substantially greater

phosphoric acid amount yielding both a stronger “salting-out” effect on the Pluronic®
F108 template as well as a higher probability of calcium and phosphate interaction. Such
should result in the formation of only weakly ordered semicrystalline Pluronic® F108
aggregates with rapidly mineralizing excluded calcium phosphates at room temperature
for as-dried composite films. It should be noted that dried films of phosphoric acid and
Pluronic® F108 yielded only weakly ordered semi-crystalline structures, by SAXS, at
phosphoric acid concentrations of 18 wt% by polymer, corresponding to 18.2 phr (Figure
55). However, at concentrations around 30 wt % phosphoric acid (44.2 phr), ordering of
the dried composite material might occur, provided the evolving calcium phosphate nor
calcium chloride significantly influence self assembly processes.
Overall, time-resolved XRD data, for t ≤ 48 h, indicate that an amorphous calcium
phosphate phase, namely calcium chloride dihydrogen phosphate dihydrate, was
preserved at 40 °C when the amount of phosphoric acid added to the system was low.
This reduction in the kinetics of mineralization for low HBI dried composites may be a
result of the inhibition of calcium phosphate mineralization through increased probability
of precursor-template interaction, rather than direct calcium and phosphate salt
interaction, at low phosphoric acid concentration.
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Figure 63. a) XRD patterns of calcium containing composites with HBI variation from 0
to 1.1 after t = 48 hours dehydration. Amorphous calcium phosphate was observed at
low HBI. B) XRD patterns of calcium containing composites with HBI variation from 0
to 1.1 after t = 72 hours dehydration. HBI and wt% H3PO4 (H3PO4/(H3PO4+F108))
provided next to each data set.
At further increased dehydration time, t ≥ 72 hours, specimens were generally seen to
transform little, with the exception being composites with lower phosphoric acid
concentration. XRD data for HBI ≤ 0.5 presented in Figure 63b show that the once
amorphous calcium phosphate, at t = 48 hours, adopted a mineral structure similar to that
of the CaCl2•2H2O and F108 control. This behavior may be rationalized as a result of
removal of bound water within the composite structure by the calcium salt resulting in
calcium chloride and F108 aggregates. The dramatic decrease in peak width for low HBI
samples at dehydration time, t = 72 hours, indicate less polydispersity in the observed
CaCl-EO crystal structure. Other peaks indicative of more crystalline calcium phosphate
species, observed for higher HBI samples, are also observed for these low HBI specimens
at t = 72 h. This individual finding might indicate that, under Ca2+ starved conditions,
through CaCl-EO interaction and simple concentration considerations, some slowing of
calcium phosphate mineralization kinetics is occurring at HBI ≤ 0.5 for dried composite
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films. With increasing phosphoric acid content, samples were, once again, generally
comprised of a mixed calcium phosphate of CaClH2PO4•2H2O with Ca(H2PO4)2•H2O
appearing at the highest phosphoric acid loadings.
After a dehydration times of 240 hours (Figure 64), XRD peaks for all samples can be
assigned to a mixture of monetite and Ca(H2PO4)2•H2O. Further mineralization of the
thermodynamically unstable calcium phosphate phases, such as calcium chloride
dihydrogen phosphate dihydrate, observed at short times can be expected on continued
dehydration.
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Figure 64. XRD data from calcium containing composite samples after t = 240 hours
dehydration time. Samples were mainly monetite (M) and calcium hydrogen phosphate
hydrate (Ω)
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Figure 65. SAXS data obtained for calcium containing composite samples between 24 ≤
t ≤ 48 hours dehydration time at 40 °C. Higher order peaks are marked by an asterisk.
Data indicate block copolymer ordering is influenced by mineralization. Replication of
block copolymer microdomains for composite samples was found with HBI values of 0.2
and 0.7.
Lastly, the morphology of the dried composites, listed in Table 9, was characterized with
SAXS using an in-house apparatus at room temperature (Figure 65).

Acquisition

occurred under vacuum for times no longer than 2 hours.
As could be predicted, SAXS patterns for individual samples were found to change with
time, similar to XRD patterns (Figure 66A). Figure 66A demonstrates the impact of
dehydration time on observed SAXS patterns for the calcium phosphate composite with
HBI = 0.5. It was determined that on increased drying time, peak breadth decreases and
on continued drying an increase in d-spacing was obtained. To ensure that sample
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inhomogeneity was not an issue, multiple spots were tested for one sample in consecutive
scattering runs (Figure 66B). Data for this control experiment was found to overlap
indicating that even opaque mineralized samples were homogeneous. However, time
resolved SAXS using the described setup is not ideal for multiple reasons: uncontrolled
dehydration in vacuo, long acquisition times, and variation in pressure. Each of these
problems can be easily remedied using the X27C beamline at the NSLS at BNL as
incident X-ray intensity is high enough to minimize impact of air scatter and dramatically
decrease acquisition time. Nevertheless, some samples show BCP microphase separation
between 24 ≤ t ≤ 48 hours dehydration time at 40 °C (Figure 65). Samples with HBI
values of 0.2 and 0.7 each were found to have a spherical F108 structure, consistent with
that found in previous experiments. When compared with the dehydrated phosphoric
acid – F108 control sample, spherical microdomain d-spacing decreased from 15.4 nm
for the control to 12.1 nm for the mineralized HBI = 0.7 sample. This could possibly be a
result of calcium phosphate macrophase separation should the postulated increase in
calcium phosphate mineralization kinetics hold true at high HBI values. As expected, EO
crystallization and/or Ca-EO complexation was noted primarily for samples with lower
HBI. Each sample may only weakly microphase segregate, and, instead of forming wellordered spherical arrays, may only form a disordered morphology.
\
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Figure 66. (A) Time resolved SAXS spectra, taken at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst under vacuum at room temperature for a dried Pluronic® F108 calcium
phosphate composite with HBI = 0.5. Spectra were taken after 24 h (blue), 48 h (red),
and 72 h (light green) drying at 40 °C on a hot plate in air. (B) Time resolved SAXS
spectra for a dried Pluronic® F108 calcium phosphate composite with HBI = 0.2.
Arrows indicate drying time at 40 °C for 48 h, in which multiple areas within a small
washer size area for the dried sample was examined in consecutive SAXS runs, or at 72
h.
A TEM image (Figure 67) for an unstained calcium phosphate – F108 composite (HBI =
0.3) indicates a spherical morphology. The electron density difference noted between
phases is likely due to nanostructured calcium phosphate, calcium, or phosphoric acid
sequestration within the PEO domains, as contrast between PPO and PEO is expected to
be minimal. The darker region in the TEM image represents a mineralized form of
calcium phosphate that, in all likelihood, has macrophase separated from the Pluronic®
F108 template. XRD data suggest the form of the calcium phosphate seen in the TEM
image may be monetite, CaClH2PO4•2H2O.
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Figure 67. TEM image of unstained calcium phosphate – F108 composite (HBI = 0.3).
Electron diffraction contrast, resulting from differences in electron density within the
sample, is likely due to phase-selective sequestration of calcium, phosphoric acid, or
amorphous calcium phosphate within PEO domains.
The work described utilized clear, stable solutions of phosphoric acid and calcium
chloride in a mixed water ethanol solvent with F108 as a structure-directing matrix at
acidic pH from which a mineralized composite was produced on dehydration. Control
over dehydration conditions, which are known to directly impact calcium phosphate
mineralization, appeared to be necessary to obtain mineralized structures that are
reproducible. For future work, variation in morphology on dehydration of drop-cast
calcium, phosphate, and/or F108 solutions could be studied through time-resolved SAXS
at the NSLS at BNL. As stated previously, SAXS spectra, when obtained using the
NSLS at BNL, can be recorded in under a minute and at atmospheric conditions, rather
than under vacuum. This can assist in more precisely controlling the environment of
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highly condition-sensitive kinetic calcium phosphate structures. Further, choosing a
different Pluronic® as a template for the mineralization of calcium phosphate on
dehydration may show that a higher molecular weight, or lower molecular weight,
ethylene oxide is necessary for the controlled mineralization of calcium phosphate. Also
of interest is the use of freeze drying to essentially lock in block copolymer and calcium
phosphate morphology. Freeze drying aqueous solutions of calcium and phosphate in
Pluronic® F108, using the phase space mapped herein, may be a simple route to
obtaining ordered spherical structures with nanoscale amorphous calcium phosphate.
3.6 Conclusions
Novel composite structures utilizing phosphoric acid and calcium chloride dihydrate as
order-inducing agents alongside Pluronic® F108 as a matrix for nanoscale calcium
phosphate formation were presented. XRD data indicated stabilization of a hydrated
calcium phosphate phase, less crystalline relative comparative samples with higher HBI
values, after 48 hours of dehydration time, dependent upon degree of hydrogen bonding,
HBI, and/or solution pH. For dried films, SAXS data indicated that, on addition of
phosphoric acid to normally phase-mixed F108, microphase separation and reduction in
PEO crystallization occurred indicating a significant interaction between phosphoric acid
and the triblock copolymer template. Such a finding is interesting, as phosphoric acid
could be used to order phase-mixed copolymer systems containing a hydrogen bond
acceptor, as well as attract and sequester calcium ions through ionic interactions.
Subsequent calcium phosphate mineralization could then occur while possibly reducing
or entirely negating the impact of PEO crystallization on resultant morphologies. SAXS
data obtained for calcium containing composite structures indicate that well-ordered
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microphase separated morphologies were present during mineralization through specimen
dehydration, indicating phase-selective sequestration of some form of calcium,
phosphate, or mixture thereof. However, crystallization of PEO or complexation of PEO
and CaCl2 was observed, by XRD, for some of the kinetic calcium containing composite
samples potentially indicative of macrophase separation on dehydration.
Increased phosphoric acid content was found to induce a disorder-order transition in BCP
morphology as well as increase rates of mineralization on dehydration.

This was

explained through potential hydrogen bond saturation between ethylene oxide and
phosphoric acid, lending to phosphoric acid interacting with other phosphoric acid
molecules to form a supramolecular structure. Less interaction with the polymer may be
a rationale for the lower degree of inhibition of calcium phosphate mineralization on
samples with high phosphoric acid content. More controlled dehydration conditions
using the system provided herein may provide a better understanding of the variety of
interacting kinetic processes that take place. Such information may yield a system for the
preparation of a nano-scale, fully-synthetic, calcium phosphate-polymer composite for
bone grafts and osteoconductive coatings.
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CHAPTER 4
F108:PAA BLENDS AS TEMPLATES FOR PHASE-SELECTIVE CALCIUM
PHOSPHATE MINERALIZATION
4.1 Introduction
In the previous section, phosphoric acid and calcium chloride were found to induce order
in Pluronic® F108, PEO-PPO-PEO, triblock copolymers. Ordering was postulated to
result from “salting-out” via the addition of water-removing salts to aqueous solutions of
F108, through phase selective interaction between the three hydrogen atoms on
phosphoric acid, acting as hydrogen bond donors, and PEO ether oxygens, as hydrogen
bond acceptors, or through calcium chloride sequestration by high molecular weight
ethylene oxide domains.

The possible hydrogen bonding interactions between

phosphoric acid and ethylene oxide and the sequestration of CaCl2 by ethylene oxide
were considered to be phase-selective within PEO domains of PEO-PPO-PEO triblock
copolymers.
To summarize the experimental findings, calcium added to phosphoric acid-containing
F108 triblock copolymers resulted in the formation of a kinetic, thermodynamically
unstable amorphous calcium phosphate phase which converted to a more crystalline
monetite over time. The window, by which the amorphous calcium phosphate persisted,
was found to depend on the phosphoric acid concentration within the mother liquor. At
low phosphoric acid concentrations, the amorphous calcium phosphate was found to
persist for up to 3 days while drying on a hot plate set at 40 °C. X-ray diffraction, XRD,
analysis indicated that the mineral structure of samples at low phosphoric acid loading
was close to that of an ethylene oxide-CaCl complex despite the presence of phosphoric
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acid in the composite. As t, sample time on hot plate at 40 °C, was increased to 10 days,
samples with low phosphoric acid concentration mineralized from a phosphoric acid-EOCaCl complex to monetite, CaPO3OH, on continued dehydration. It was argued that, due
to interactions between calcium and phosphate precursors with the F108 template,
inhibition of calcium phosphate mineralization took place.
At high phosphoric acid concentrations, composite mixtures mineralized to monetite
more quickly. Further, crystallization of ethylene oxide was observed as composite
samples with high phosphoric acid were dehydrated, despite the finding that H3PO4
addition to dehydrated F108 induced block copolymer microphase separation. This was
rationalized to be a result of macrophase separation of the inorganic calcium phosphate
phase from the ethylene oxide domains, in turn diminishing interactions preventing EO
crystallization.

The driving force for mineralization on dehydration was higher for

samples with higher phosphoric acid content because of the increase in “free” phosphoric
acid content, through hydrogen bond saturation, and an accompanying decrease in pH.
Should saturation of hydrogen bond acceptors occur, phosphoric acid molecules may
hydrogen bond with other phosphoric acid molecules or with atmospheric water under
dry conditions. This may have lead to supramolecular ordering of the F108 template with
phosphoric acid aggregates. Such can be characterized by an increase in d-spacing
through SAXS prior to hydrogen bond acceptor saturation, followed by F108-phosphoric
acid macrophase separation on further H3PO4 loading. Further SAXS experiments are
required on higher loadings of phosphoric acid to verify this.

Nevertheless, free

phosphoric acid will be more prone to rapid calcium phosphate mineralization kinetics
than phosphoric acid interacting with PEO.
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SAXS analyses for some of the mineralized specimens indicate the presence of a well
ordered spherical block copolymer morphology. This may have been transferred through
a PILP-type process[100] in which a sequestered amorphous calcium phosphate phase is
a precursor to a more mineralized version. As SAXS data was obtained under vacuum,
with acquisition times of almost two hours, for F108 templated composites, dehydration
and mineralization rates were uncontrollably increased. Therefore, more can yet be
gathered per the behavior of the BCP morphology as calcium phosphate mineralization
proceeds for F108-calcium phosphate composites.
In this chapter, a different template system was considered for the synthetic PILP
ordering of mineralized calcium phosphates. Polyacrylic acid (PAA) and Pluronic®
F108 blends have been shown to produce well-ordered BCP morphologies at elevated
temperature.

Tirumala[150, 151] studied the effect of blending acid-functionalized

homopolymers, such as PAA, with Pluronic® triblock copolymers on copolymer
ordering at slightly elevated temperature (60 °C). On addition of PAA to typically phasemixed F108, well-ordered microphase segregated block copolymer morphologies were
observed (Figure 68). This was argued to be a result of a selective hydrogen bonding
interaction between the acid functionality on the PAA homopolymer and the ether
oxygens located on the PEO blocks which effectively raised the χ-parameter to form
block copolymer microdomains.
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Figure 68. SAXS data taken at 80 °C for PAA addition to Pluronic® F108. At PAA
concentrations above 27.5 wt%, spherical microdomains were formed. Without PAA,
Pluronic® F108 melts were found to be only semicrystalline[150].
A schematic showing possible interaction between the PAA homopolymer additive and
Pluronic® triblock copolymers is provided in Figure 69.

Therefore, PAA can

theoretically be used to increase χ between PEO and PPO while serving to attract Ca2+
ions, especially for the case of ionized PAA. The interaction between PAA and Ca2+ is
generally expected to be stronger, as such an interaction would occur through ionic
means rather than through secondary bonding interaction, than that observed for
Pluronic® F108 and Ca2+. Thereby PAA could be better equipped for the inhibition of
calcium phosphate mineralization. Thus, the formation of a well ordered BCP structure
with PEO-sequestered calcium species was postulated. Addition of phosphoric acid to
this BCP templated calcium-containing structure was examined in the hope that a
nanoscale calcium phosphate Pluronic® F108 composite could be formed.
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Figure 69. Hydrogen bonding between PAA and Pluronic® triblock copolymers lead to
well ordered block copolymer/PAA blend materials.[150] k and I represent the
molecular weight of ethylene oxide and propylene oxide, respectively.
4.2 Pluronic®
Mineralization
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Blends
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Templates

for

Calcium

Phosphate

Acidic functionalities within either a block copolymer or a homopolymer have been
previously shown to both inhibit calcium phosphate mineralization and preferentially
sequester calcium ions.

Combining work accomplished by Mallapragada[120] and

Tirumala[150], PAA was used herein to sequester calcium ions and inhibit calcium
phosphate mineralization while inducing microphase separation within typically phasemixed Pluronic® F108. PAA is expected to hydrogen bond with ether oxygens present
along PEO domains. At near-neutral pH, PAA is expected to be ionized and as such,
should subsequently attract positively charged calcium ions (Figure 70). Finally, on
addition of phosphoric acid, which was postulated to interact with PEO-sequestered
calcium ions, and subsequent mineralization, a block copolymer templated calcium
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phosphate was expected. This was accomplished to form an ordered polymer template
from which an amorphous calcium phosphate can mineralize, with slowed reaction
kinetics,

to

a

thermodynamically

stable

calcium

phosphate

polymer

blend

nanocomposite.

H3PO4

Figure 70. Schematic representing the phase selective sequestration of calcium and
phosphate to the PEO domains of Pluronic® F108. Through hydrogen bonding
interaction between PAA and PEO domains, well ordered microphase separated
morphologies were expected to template calcium phosphate mineralization.
Such a route to the formation of block copolymer-ordered calcium phosphate species
depends on the preferential interaction of PAA, calcium, and phosphate salts within a
single domain of the Pluronic® F108 template. Interaction of each of these components
with water and with each other presents a host of complexities to this notion. In order to
determine if the Pluronic® F108-PAA blend system was appropriate for the site-selective
mineralization of calcium phosphate, the solution-phase and solid state of these
composites were studied. Calcium chloride, phosphoric acid, Pluronic® F108:PAA ratio,
and water loading were varied to gain an understanding of these components’ effects on
block copolymer ordering. Unfortunately, a time-resolved mineralization study for F108176

PAA templated composites was not conducted herein. However, a large portion of the
composition space for these composite materials has been explored, through SAXS, and
recommendations on how to proceed are provided.
4.3 Materials and Methods
Pluronic® F108 and PAA (MW = 20K, Polymer Source, Inc., MW = 1.8K, SigmaAldrich), used as received, were first dissolved in a 50:50, by volume, solution of
deionized water (Optima, Sigma-Aldrich) and absolute ethanol to form a 15%, by weight,
polymer solution. To which, varied amounts of CaCl2•2H2O(Sigma-Aldrich) and H3PO4
(85 wt% in deionized H2O, Sigma-Aldrich) were added.

For composite solutions

containing both Ca and PO4 sources, Ca was added first and allowed to mix in solution
for 24 hours prior to phosphoric acid addition. Clear solutions were then drop-cast onto
glass slides positioned on a hot plate set at 70 °C for solvent evaporation. Dehydrated
composite films on glass slides were then transferred to an oven at 70 °C under vacuum
for further drying prior to characterization.
As bone is a hydrated inorganic-organic nanocomposite, with water used to both improve
mechanical properties and assist in diffusive processes, deionized water (Optima, SigmaAldrich) was added to dried composites in varied amounts according to dry weight.
Dehydrated samples, according to the common 70 °C procedure used for all samples
herein, were hydrated, where appropriate, under atmosphere in an oven set between 65 °C
and 70 °C. Aliquot vials were capped, sealed with parafilm, and placed within a large
sealed beaker to prevent evaporation of water. Samples were allowed to hydrate in the
oven for at least 24 hours prior to characterization.
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4.4 Characterization Techniques
Samples were characterized using a combination of SAXS and TEM.

SAXS was

accomplished at Brookhaven National Laboratory on the X27C beamline at a wavelength
of λ = 0.1372 nm and a sample to detector distance of 1836.2 mm. Samples were
characterized via SAXS in the presence of air and at short acquisition times of 60 seconds
or less. TEM analysis was undertaken on a JEOL2000 operating at 200kV using a
tungsten source.
4.5 Results and Discussion
Through this technique to synthesize calcium phosphate nanostructures, well-ordered
composite materials were obtained.

A large number of control experiments were

conducted to identify variables that measurably affect the composite structure. Water
loading, calcium loading, and phosphate loading were each examined, according to
resultant Pluronic® F108:PAA blend morphology, individually.
4.5.1 Addition of Water to Pluronic® F108-PAA Blends
Initial SAXS results indicated that on addition of water to dried F108:PAA-20k blends
(70:30 by wt), micellization occurred yielding well ordered spherical microstructures at
room temperature between 50 and 100 phr water loading, likely through complex
hydrogen bonding interactions between PEO and PAA (Figure 71).

Oppositely, a

rehydrated F108, at similar water loadings, formed a much more complex liquid
crystalline structure than the blend (Figure 72). SAXS data for an enlarged version of
the 33 wt% water-loaded F108-only and 70:30 F108:PAA blend is provided in Appendix
Q.
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Figure 71.. SAXS patterns obtained at room temperature for F108:PAA-20k
F108:PAA
blends
(70:30 by weight)
t) with varying water addition. Reduction in F108 crystallization
followed by microphase separation into well defined spherical microdomains is observed.
An order-disorder
disorder transition is observed between 100 and 200 phr water.
Incorporation
ncorporation of water to dried mixtures of the 70:30 blend of F108:PAA-20k
F108:PAA
altered
observed morphologies from a semicrystalline morphology to an ordered spherical
structure at 50 to 100 phr water loadings (Figure 71A). On increasing degrees of
rehydration, the Pluronic® F108 structure was observed to undergo order-order
order
transitions, likely due to micellization
micellization, from semicrystalline lamellar structures (Figure
(
71B) to BCC spheress and then an order
order-disorder
disorder transition was observed as a disordered
phase-mixed
mixed morphology appeared at 200 phr H2O.

Interestingly, d-spacings,
d
on

addition of 30 wt% PAA
PAA-20k to Pluronic® F108 at consistent water loading, were found
to be decreased when co
compared to those of hydrated Pluronic® F108 controls (Figure
(
72).
). Further, it was observed, on increased water loading, that the d-spacing
d
for the
rehydrated F108:PAA-20k
20k blend did not notably deviate, opposite to the increased dd
spacings observed for hydr
hydrated Pluronic® F108.
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Figure 72.. SAXS data for hydrated films of Pluronic® F108, red lines, 70:30 by wt.
Pluronic® F108:PAA-20k
20k blend, blue lines.. PAA Mw was 20 kg/mol. Water loadings
on rehydration of dried polymer films are indicated. Aliquots of F108:PAA in the
common 50:50 ethanol:water mixture were dried at 70 °C. F108 samples were handled
similarly. 50 phr water data is expanded in Appendix Q.
Table 13
13. Analysis for SAXS data in Figure 72

The observed differences between F108 and F108:PAA blends may be explained as the
presence of PAA influences the degree of hydration of PEO blocks for hydrated F108F108
PAA blends. Recently, dos Santos [155] studied the influence
ce of PAA, with chain length
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varied between 20 and 6000 units, on the morphology of concentrated solutions of
Pluronic® P104, EO27PO61EO27. It was found that addition of PAA destroyed complex
liquid crystalline behaviors of Pluronic® P104, similar to that seen herein for Pluronic®
F108 (Figure 72A, B, Appendix R). Moreover, it was found that, on decreased PAA
molecular weight to chain lengths of 20 units or even through use of propionic acid,
much less PAA was required to disorder an aqueous solution of Pluronic® P105. This is
likely a result of an increased probability of PAA-Pluronic® interaction with decreasing
PAA Mw, due to coiling in solution. It was thereby concluded that PAA was a lessselective solvent for Pluronic® P105 than water. In other words, water was found to
partition more selectively to PEO domains than added PAA. As a result of the general
reduction in solvent specificity for Pluronic® F108 in the presence of PAA, it can
thereby be expected that PPO aggregation be reduced. This finding may provide an
explanation for the general lack of sensitivity observed for Pluronic® F108:PAA blends
to water loading as an increase in solubility of PPO reduces the tendency for the
Pluronic® F108 to form a micelle.

Thus, the long range liquid crystal-like order

observed for rehydrated films of F108 should be expected to only occur in much smaller
phase windows at low concentrations of PAA.

Further, due to the exceptionally

hygroscopic nature of PAA, the number of water interactions with ethylene oxide
domains may be reduced, thereby reducing, in turn, the solubility of PEO in an aqueous
solution containing PAA. Thus, a concurrent increase in PPO domain size and a decrease
in PEO domain size could yield an indistinguishable change in d-spacing on water
loading to the hydrated F108:PAA system.
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Nevertheless, rehydration of the 70:30 F108:PAA-20k blends produced herein was found,
within certain phase boundaries, to induce block copolymer microphase separation. It
was rationalized that the general insensitivity of the F108:PAA-20k mixture to water
loading may be a result of reduced specificity of PAA to PEO domains under aqueous
conditions.

This reduction in water sensitivity may be beneficial, however, as

mineralization of calcium phosphate on composite drying might rely on a robust,
unchanging, morphology rather than the easily structured Pluronic® F108 system. The
complexities in play, regarding PAA, PEO, PPO, and water interactions for ternary
systems of Pluronic®-type surfactants, PAA, and H2O warranted further inspection. The
following section looks into rehydrated films of Pluronic®-F108 and PAA-1.8k with
varying F108:PAA ratios. Lower molecular weight PAA, PAA-1.8k, was chosen over
PAA-20k, as lower molecular weight PAA has been observed to have an even stronger
effect on Pluronic® morphology than higher molecular weight PAA[150, 155].
4.5.2 Water Loading to Pluronic® F108:PAA-1.8k Films
Water loadings, between 0 and 70 total wt%, were analyzed for varied AA:EO ratios,
using Pluronic® F108 and PAA-1.8k. Ordered block copolymer structures were only
observed within small windows of 25-40 wt% water at AA:EO (mol) = 0.063 and 5-10
wt% water at AA:EO (mol) = 0.5 within the ternary phase diagram (Figure 73). This
finding confirms the previous hypothesis that, on increased PAA content within a
hydrated Pluronic® F108 solution, phase-mixed structures result due to, potentially,
decreased PAA selectivity to PEO domains. Furthermore, the notion that Pluronic®
F108 micellization would only occur at relatively low loadings of PAA was also
confirmed.
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Figure 73. Ternary phase diagram presented for rehydrated films of F108:PAA-1.8k.
Blue, green, and red diamonds represent phase-mixed, semicrystalline, and orderedspherical, respectively. Morphology was determined through SAXS.
An optimal PAA and water concentration was seen to exist for the F108:PAA-1.8k
system. SAXS spectra and analysis for the ordered region located at 25-40 wt% H2O
loading to AA:EO (mol) = 0.063 blends are provided in Figure 74 and Table 14,
respectively. This data indicates that water selectively swells PEO domains as d-spacing
for the rehydrated blend is found to increase from 15.26 to 18.26 nm as water loading is
increased from 25 wt% to 40 wt%. This is in contrast to the observed insensitivity to
water loading for the F108:PAA-20k system (70:30 by wt., corresponding to a 0.55
AA:EO mol ratio). As shown in Table 14, subtle changes in morphology are evident for
this blend as a very well defined spherical BCC morphology is seen at 25 wt% water
loading, while at 40 wt% water loading an unknown morphology was observed.
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Figure 74. SAXS spectra for AA:EO = 0.063, using PAA
PAA-1.8k,
1.8k, at noted rehydration
levels (wt%) show much increased dd-spacing with water loading.
Table 14. SAXS spectra analysi
analysis for Figure 74,, AA:EO (mol) = 0.063 with 25-40
25
wt%
water demonstrates a high degree of BCC order.

For the other region that clearly showed BCP ordering, AA:EO (mol) = 0.49 between 5
and 10 wt% water loading, BCC spherical structures were observed with decreased dspacing from 14.71 to 14.18 nm at 5 and 10 wt % water loading, respectively. At room
temperature the vast remaining composition space
space, however, was either found to remain
semicrystalline,
crystalline, as in blends with the lowest AA content
content,, weakly ordered,
ordered or entirely
phase-mixed for blends with higher AA content
content. It may be assumed that the few phase
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mixed regions at 60 wt% F108 loading, due to the presence of BCC spherical phases
surrounding it, might also be on the cusp of resultant ordered morphologies (Figure 73).
Figure 75 contains SAXS data for AA:EO mol ratios of 0.01 (a), 0.063 (b), 0.16 (c), 0.3
(d), 0.5 (e), 0.72 (f), and 1 (g).
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Figure 75. AA:EO = (a) 0.01, (b) 0.063, (c) 0.1, (d) 0.3, (e) 0.5, (f)) 0.72, and (g)
water variation
tion from 0 to 70 wt%
wt%. Water added to dried F108:PAA-1.8k
1.8k films generally
resulted in either semicrystalline or phase mixed systems. Wt% to phr conversion
provided in table on right.
Returning to findings by dos Santos
Santos[155], the lower Mw PAA should be expected to be
more destructive to Pluronic® F108 phase segregation as a greater probability will exist
for PAA-Pluronic® F108 interaction than that for a higher Mw PAA. As was explained
earlier, PAA was argued to be a less selective solvent for Pluronic
Pluronic®-type
type surfactants than
water. When PAA is added to a Pluronic® surfactant in aqueous solution, a general
increase in dispersion of PPO domains is induced. On the othe
otherr hand, if water were
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simply added in the place of PAA, further aggregation and consolidation of PPO domains
is expected as PEO blocks become more hydrated through a strongly selective interaction
with H2O. Through comparing SAXS for the rehydrated 70:30 F108:PAA-20k blend,
Figure 72, with the rehydrated 70:30 F108:PAA-1.8k blend, Figure 75 (e), it is readily
apparent that the addition of a similar amount of lower molecular weight PAA to
hydrated F108 results in only phase-mixed or disordered semi-crystalline structures. In
fact, Figure 75 (e) indicates that spherical ordering of the F108:PAA-1.8k template
occurs at 5-10 wt% H2O loading, whereas spherical microdomains were not observed for
the similarly PAA-loaded F108:PAA-20k until 33 wt% H2O (50 phr) was added. This
indicates that the degree of interaction with hydrated Pluronic® F108 between the lower
molecular weight species is greater than that of the higher molecular weight species.
Further, it can be expected that, through the use of higher molecular weight PAA, a
greater portion of the ternary phase diagram will allow for micellar ordering in aqueous
solution, as opposed to the small area indicated within the provided phase diagram for
Pluronic® F108, PAA-1.8k, and water (Figure 73).
To summarize, water was found to only induce order within a small region of the
F108:PAA-1.8k:H2O phase diagram. Interaction of water with the higher molecular
weight PAA-20k was rationalized to be much more effective at causing micellization to
spherical structures than the PAA-1.8k within the explored composition space, although
more experiments are required to confirm that explanation. AA:EO mol ratios higher
than 0.5 for hydrated PAA-1.8k and F108 blends were generally found to result in
disordered or entirely phase-mixed structures. Using the data generated herein, the phase
behavior of blends of high ethylene oxide content Pluronic® triblock copolymers with a
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hydrogen bonding additive, such as PAA, can be predicted on water loading. On the
addition of calcium and phosphate-containing salts, it is expected that the blend
morphologies observed under concentrated aqueous conditions will be altered.
Nonetheless, should these materials be applied as templates for calcium phosphate
mineralization, an understanding of polymer blend morphology under aqueous conditions
is necessary.

For the purposes of this research, the interactions between water,

Pluronic® F108, and PAA will be used as a baseline for explaining the complex phase
behaviors seen when structure-inducing salts and acids are added to the template blend
system.
4.5.3 Addition of CaCl2-2H2O to F108:PAA Blends
CaCl2•2H2O was found to considerably swell hydrated F108:PAA-20k blends (70:30 by
wt., 100 phr H2O) suggesting phase-selective sequestration of calcium ions (Figure 76).
Under near-neutral conditions, it can be expected that partial ionization of PAA occurs
allowing for preferential ionic interaction between the homopolymer (PAA) additive and
Ca2+ ions. Ordered BCC spherical structures were observed at CaCl2-2H2O loadings
upwards of 100 phr, each with, at least, 5 higher order reflections, for the hydrated 70:30
F108:PAA-20k blend. The d-spacings for observed spherical structures increased from
15.7 nm at 5 wt% Ca2+ loading (19.3 phr CaCl2-2H2O) to 16.5 nm at 25 wt% Ca2+
loading (122.3 phr CaCl2-2H2O) indicating swelling of the polymer blend. A large jump
in d-spacing was observed from 0 wt% Ca2+ loading to 5 wt% Ca2+ loading, estimated
from 2nd order reflections to be approximately 1.4 nm. This is in stark contrast to data
obtained on the addition of calcium to a dry F108 control, wherein calcium was found to
only weakly complex with ethylene oxide domains.
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Even for hydrated blends of

Pluronic® F108 with added CaCl2-2H2O, only on addition of 30.8 phr CaCl2-2H2O to the
hydrated (11 phr H2O) F108 control was an unknown ordered structure observed (Figure
61). Thus, it would appear, conclusively, that PAA-20k does assist in the ordering of a
hydrated Pluronic® F108-calcium chloride solution. Further, the addition of CaCl2-2H2O
to the F108 and PAA-20k blend was only seen to swell the blend morphology, whereas
the corresponding F108 and CaCl2-2H2O composite (30 phr loading) is expected to
assume a disordered structure based on the trend observed in Figure 61. As no change in
morphology was observed for hydrated blends of F108 and PAA-20k on increased
calcium salt loading, even at loadings higher than the polymer amount, the calcium salt
must be preferentially well-dispersed within the composite. Otherwise, under conditions
wherein calcium chloride is not properly sequestered, the chloride salt may abstract
structure-inducing water from PEO and probably PAA yielding a much larger effect on
the observed morphologies.
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Figure 76. SAXS patterns for hydrated F108:PAA
F108:PAA-20k (70:30 by wt, 100 phr H2O)
blends with varying CaCl2-2H2O addition (phr) demonstrate an increase in d-spacing
d
as
calcium amount is increased. Well
Well-defined
defined spherical morphologies were obtained.
Phosphoric acid was not added to these samples
samples.
Table 15. Analysis of SAXS data presented in Figure 76. Addition of calcium chloride
dihydrate to hydrated (100 phr H2O) F108:PAA-20k
20k mixtures was found to notably swell
the BCC micellar structure.

To examine the impact of calcium chloride dihydrate oon
n dehydrated blend morphologies
CaCl2-2H2O was added at vvaried loading to 15 wt% blends of F108:PAA-1.8k,
F108:PAA
in 50:50
by vol ethanol:water solution, and then dehyrated according to the described dehydration
procedure. F108:PAA-1.8k
1.8k mol ratio was varied to determine the influence of calcium
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and PAA-1.8k loading on the morphology of this dehydrated ternary system (Figure 77).
Largely, only semicrystalline or phase-mixed structures were observed within the
composition space explored for the dehydrated mixtures.
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Figure 77. Ternary phase diagram for CaCl2-2H2O loaded blends of Pluronic® F108 and
PAA-1.8k. Green diamonds, blue diamonds, and red diamonds represent semicrystalline,
phase-mixed, and ordered spherical regions, respectively.
Completely disordered phase-mixed morphologies were reproducibly observed for blends
containing Ca2+ loadings between 30 and 40 wt%, corresponding to just over 60 and 70
wt% CaCl2-2H2O, respectively. SAXS spectra, Figures 78 (a-e), showed a general
decrease in dehydrated blend d-spacing with increased Ca2+ loading, indicating a
possibility that the calcium salt may not be interacting in a phase-selective manner,
opposite to that observed for the hydrated F108 and PAA-20k blend. Rather, salting-out
by the chloride salt may provide rationale for the observed decrease in PEO domain size.
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Such could occur as PAA may be unable to sequester calcium chloride under dehydrated
conditions, ultimately resulting in macrophase separation of PAA from PEO. “Loose”
calcium chloride may interact with residual water and tie up any potential structureinducing PAA molecules under such conditions. Further, under aqueous conditions at
near-neutral pH, PAA will be ionized and calcium chloride dissociated, which very likely
increases the ability of the hydrated polymer blend template to load calcium chloride.
The general lack of order observed in dehydrated blends may also be caused by ethylene
oxide crystallization. Neither PAA nor calcium chloride dihydrate is expected to interact
strongly enough with PEO to reverse its tendency to crystallize at room temperature.
However, at high PAA loading, AA:EO (mol) = 0.72, and 5 wt% Ca2+ loading (19.3 phr)
to the polymer blend composite, a lone ordered spherical microstructure resulted,
indicated by the red diamond on Figure 77.

At higher PAA-1.8k content under

conditions of blend dehydration, perhaps the loadings of calcium chloride and PAA
become optimized such that the increased loading of PAA is able to handle small
amounts of calcium chloride without resulting in macrophase separation. Thus, at still
higher PAA-1.8k concentrations than those studied herein, ordered structures for the
ternary blend under dehydrated conditions may yet be obtained. On further Ca2+ loading
to the AA:EO (mol) = 0.72 blend, the system reverted back to a disordered semicrystalline state, as can be expected based on each of the other blends studied. A sharp
peak can still be discerned within the broad semicrystalline peak, however.
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Figure 78. SAXS spectra for AA:EO (mol) = (a) 0.063, (b) 0.16, (c) 0.3, (d) 0.49, and
(e) 0.72 with Ca2+ loadings, as marked, under dehydrated conditions. The table provided
can be used to convert Ca2+ wt % to CaCl2-2H2O in phr.
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To verify the conclusions reached for calcium chloride loaded blends, a number of
experiments could be carried out. First, a DSC study examining the ability of calcium
chloride, PAA-1.8k, and PAA-20k, separately, to inhibit or reduce PEO crystallization
will assist in determining whether or not a phase-selective interaction with calcium and
PAA within the Pluronic® F108 matrix is occurring for dehydrated blends. Second,
expansion of the composition space to higher PAA content for dehydrated blends than
that described herein will indicate whether or not the preferred calcium and PAA
interaction within an F108 matrix is conducive to BCP ordering and reduction in F108
crystallinity. Also of interest would be a similar compositional study utilizing the “lessinteractive” PAA-20k, rather than the PAA-1.8k under dehydrated conditions with
calcium chloride addition. Further, a complementary experimental design looking at the
compositional space for hydrated F108:PAA-20k at varied AA:EO mol ratio would
verify that the PAA-20k additive opens the phase “window” for the formation of ordered
structures a little more than PAA-1.8k.To summarize, increased CaCl2-2H2O addition to
the hydrated blend, 70:30 F108:PAA-20k, resulted in a notable increase in d-spacing for
the composite material, consistent with phase-selective swelling.

Compared with

hydrated F108 controls, wherein ordered liquid crystalline F108 structures were found to
generally be disturbed by the presence of 19.3 phr calcium chloride dihydrate, loadings of
up to 122.3 phr were found to only swell the F108:PAA-20k template, with no change to
the observed spherical morphology, aside from the appearance of a missing first order
peak peak for the control on addition of calcium. In itself, such reveals a favorable
complexation interaction between PAA-20k and CaCl2-2H2O and its ions in a
concentrated aqueous Pluronic® F108 blend mixture.
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4.5.4 Phosphoric Acid Addition to Polymer Blends
On addition of 5 to 34 phr phosphoric acid to hydrated F108-20k:PAA-20k blends (70:30
by weight, 100phr) without calcium, little change in polymer structure was observed at
loadings up to and including 11.5 phr H3PO4. Higher phosphoric acid loading (above 18
phr) was found to reduce the well ordered BCC spherical microstructures observed at
lower phosphoric acid loadings to semicrystalline or phase-mixed structures (Figure 79).

Figure 79. SAXS spectra for hydrated F108:PAA-20k blends (70:30 by wt, 100 phr
H2O) with variation in phosphoric acid loading. Addition of higher amounts of
phosphoric acid was found to result in disorder in the mixture. This was rationalized to
be a result of competition for hydrogen bond acceptor sites between PAA and phosphoric
acid. Phosphoric acid may be a stronger hydrogen bond donor than PAA as a
consequence of sterics. 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 wt% correspond to 5.4, 11.5, 18.2, 25.8,
and 34.4 phr H3PO4, respectively.
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Table 16. Data analysis for SAXS spectra for hydrated (100 phr) Pluronic F108-PAA20k blends presented in Figure 79.

The phase behavior of various block copolymer blend systems, containing a hydrogen
bond acceptor group, blended with a hydrogen bond donating additive, miscible in only
one of the domains, was studied recently by Chen[156]. It was found that the strength of
the hydrogen bond interaction between the copolymer hydrogen bond acceptor domains
and the homopolymer hydrogen bond donating additive dictated copolymer order and
macrophase separation. High values for hydrogen bonding strength resulted in a greater
amount of hydrogen bonding as well as sequestration of the hydrogen bond donating
homopolymer additive at BCP interfaces. Oppositely, lower hydrogen bond strengths
resulted in less hydrogen bonding between donor and acceptor groups and more selfassociation, often resulting in macrophase separation. Such may be the case for the
behavior observed in Figure 79.
Addition of phosphoric acid to an aqueous F108:PAA-20k environment may result in
phosphoric acid decoration at the EO-water interface of Pluronic® F108 resulting in less
opportunity for interaction between Pluronic® F108 and PAA.

Above a threshold

phosphoric acid loading, macrophase separation of the PAA additive from Pluronic®
F108 should occur if phosphoric acid is indeed a strong hydrogen bond donor to PEO
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ether oxygens. Results from the addition of phosphoric acid to Pluronic® F108, detailed
in Chapter 3, indicate that phosphoric acid induces order in dehydrated films of
Pluronic® F108 while notably reducing PEO crystallinity at room temperature. It should
be noted that PAA, on the other hand, has not been found to inhibit growth of PEO
crystallites in Pluronic® F108 films at room temperature qualitatively indicating the
strength of the interaction between phosphoric acid and Pluronic F108. However, for
hydrated blends of Pluronic® F108:PAA:H3PO4, phosphoric acid interaction with water
or Pluronic® F108, may yield disordered structures.

Indeed, for hydrated, yet

concentrated, mixtures of Pluronic® F108 and phosphoric acid (Figure 56, Table 10)
only semicrystalline morphologies resulted indicating that, under conditions of hydration,
phosphoric acid may tend toward water abstraction and aggregation rather than
sequestration by the Pluronic® F108 template. Therefore, under dehydrated conditions it
can be expected that competing interactions between phosphoric acid and PAA for EO
hydrogen bond acceptor sites may yield unexpected morphologies. Further, due to the
theorized hydrogen bonding strength advantage of phosphoric acid over PAA, it may be
expected that PAA be largely excluded from the Pluronic® F108 triblock morphology.
Future mineralization studies of such a system, wherein phosphoric acid is preferentially
sequestered by PEO ether oxygens, and CaCl2-2H2O is complexed with PAA, may result
in the demonstration of a large inhibitory effect of calcium phosphate mineralization
through calcium phosphate precursor interaction with the blend template.
To further probe competitive hydrogen bonding between PAA and H3PO4 for ethylene
oxide sites, the F108:PAA blend ratio was altered alongside phosphoric acid
concentration for dehydrated mixtures.

The ternary phase diagram showing the
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composition space explored for these dehydrated mixtures in provided in Figure 80.
PAA-1.8k, rather than Mw = 20k PAA, was, once again, used. Ten different AA:EO
(mol) compositions ranging from 0.01 to 2.25 were examined. Phosphoric acid amounts,
ranging from 0-40 wt% H3PO4, were varied for each AA:EO composition. Water and
calcium were excluded from this experiment.
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Figure 80. Studied composition space and general morphology provided for dried
mixtures of Pluronic® F108:PAA-1.8k:H3PO4. Green, blue, brown, red, and black
correspond to semicrystalline, phase-mixed, hexagonal cylinders, BCC spheres, and
complex lamellar/mixed structures, respectively.
The ternary phase diagram for dehydrated blends of Pluronic® F108:PAA-1.8k:H3PO4,
Figure 80, provides evidence, by SAXS, for the strong interaction between Pluronic®
F108 and phosphoric acid. The SAXS spectra that comprise the ternary phase diagram
Figure 80 is provided in Figures 81-87. A variety of microstructures were observed on
phosphoric acid addition to F108:PAA-1.8k blends ranging from semi-crystalline, phase198

mixed, BCC spherical, HCP cylindrical, lamellar, and to mixed morphologies. Ordered
structures were generally observed to form at Pluronic® F108 loadings of 60 wt%,
indicating that hydrogen bond acceptor amounts may be just as pivotal to obtaining
ordered blends as the number of hydrogen bond donors. An order-order transition from
an HCP cylindrical to a BCC spherical structure occurred on increased phosphoric acid
loading to blends with AA:EO (mol) = 0.01. Further, at high values of HBI or higher
PAA-1.8k and H3PO4 loading, phase-mixed or highly-structured lamellar morphologies
were observed to form.
The observed lamellar and mixed structures at high phosphoric acid loadings were seen
to have very sharp peaks as well as orientation, as if stretched.

SAXS images of

examples of the oriented lamellar and other mixed morphologies (black diamonds)
observed within the center region of the F108:PAA-1.8k:H3PO4 phase diagram are
provided in Appendix S.

For some of these structures, a small, but sharp, peak

corresponding to a d-spacing of 30 nm is seen. These complex morphologies, some with
exceptionally large d-spacings, may result from the postulated macrophase separation of
the PAA-1.8k from Pluronic® F108 at high phosphoric acid loadings.

Mixed

morphologies may occur on further increased phosphoric acid loading due to H3PO4
and/or PAA sequestration within PEO domains of the macrophase separated Pluronic®
F108. DSC and TEM would assist in determining the extent by which PAA, PEO, and
phosphoric acid trio interact.
Figures 81-87 contain SAXS spectra for Pluronic® F108 and PAA-1.8k blends with
AA:EO (mol) ratios of 0.01, 0.063, 0.16, 0.3, 0.5, 0.72, and 1.0, respectively, and
phosphoric acid content altered from 5.4 to 69 phr. SAXS data for the blend with the
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highest examined AA:EO (mol) ratio = 2.1 is provided in Appendix G. Very generally,
each F108 and PAA-1.8k blend, with AA:EO (mol) ratios of 1 or less, clearly indicates
the formation of a well defined spherical or cylindrical microstructure with the expected,
and generally observed, decrease in d-spacing on further increased phosphoric acid
loading signifying a salting-out type interaction by phosphoric acid on the blend system.
At AA:EO ratio greater than 1.2, such as that seen in Appendix T, only semicrystalline
or phase mixed morphologies were observed.
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Figure 81. SAXS pattern for AA:EO (mol) blend (AA:EO = 0.01) with varied
phosphoric acid loading (as denoted in phr on the graph). At low AA:EO (mol) ratio, a
significant loading of phosphoric acid (25.8 phr) was needed to induce structuration of
the dehydrated blend. Lamellar, HCP cylindrical, and spherical structures were observed
at phosphoric acid loading above 34.4 phr.
Table 17. Data analysis on SAXS (Figure 81) of dehydrated ternary mixtures of
Pluronic F108, PAA-1.8k, and phosphoric acid (AA:EO (mol) ratio = 0.01).
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Figure 82. SAXS spectra for Pluronic F108 – PAA-1.8k mixed with phosphoric acid at
an AA:EO (mol) ratio of 0.06. Phosphoric acid loading is denoted in phr as indicated.
Mostly disordered structures were, surprisingly, observed for this AA:EO mol ratio.
Once again, at high phosphoric acid loading of 55.5 phr, an oriented and ordered BCC
spherical structure resulted. Note the presence of a small peak at q = 0.21 nm-1, whose
origin may result from exceptional long range order. At the highest phosphoric acid
loading, a semicrystalline structure again appears.
Table 18. Data analysis for SAXS spectra presented in Figure 82. Blends with AA:EO
(mol) ratio equal to 0.06 were examined.
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Figure 83. SAXS spectra for Pluronic F108 – PAA-1.8k mixed with phosphoric acid at
an AA:EO (mol) ratio of 0.16. Phosphoric acid loading in phr as indicated. For blends
with AA:EO = 0.16 (mol) ratio, phosphoric acid was seen to first increase d-spacing on
loading. This may indicate that phosphoric acid is attempting to swell the EO domains of
F108. At 44.2 phr phosphoric acid loading, a well ordered BCC spherical structure is
observed. At still higher phosphoric acid loading, semicrystalline structures are
observed.
Table 19. Analysis of SAXS data (Figure 83) for F108 and PAA-1.8k blends (AA:EO =
0.16) with varied phosphoric acid content.
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Figure 84. SAXS spectra for Pluronic F108 – PAA-1.8k mixed with phosphoric acid at
an AA:EO (mol) ratio of 0.3. Phosphoric acid loading in phr as indicated. These blends
were found to be very highly structured, undergoing multiple order-order transitions as
detailed in Table 20. Interestingly, SAXS spectra from Figures 90, 91, and 92 indicate
that less phosphoric acid is necessary to induce order in dehydrated blends as AA:EO mol
ratio is increased. At 68.8 phr phosphoric acid loading, a highly oriented HCP cylindrical
structure was observed, possibly indicative of PAA macrophase separation.
Table 20. Analysis of SAXS data (Figure 84) for F108 and PAA-1.8k blends (AA:EO =
0.3) with varied phosphoric acid content.
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Figure 85. SAXS spectra for Pluronic F108 – PAA-1.8k mixed with phosphoric acid at
an AA:EO (mol) ratio of 0.49. Phosphoric acid in phr as indicated. With further
increased AA:EO mol ratio, the trending mentioned in Figure 84 continues as only 5.4
phr phosphoric acid is needed to induce order for the 0.5 AA:EO (mol) ratio blend. At
very high phosphoric acid loading to this blend system, a highly oriented lamellar
structure resulted.
Table 21. Analysis of SAXS data (Figure 85) for F108 and PAA-1.8k blends (AA:EO =
0.5) with varied phosphoric acid content.
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Figure 86. SAXS spectra for Pluronic F108 – PAA-1.8k mixed with phosphoric acid at
an AA:EO (mol) ratio of 0.72. Phosphoric acid loading, in phr, is as indicated. For
blends with AA:EO mol ratios of 0.72, the addition of phosphoric acid at 44.2 phr
induces the formation of highly complex crystalline structures. The commonly observed
pek at 0.21 nm-1 is seen for these highly structured blends at high phosphoric acid
loading.
Table 22. Analysis of SAXS data (Figure 86) for F108 and PAA-1.8k blends (AA:EO =
0.72) with varied phosphoric acid content.
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Figure 87. SAXS spectra for Pluronic F108 – PAA-1.8k mixed with phosphoric acid at
an AA:EO (mol) ratio of 1.0. Phosphoric acid loading, in phr, as indicated. For AA:EO
= 1, the addition of phosphoric acid forms complex crystalline structures at high loadings.
At high acrylic acid content, the formation of isotropic structures seen in Figure 44, for
instance, are no longer seen.
Table 23. Analysis of SAXS data (Figure 87) for F108 and PAA-1.8k blends (AA:EO =
1.0) with varied phosphoric acid content.

Figures 81-87 clearly depict an order-inducing interaction between phosphoric acid and
F108. At loadings of 25.8 phr phosphoric acid into blends with an AA:EO mol ratio of
only 0.01, BCP ordering was evident. On increased phosphoric acid loading for the
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AA:EO mol = 0.01, an order-order transition was observed as HCP cylinders were
converted to a well ordered BCC spherical morphology. With increased AA:EO mol
ratio, the phosphoric acid loading necessary to induce ordering of the Pluronic® F108
and PAA-1.8k blend system was generally found to decrease. At high AA:EO mol ratios
and high phosphoric acid loading, highly ordered, oriented crystalline structures were
observed.

The SAXS spectra for these oriented crystalline structures sometimes

contained a small peak, prior to the first order peak, at low q values of 0.2 nm-1, which
may be indicative of a long-range order within the system.
Therefore, observations based on SAXS data for dehydrated blends of Pluronic® F108
with PAA-1.8k verify the assumption that phosphoric acid loading induces ordering of
block copolymer microdomains. Further, PAA loading was clearly seen to alter the
amount of phosphoric acid loading necessary to induce order within the blend.
Moreover, at high AA:EO mol ratio and low phosphoric acid loading, phase mixed or
only weakly ordered structures generally resulted. This could be indicative of a lessselective, weaker hydrogen bonding interaction between F108 and PAA, as compared to
that of phosphoric acid. It would appear, for these high AA:EO mol ratio blends, that
phase-mixed and semicrystalline structures persist for the mixture as a result of a
competitive hydrogen bonding environment. At high loadings of PAA-1.8k, a large
amount of phosphoric acid may be necessary to “move” PAA from the Pluronic® F108
interfaces. Thus, disordered structures for F108 and PAA-1.8k blends may be observed
until a sufficient loading of phosphoric acid is in place to completely decorate the
Pluronic® F108 interface resulting in the formation of a macrophase separated, yet
ordered superstructure. To summarize, constructive as well as competitive hydrogen
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bonding between PAA-1.8k and H3PO4 for Pluronic® F108 hydrogen bond acceptors
was observed in dried samples. A range in which microphase separation in the form of
an HBI (roughly 0.6 to 0.9) and appropriate AA:EO ratios (0 to 0.5) was provided and
discussed. Low concentrations of PAA-1.8k within the ternary mixture were found to
assume well-defined cylindrical and spherical F108 structures on increased phosphoric
acid loading. At high HBI, macrophase separation of PAA from the Pluronic® F108
matrix was observed at high phosphoric acid loadings. These macrophase separated
structures may be worth further pursuit as an increased quantity of polymer-calcium
phosphate precursor interaction may significantly delay mineralization of amorphous
calcium phosphate and improve the odds of producing a block copolymer blend
templated calcium phosphate, rather than a calcium phosphate templated block
copolymer.
4.5.5 Calcium and Phosphate Addition to Polymer Blends to Form Calcium
Phosphate Composites
On mixing of both calcium and phosphate sources to blends of Pluronic® F108 and PAA
(Mw = 20K) within the common 50:50 by vol. ethanol: water solution, paper-like,
mechanically robust, opaque films were produced on drying. The films were relatively
consistent throughout and could be rolled between fingers without crumbling. To verify
that block copolymer induced order was present in the organic-inorganic composite,
SAXS data was collected for dried samples and rehydrated samples. On rehydration,
solubilization and swelling of PAA and PEO domains caused the paper-like dry
composite to gel, which may be of interest, should these composites be marked for
application as osteoconductive bone adhesives or coatings.
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SAXS data, collected at room temperature and standard pressure, for F108:PAA-20k
blends (70:30 by wt, or AA:EO (mol) = 0.3) with varied Ca:PO4 mol ratios and degree of
hydration is presented in Figures 88-91. SAXS indicates that the hydrated composite
tends to self-assemble to a spherical BCC structure. At higher Ca:PO4 ratios, a broad
underlying peak is observed that may be indicative of Ca:EO complexation, “salting-out”
by CaCl2, or exclusion of PAA from the F108 matrix.
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Figure 88. Normalized SAXS spectra for dehydrated calcium phosphate: blend
composites. The blend used was 70:30 F108:PAA
F108:PAA-20K with an AA:EO ratio of
approximately 0.3 and an HBI of 0.43. Phosphoric acid and calcium chloride dihydrate
loading (phr) is indicated, in that order, on each curve. Only semicrystalline structures
resulted.
Table 24. Data analysis for SAXS spectra (Figure 88) for 70:30 F108:PAA-20k
F108:PAA
blends
with 40.8 phr CaCl2-2H2O and varied loading of H3PO4
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Figure 89. Normalized SAXS spectra for rehydrated calcium phosphate: blend
composites. 50 phr water was added to 70
70:30 F108:PAA-20K with an AA:EO ratio of
approximately 0.3 and an HBI of 0.43. Phosphoric acid and calcium chloride dihydrate
loading (phr) is indicated, in that order, on each curve
curve. A well ordered spherical
morphology was observed on the addition of water to composites. D-spacing
D
was
observed to decrease on increased ph
phosphoric
osphoric acid loading to the composite. Further,
broad underlying peaks seen at low loadings of phosphoric acid are observed. This
Th may
be a result of the mixture being under higher pH conditions, leading to more ionization of
PAA and, subsequently, more calcium interaction. It could also be a result of a
competing interaction between phosphoric acid and PAA for positively charged calcium
ions yielding increased polydispersity in observed morphologies as conversion to calcium
phosphate occur.
25. Data analysis for SAXS spectra in Figure 89..
Table 25
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Figure 90. Normalized SAXS spectra for F108:PAA
F108:PAA-20k
k (70:30 by wt.) hydrated with
100 phr H2O. Each sample had constant CaCl
CaCl-2H2O loading, indicated by the second
number on the graph, and varied phosphoric acid loading, indicated by the first number
on the graph. Again, a general decrease in dd-spacing
spacing was observed on increased
phosphoric acid loading. The underlying broad peaks observed at low loadings of
phosphoric acid to the composite (50 phr H2O, Figure 89) were found to occur at 100 phr
water loading at slightly higher phosphoric acid loadings of 13.9 phr. An obvious trend
is not present for this sample set. This could possibly be a result of sample
inhomogeneity. For hydrated composites with high loading of phosphoric acid and a
relatively high loading of structure
structure-inducing water, phosphoric acid may simply be
abstracting water from the blend through the proposed salting
salting-out
out mechanism.
mechanism
Table 266. Data analysis for SAXS spectra in Figure 90..
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Figure 91. Normalized SAXS spectra for F108:PAA-20k (70:30 by wt.) hydrated with
150 phr H2O. Each sample had constant CaCl-2H2O loading, indicated by the second
number on the graph, and varied phosphoric acid loading, indicated by the first number
on the graph. At 150 phr water loading to composite specimens with varied phosphoric
acid loading, highly ordered BCC and BCC-mix structures were obtained. At low
phosphoric acid loading, extraneous peaks, such as those observed at q/q* values of 1.23,
1.19, and 1.26 for 5.8 and 9.9 phr phosphoric acid containing composites, indicate a
highly ordered unknown morphology. Composites with higher loading of phosphoric
acid were seen to assume a BCC spherical structure. Interestingly, little change in dspacing was observed on phosphoric acid variation for composites rehydrated at 150 phr
H2O.
Table 27. Data analysis for SAXS spectra in Figure 91.
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The SAXS spectra in Figures 88-91 for the complete Pluronic® F108:PAA-20k (70:30
by weight) calcium phosphate composite show that: (a) increased phosphoric acid content
causes a decrease in composite d-spacing; (b) addition of water to the composite induces
microphase separation to a BCC spherical structure, likely through H2O-induced swelling
of PEO domains; and (c) the addition of both calcium and phosphate at relatively high
loadings (inorganic loading was varied incrementally from 32 to 45 wt%) is not seen to
notably disturb the BCC spherical morphology observed for the hydrated controls.
As shown in Figure 79, increased loading of phosphoric acid to hydrated blends of
Pluronic® F108 and PAA-20k was seen to result in completely phase mixed structures at
34 phr phosphoric acid and 100 phr water loading. However, with CaCl2 present within
the hydrated mixtures (Figures 88-91), 34 phr phosphoric acid loading did not notably
disturb the blend morphology observed for those with reduced loadings of phosphoric
acid or even the controls. In fact, at high phosphoric acid loadings to composites, peaks
within SAXS spectra look notably sharper when compared to those with low phosphoric
acid loading. This may indicate that, at low loadings of phosphoric acid to hydrated
composites, PAA-sequestered calcium species are difficult for phosphoric acid to access.
This may be due to higher solution pH, yielding a greater degree of ionization for PAA
and therefore a stronger interaction with calcium, or may simply result from a general
lack of stoichiometry between calcium and phosphate.

Nevertheless, the broad

underlying peaks observed in Figures 89 and 90, may result from phosphoric acid
interaction with calcium effectively creating polydispersity within the system through a
decreased number of calcium and PAA interactions. At higher phosphoric acid loading,
the conversion of calcium chloride and phosphoric acid to calcium phosphate may be
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completed.

Thus, PAA may then sequester calcium phosphate species, rather than

reactive calcium ions, with a competitive interaction between phosphoric acid and PAA
weakened on conversion to calcium phosphate. It would be interesting to characterize
these blends through time-resolved XRD. Should PAA effectively sequester calcium
phosphate, as postulated, it would be expected that inhibition of calcium phosphate
mineralization be stronger for F108-PAA blends than that observed for F108 alone.
Indeed, well-ordered spherical and mixed structures were observed via SAXS on
rehydration of dried composites indicating that, at least, the interaction of Pluronic®
F108 with water induces micellization in the presence of calcium phosphate aggregate
structures. Although, water loading to similar blends with PAA-1.8k instead of PAA-20k
was shown to generally only result in semicrystalline or phase-mixed structures (Figure
75). Therefore, some interaction with calcium, phosphate, or calcium phosphate with the
polymer blend must occur.
To verify a templating interaction between the polymer blend and calcium phosphate,
TEM of the 70:30 F108:PAA-20k composite with 13.9 phr H3PO4 and 40.8 phr CaCl22H2O, a total inorganic loading of 36 wt%, was conducted. TEM, Figure 92, shows a
relatively weakly ordered spherical morphology with a pore-spacing of approximately 15
nm, matching d-spacings (Figure 88) measured by SAXS. Variation in sample thickness
made spotting any non-templated calcium phosphate crystals difficult. Samples were cut
for TEM using a cryomicrotome (Leica) and sections were placed directly onto Cu grids
(400 mesh). Samples were not stained, therefore electron density contrast is provided
due to the presence of nano-scale calcium phosphate or some variant thereof within the
blend matrix.
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Figure 92. TEM image of an F108:PAA-20k (70:30 by weight) calcium phosphate
composite shows spherical microdomains. Contrast was found to result from the
presence of inorganic calcium phosphate within the blend matrix. Should calcium
phosphate not be present in the composite, little phase contrast would be observed
between the PEO and PPO blocks even with PAA homopolymer present.
Complete calcium phosphate/ F108 composites were also made using the lower
molecular weight PAA-1.8k additive. The Ca:PO4 mol ratio was held at a constant 0.625
for this composition space and inorganic weight was varied from 0 to 72 wt% calcium
phosphate, unlike the previous experiment detailed wherein the Ca:PO4 mol ratio was
varied through addition of phosphoric acid to a fixed amount of calcium chloride.
Further, this composition space, shown in the ternary diagram in Figure 93, explored
alterations in AA:EO mol ratio ranging from 0.063 and 0.72, whereas the other
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experiments examining the full composite only looked at AA:EO (mol) = 0.3 blends.
Unfortunately, hydrated versions of these blends were not characterized.
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Figure 93. Ternary phase diagram for dehydrated F108:PAA-1.8k:CaCl2-2H2O &
H3PO4. The H3PO4: CaCl2-2H2O weight ratio was held constant at 0.28, corresponding
to a Ca:PO4 mol ratio of 0.625, throughout the composition range. Semicrystalline
structures, represented by green diamonds, were mainly observed. At high inorganic
loading, resulting structures were found to be phase mixed, indicated by blue triangles.
Lastly, at 20 wt% inorganic loading, BCC spherical morphology, red diamonds, was
observed, on increased phosphoric acid amount, for the resulting dried composite.
Figure 94 (a-e) shows SAXS spectra obtained for the composition space detailed in
Figure 93. At low PAA content, AA:EO ≤ 0.16, only semicrystalline structures were
observed as inorganic loading was increased. For blends with AA:EO (mol) ≥ 0.3, it
would appear that a mixed morphology is present. Finally, at the highest AA:EO (mol)
ratio tested (Figure 94 e), a BCC spherical morphology was clearly observed for
dehydrated composites. It would appear that, for dehydrated blends with high relative
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amounts of acrylic acid, an increased amount of phosphoric acid should assist in ordering
even dried composites. Similar morphologies were observed for dehydrated composites
with high PAA-1.8k loading in Figure 94 (c, d, e) and for rehydrated composites
utilizing PAA-20k (Figures 89-91). The observation of a sharp peak located within a
broad underlying peak was common between these sample sets. For the case of hydrated
blends, the increased addition of phosphoric acid was found to remove the broad
underlying peak. Further, ordering by phosphoric acid was also observed for dehydrated
blends of Pluronic® F108 and PAA-1.8k, dependent on both AA:EO mol ratio and
phosphoric acid loading (Figures 81-87). Thus, on increased loading of phosphoric acid,
beyond the 15 phr maximum used herein, to the dehydrated blends with varied AA:EO
mol ratio, well-ordered spherical structures may be obtained. Even dried composites
using PAA-20k, Figure 88, may order with increased phosphoric acid loading based on
the general trends observed within the large composition space explored within.
Calcium chloride dihydrate loading was altered within the composition space detailed in
Figure 93. Only small increases to phosphoric acid content were required to maintain a
constant calcium to phosphate mol ratio. As can be expected based on the previously
discussed calcium chloride controls under dry conditions (Figure 78), salting-out of the
Pluronic F108 template may provide rationale for the general decrease in d-spacing
observed as inorganic loading was increased for this blend series.
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Figure 94.. SAXS scattering patterns provide
provided
d for the ternary composition space,
space
F108:PAA-1.8k:CaCl2-2H
2H2O & H3PO4 shown in Figure 93. The H3PO4: CaCl2-2H2O
weight ratio was held constant at 0.28, corresponding to a Ca:PO4 mol ratio of 0.625,
throughout the composition range. Five different AA:EO mol ratios of (a) 0.063, (b)
0.16, (c) 0.30, (d) 0.49, and (e) 0.72 were examined with varied inorganics loading (0(0
77wt%). Wt% inorganic loading, where the inorganic was a combi
combination
nation of phosphoric
acid and calcium chloride dihydrate, is given for each SAXS spectra. Asterisks (*)
indicate higher order reflections.
4.6 Conclusions
Blends of Pluronic® F108 and polyacrylic acid were demonstrated to template the
formation of calcium phosphate through the phase selective sequestration of Ca ions to
PAA located within PEO domains of Pluronic® F108. Incorporation of a hydrogen
bonding additive such as polyacrylic acid or phosphoric acid into F108 was found to
induce order,, potentially through a wide variety of significant two-way interactions. The
addition of polyacrylic acid to hydrated Pluronic
Pluronic® F108 was demonstrated to assist in the
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attraction and sequestration of calcium ions. Calcium phosphate composites were found
to be like paper when dry and like glue when hydrated. Full composites demonstrated
excellent block copolymer order, on rehydration, as viewed through TEM and SAXS.
Suggestions were made to improve order for dehydrated composite material based on the
control studies conducted herein.
A careful study of the effects of each component, namely calcium chloride dihydrate,
phosphoric acid, polyacrylic acid, and water on composite morphology was conducted. It
was found that PAA and phosphoric acid compete for hydrogen bond acceptor sites.
Generally, at high loadings of both phosphoric acid and PAA (HBI ≥ 1), disordered
composite structures, or highly ordered macrophase separated structures were typically
observed. CaCl2•2H2O was observed to swell hydrated blend matrices on addition and
induce “salting-out” for dehydrated polymer templates. It was found that, as can be
expected based on previous literature, calcium interaction with Pluronic F108 and PAA
blends was stronger than that with just Pluronic® F108. As PAA was argued to be lessselective than water to PEO domains, the addition of water to BCP and calcium
phosphate blends and their respective controls was mostly observed to disorder polymer
morphology. In a few cases, however, water was seen to eliminate PEO crystallization as
well as preferentially swell the PEO phase wherein PAA was sequestered to induce BCP
microphase separation.
Herein, two novel techniques to form nanoscale calcium phosphate composites structures
were studied and duly presented. Both procedures take advantage of hydrogen bonding
as a tool to assist in preferential sequestration of calcium and/or phosphates. The first
procedure utilized F108, as a template, and phosphoric acid, as a hydrogen bond additive
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from which calcium chloride was added. To the best of my knowledge, H3PO4 has not
been used to induce order in BCPs, reduce crystallization, or serve as an anchor point for
calcium sequestration.

The second technique was based on a more widely studied

system, F108 and PAA blends. In executing this work, a theory to determine appropriate
phosphoric acid and PAA loading on competitive hydrogen bonding was postulated.
Further, various component interactions were decoupled for better understanding and
control over obtained calcium phosphate/ polymer blend composite structures.
4.7 Future Work
For the two systems presented, it is important to determine efficacy of the composites as
osteoconductive grafts. One such method would be to soak the as-prepared, or calcined,
composites in Simulated Body Fluid (SBF), with ion concentration similar to human
plasma, to determine protein adsorption to assay composite bioactivity.[157, 158]
Another experiment involves the introduction of bone-forming cells, such as
osteosarcoma cells, which can be seeded into composite materials presented herein to
determine

osteoconductivity

and

verify

composite

biocompatibility.[159]

Characterization could be accomplished by SEM to examine bone growth patterns and
cell adhesion and UV-Vis would determine protein release.
However, prior to testing for biological efficiency, a number of experiments must be
conducted on the material systems. For the phosphoric acid-ordered F108 systems, it was
found that the dehydration time and temperature was very important in the determination
of the final mineral structure as well as the kinetics of mineral growth. For future
experiments, it is suggested that an environmental chamber with controlled temperature
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and humidity be used to obtain repeatable sample dehydration results. Further, the use of
a high intensity source, such as the X27C beamline at the NSLS at Brookhaven National
Laboratory, for SAXS is recommended as time-resolved surveys of the impact of
mineralization on block copolymer ordering can be accomplished quickly and without the
use of vacuum, which is a source of uncontrollable dehydration and subsequent
mineralization for the samples produced by the techniques described herein. Through
conducting time-resolved SAXS on the F108-phosphoric acid system, it may be possible
to obtain information leading to the synthesis of amorphous calcium phosphate within
other hydrogen bonding block copolymers.
Per the F108-PAA blend composite, further work needs to be accomplished in the area of
calcium phosphate mineralization. Time-resolved SAXS and XRD for these systems will
allow for better understanding of the impact of hydrogen bonding competition between
PAA and H3PO4 on calcium phosphate structure and mineralization kinetics.
For both composite systems, TEM analysis will provide information as to composite
ordering. The use of Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAED), for example, can
provide information as to whether or not an amorphous, paracrystalline, or crystalline
calcium phosphate remains sequestered within BCP microdomains or if the driving force
of mineralization is high enough to “push aside” polymer chains and macrophase
separate. A specific experiment that will undoubtedly yield interesting results would be
TEM imaging of F108 or F108-PAA and phosphoric acid mixtures. Work shown herein
indicates that exceptional order, even at room temperature, can result from said system.
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Nevertheless, on moving forward from F108 composites, one might consider other
simple hydrogen bonding systems using the techniques and discussion provided within
this dissertation. For instance, poly lactic acid, PLA, could be used alongside an ethylene
oxide containing block copolymer, to form a biodegradable polymer-calcium phosphate
composite wherein the polymeric graft material dissolves over time within the blood
stream. Furthermore, as hydrogen bonding is dependent on concentration of hydrogen
bond donors, as shown herein, calcium phosphate composites templated through
hydrogen bonding polymers may prove to be exceptional drug delivery tools.

On

exposure to a specific pH or temperature, ionization of the hydrogen bond donor occurs
subsequently disrupting hydrogen bonding and gradually releasing a payload.

The

opportunities for calcium phosphate based composites seem endless as synthetic bone
relies on the ductility of polymeric material, and strength, biocompatibility, and
osteoconductivity of the calcium phosphate inorganic phase. These broad categories lend
calcium phosphate composite materials to a wide open experimental space. The work
presented herein demonstrates the applicability of hydrogen bonding with a polymer
template to form ordered calcium phosphate structures.
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APPENDIX A
1

H-29SI CP MAS NMR AMPLITUDES AT VARIED CONTACT TIMES FOR Q2, Q3,
AND Q4 PEAKS

Figure A. 1H-29Si CP MAS solid state NMR amplitudes from a silica gel as a function of
Hartmann-Hahn contact time (τ) for ∆) -99.8 ppm (Q3) resonance, ◊) 109.3 ppm (Q4)
resonance, and □) -90.6 ppm (Q2) resonance. Data indicates that there is not an optimum
contact time for CP NMR for silica. Further, through variation of the contact time, it is
possible to obtain increased amplitudes for Q2 and Q3 resonances at contact times less
than 10 ms. A maximum amplitude exists at a certain contact time due to the fact that the
pulse time necessary to completely transfer 1H magnetization to each 29Si species varies.
As protons are generally closer to Si for Q3 and Q2 silica, the contact time necessary for
magnetization transfer is less than that for fully condensed SiO2 (Q4). Amplitude trails
off as the transferred magnetization will decay with further increased contact time.
Hence, 1H-29Si CP MAS solid state NMR data should only be compared with spectra
taken with the same contact time as peak amplitudes may shift allowing for sizeable
measurement error with contact time variation. Reproduced from Maciel[82].
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APPENDIX B
SILICA CYS-SPHERE PARTICLE DIAMETER DISTRIBUTIONS
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Figure A. Particle diameter distributions for Cys-sphere samples of: A) varied ethanol
content; B) varied CTAB content; C) varied TEOS content; and D) varied cysteamine
content. Particle diameter was measured through SEM image analysis using ImageJ
software on uncalcined samples.
Table A. Means and standard deviations (nm) from particle size analysis of uncalcined
Cys-sphere samples
Cys-1 Cys-2 Cys-3 Cys-4 Cys-5 Cys-6 Cys-7 Cys-8 Cys-9 Cys-10
Mean
121 139 123 163
112 168 42 305 557
Standard Deviation 12
14
17
15
12
15
7
21
32
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APPENDIX C
CALCINATION TEMPERATURE ON SILICA CYS-SPHERE PARTICLE SIZE AND
SURFACE AREA
Table A. BET surface area, measured through N2 adsorption, and sphere particle
diameter, measured through SEM image analysis for a Cys-sphere sample with the same
composition as Cys-2. At least 20 counts were used to approximate mean sphere
diameter. Unlike the other Cys-sphere samples presented herein, these samples were
directly calcined from the as-synthesized state to the noted temperature using a 5 hour
ramp, a 5 hour hold, and a 5 hour cool-down cycle.

A

B

C

Figure A. Representative SEM images of uncalcined (A), 650 °C calcined (B), and 750
°C calcined (C) Cys-spheres. Note that (A) is only magnified 30 kX.
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APPENDIX D
INFLUENCE OF REACTION TIME ON CYS-SPHERE SIZE AND DEGREE OF
CONDENSATION AS MEASURED BY SEM, 29SI SP MAS NMR, AND 1H-29SI CP
MAS NMR
A

2h

24h
73h
145h

-100

-120

-140

2h

B

5.7h

Normalized Intensity (a.u.)

Normalized Intensity (a.u.)

5.67h

24h
73h
145h

-100

-160

-120

-140

-160

ppm

ppm

Figure A. 29Si SP MAS NMR spectra (A) and 1H-29Si CP MAS NMR (τ = 20 ms)
spectra for uncalcined powder from aliquots of a typical Cys-sphere reaction mixture
allowed to react for varied time as indicated. Aliquots were dried according to the
common technique used for all Cys-sphere samples.
A

B

C

D

Figure B. SEM images for uncalcined Cys-spheres: A) 5.7 h, B) 24 h, C) 73 h, D) 145 h.
Mean particle size, based on approximately 20 counts, was 125 + 9 nm, 145 + 14 nm, 142
+ 10 nm, and 150 + 20 nm for 5.7h, 24h, 73h, and 145h aliquots, respectively.
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APPENDIX E
SEM IMAGES OF UNCALCINED CYS-SPHERE SAMPLES WITH VARIED
CYSTEAMINE CONTENT

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure A. Cys-11, Cys-2, and Cys-1: A, B) Cys-1, 0.1 mol% cysteamine; C, D) Cys-2,
0.05 mol% cysteamine; and E, F) Cys-11, 0 mol% cysteamine.
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APPENDIX F
SEM IMAGES OF UNCALCINED CYS-SPHERE SAMPLES WITH VARIED
ETHANOL CONTENT

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Figure A. Cys-8, Cys-2, Cys-9, Cys-10: A, B) Cys-8, 7 mol% ethanol; C, D) Cys-2, 11
mol% ethanol; E, F) Cys-11, 14.5 mol% ethanol; and G, H) Cys-10, 17 mol% ethanol.
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APPENDIX G
SEM IMAGES OF UNCALCINED CYS-SPHERE SAMPLES WITH VARIED CTAB
CONTENT

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure A. Cys-3, Cys-2, Cys-4: A, B) Cys-3, 0.06 mol% CTAB; C, D) Cys-2, 0.12 mol%
CTAB; and E, F) Cys-4, 0.18 mol% CTAB.
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APPENDIX H
SEM IMAGES OF UNCALCINED CYS-SPHERE SAMPLES WITH VARIED TEOS
CONTENT

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure A. Cys-6, Cys-2, Cys-7: A, B) Cys-6, 0.2 mol% TEOS; C, D) Cys-2, 0.4 mol%
TEOS; and E, F) Cys-7, 0.8 mol% TEOS.
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APPENDIX I
SEM IMAGES OF CALCINED CYS-SPHERE SAMPLES

A

B

C

D

Figure A. SEM images for Cys-4 (A), Cys-7 (B, D), and Cys-9 (C) each calcined at 550
°C. Figures show large amount of string-like silica surrounding silica Cys-spheres
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APPENDIX J
SI MAS SP NMR AND 1H-29SI MAS CP NMR (Τ = 20 MS) SPECTRA FOR ASSYNTHESIZED AND CALCINED CYS-SPHERES WITH VARIED LEVELS OF
CTAB
Cys-2 650 SP

Cys-2 650 CP

Cys-2 550 SP

Cys-2 550 CP

Normalized Intensity (a.u.)

Normalized Intensity (a.u.)

29

Cys-2 SP

-90

-110

-130

-150

Cys-2 CP

-90

ppm

-110

-130

Cys-4 SP

-110

-130

Cys-4 550 CP

Normalized Intensity (a.u.)

Normalized Intensity (a.u.)

Cys-4 550 SP

-90

-150

ppm

-150

ppm

Cys-4 CP

-90

-110

-130

-150

ppm

Figure A. 29Si MAS SP NMR and 1H-29Si MAS CP NMR (τ = 20 ms) spectra for assynthesized and calcined cys-2 and cys-4. Cys-2 and Cys-4 contain 0.12 and 0.18 mol%
CTAB, respectively.
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APPENDIX K
SI MAS SP NMR AND 1H-29SI MAS CP NMR (Τ = 20 MS) SPECTRA FOR ASSYNTHESIZED AND CALCINED CYS-SPHERE SAMPLES WITH VARIED TEOS
CONTENT
Cys-2 650 SP

Cys-2 650 CP

Cys-2 550 SP

Cys-2 550 CP

Normalized Intensity (a.u.)

Normalized Intensity (a.u.)

29

Cys-2 SP

-90

-110

-130

-150
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-90

ppm

-110

-130
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Cys-7 SP

Cys-7 CP

Normalized Intensity (a.u.)

Cys-7 550 CP

Normalized Intensity (a.u.)

Cys-7 550 SP

-90

-110

-130

-150

ppm

-90

-110

-130

-150

ppm

Figure A. 29Si MAS SP NMR and 1H-29Si MAS CP NMR (τ = 20 ms) spectra for assynthesized and calcined (at as-noted temperature) cys-sphere samples 2 and 7 with
varied levels of TEOS. Cys-2 and Cys-7 contain 0.4 and 0.8 mol% TEOS, respectively.
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APPENDIX L
SI MAS SP NMR AND 1H-29SI MAS CP NMR (Τ = 20 MS) SPECTRA FOR ASSYNTHESIZED AND CALCINED CYS-SPHERES WITH VARIED ETHANOL AND
WATER CONTENT
Cys-8 550 SP

Cys-8 550 CP

Cys-8 SP

Cys-8 CP

Normalized Intensity (a.u.)

Normalized Intensity (a.u.)

29
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Normalized Intensity (a.u.)

Cys-2 550 CP
Cys-2 CP

-90

-110

-130
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-90
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Cys-9 550 CP

Cys-9 SP

Cys-9 CP

Normalized Intensity (a.u.)

Normalized Intensity (a.u.)
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-90

-110

-130
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Figure A. NMR for cys- 2, 8, and 9 with varied levels of ethanol and water. Cys-8, Cys2, and Cys-9 contain 92:7, 88:11, and 85:14.5 water:ethanol (mol%), respectively.
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APPENDIX M
SEM IMAGES OF AS-SYNTHESIZED, CALCINED, AND THERMALLY TREATED
GRUN SPHERES, FOR HEAD TO HEAD COMPARISON WITH CYS-SPHERES
BASED ON THE METHOD PREVIOUS REPORTED.

A

B

C

Figure A. SEM images of A) uncalcined Grun spheres; B) calcined Grun spheres (550
°C); and C) 650 °C thermally treated Grun spheres. Images show a high degree of
particle necking, as well as large amounts of non-spherical silica particulates. Particle
diameter also shown to be polydisperse for Grun silica[62].
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APPENDIX N
SAXS DIFFRACTIONS PATTERNS FOR PLURONIC® F108, WATER, AND H3PO4
GELS

0 wt% H2O, 0 wt% H3PO4

0 wt% H2O, 15 wt% H3PO4

10 wt% H2O, 0 wt% H3PO4 10 wt% H2O, 15 wt% H3PO4

25 wt% H2O, 0 wt% H3PO4 25 wt% H2O, 15 wt% H3PO4
Figure A. SAXS patterns obtained at the NSLS at BNL for Pluronic® F108-phosphoric
acid films with added H2O. Phosphoric acid loading was maintained at 15 wt%
according to polymer weight and water was varied, also with respect to polymer weight,
according to captions.
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APPENDIX O
SAXS DIFFRACTIONS PATTERNS FOR GELS COMPRISED OF PLURONIC®
F108, WATER, AND CACL2

0 wt% H2O, 0 wt% Ca2+

0 wt% H2O, 10 wt% Ca2+

10 wt% H2O, 0 wt% Ca2+

10 wt% H2O, 10 wt% Ca2+

25 wt% H2O, 0 wt% Ca2+

25 wt% H2O, 10 wt% Ca2+

SAXS diffraction patterns (BNL NSLS) for Pluronic® F108 with indicated water and
Ca2+, from CaCl2-2H2O, amounts.
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APPENDIX P
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MINERALIZING CALCIUM PHOSPHATE - PLURONIC®
F108 FILMS

Figure A. Photographs of drop-cast calcium, phosphate, and F108 solutions: 24 hours
after drop-cast (top), 3 days after drop-cast (bottom)
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APPENDIX Q
COMPARISON OF SAXS SPECTRA FOR PLURONIC® F108 AND PLURONIC®
F108:PAA-20K BLENDS ON ADDITION OF WATER

Log Intensity (a.u.)

d (nm)
14.11

33 wt% H 2O

d (nm)
15.58

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

d (nm)
14.18

q (1/nm)

F108:PAA 70:30 by wt, 33 wt%
H2O
q
q/q*
(q/q*)^2
0.45
1.00
1.00
0.64
1.44
2.06
0.78
1.76
3.10
0.89
2.00
4.01
F108:33 wt% H2O
q
q/q*
(q/q*)^2
0.40
1.00
1.00
0.44
1.10
1.21
0.57
1.42
2.03
0.63
1.56
2.44
0.69
1.72
2.95
0.77
1.92
3.67
F108:33 wt% H2O
q
q/q*
(q/q*)^2
0.44
1.00
1.00
0.63
1.42
2.02
0.77
1.74
3.04

SAXS data for rehydrated films (33 wt% by polymer) of Pluronic® F108 (red line) and
Pluronic® F108:PAA-20K (70:30 by wt), blue line. On rehydration at 33 wt% H2O
loading to dried polymer films, the F108:PAA (70:30 by wt) showed a well ordered
spherical microstructure, whereas the F108-only sample showed what appeared to be a
mixed morphology with 2 distinct microstructures. The highlighted q-spacings in the
table were reanalyzed setting q = 0.44 as q* showing two distinct sets of spherical
morphology within the rehydrated F108 sample. Interestingly, the rehydrated 70:30
F108:PAA and F108-only sample held one spherical morphology in common, complete
with a similar d-spacing of, approximately, 14.1 nm.
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APPENDIX R
DISRUPTION OF PLURONIC® P104 ON ADDITION OF PAA BY SAXS
A

B

Disruption of liquid crystalline morphology of an aqueous solution of 40 wt% Pluronic®
P104 (A) observed on addition of PAA6000 (B) by SAXS. The composition of the
material characterized in (B) was 49:31:20 P104:H2O:PAA6000 by wt.[155]
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APPENDIX S
SAXS DIFFRACTION PATTERN AND SPECTRA FOR DEHYDRATED
PLURONIC® F108-PAA-1.8K BLEND WITH HIGH H3PO4 LOADING

Log Intensity (a.u.)

AA:EO = 0.3, 40 wt% H3PO4

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.7

0.9

1.1

q (1/nm)

Figure A. SAXS diffraction pattern for a dehydrated F108-PAA-1.8k blend with AA:EO
(mol) = 0.3 and high phosphoric acid loading of 40 wt%.
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AA:EO (mol) = 0.72

Log Intensity (a.u.)

40 wt % H3PO4

35 wt % H3PO4
30 wt % H3PO4

25 wt % H3PO4
20 wt % H3PO4
0.1

0.3

0.5

0.7

0.9

1.1

25 wt % H3PO4

q (1/nm)

30 wt % H3PO4

35 wt % H3PO4

40 wt % H3PO4

Figure B. SAXS spectra for a ternary mixture of Pluronic® F108, PAA-1.8k, and
phosphoric acid at AA:EO = 0.72
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APPENDIX T
SAXS SPECTRA FOR DEHYDRATED TERNARY MIXTURES OF PLURONIC®
F108-PAA-1.8K AND H3PO4 AT AN AA:EO (MOL) RATIO OF 2.1

Figure A. SAXS spectra collected for dehydrated ternary mixtures of Pluronic F108:
PAA-1.8k: H3PO4 at an AA:EO (mol) ratio of 2.1. Data suggests that only semicrystalline or entirely phase-mixed structures result for samples with high concentrations
of hydrogen bond donors.
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